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PREFACE

PREFACE TO THE EXPANDED GOLD EDITION
A hardcover version of
in the middle of 2018. So, why go through the trouble of writing not just an updated, but a substantially expanded version of the

network of makers, renowned industry experts, and trailblazers out front of the Maker Movement phenomenon from all corners
of the globe. Although some of them might appear as unassuming geeks tinkering with new technologies as if they were new
playthings, every single one of them has a sense that what the future holds is as malleable as a piece of clay. This has given me
a renewed sense of awe and fascination about the potential for the Maker Movement to have profound, far-reaching impacts on
society at large — not just in America or in the developed nations of the West, but on a global scale. One of the the other things

or content people were resonating with, and what they felt was lacking or wanted to see more of. This time around, I wanted to
write a book with the true professional in mind, by including what I feel are some of the most important, relevant, and up to date

with protecting the status quo than with preparing the next generation of students, young professionals, and entrepreneurs for
the profound shifts ahead.

depth in a few areas. I should have known going into writing a book with the subtitle,
that I was shooting myself in the foot — since compiling a book of such magnitude was indeed quite a bold claim
all of these disparate technologies and processes together
in new, synergistic, and often unexpected ways, that this is truly when things really starts to become powerful. Therefore, I still

to think holistically about what an aspiring maker would truly need to set himself or herself up for success, making sure that no

in your toolbox that are suitable for any skill level, including tips and tricks that even the most seasoned professional are bound
edition strives to do is to give you the most kick-ass, one stop-

and my time spent working in the R&D industry at some of the highest levels. I understand that many of you reading this may not
currently at your disposal — just as RTV silicones and resins were all that I had to draw from in the beginning. Then, once you
gain access to some of the more sophisticated pieces of tools and equipment, you can grow into them accordingly. Even still, no
matter what you have available to you at this very moment, I still strongly suggest you strive to at least become familiar with the
basics of all of the tools, processes and terminology covered here. This will give you a solid understanding of their capabilities,
as well as the different roles they play within the realm of design, prototyping, and manufacturing to bring real products to life.

I. THE BEGINNING OF A LIFELONG PASSION OBSESSION
intense curiosity and obsessive quest to learn more about the physical makeup behind the physical world of atoms all around us
undoubtedly started one summer morning while out riding my shiny new, canary yellow GT Dyno BMX bike. I had just forked over
more cash than I had ever dared to spend on any one single item up until that point on this bike — using up an entire nest egg of

the rug would soon be pulled out from under my excitement when one of the neighborhood bullies (known to be a serious BMX
snob), caught glimpse of me riding by that morning on summer break. When I rode past him on my glistening new machine, his
eyes quickly locked on the bright yellow frame like a homing missile, and without hesistation he blurted out an insult that hit me
purchase, now had me second-guessing as I continued to ride by. Teen-aged pride wounded, I quickly stole a glance at the bike
4
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differences in their structural build qualities
question, beginning with a thorough investigation into the origins of where the frames were made and assembled, then onto how
the chief culprit behind the higher sticker price of the top-tier bikes. Peeling back the layers even further, I started to learn about
how the delicate mix of Chromium and Molybdenum alloys created just the right balance between a hard (stiff) frame and one

been carefully hand-selected to be devoid of any imperfections. In the BMX world, this unique blend of Chromoly would mean the
ultimate difference between a bike frame that could handle anything a young trickster could throw at it, and one which adorned the

the time, I vowed that I someday I would own one of these dream bike brands, and eventually scraped together enough money
to buy a used Schwinn Automatic on eBay a few years later. That frame had been made from none other than
Around the same time, I became hooked on episodes of the show

when they

of how
were brought to life — usually from unimpressive raw materials that were mined from the ground. The
curtain had just been lifted, and while I was captivated by these newfound insights, I was also profoundly confused. How was it

somewhere making them for me to consume, after all? Even years later when I started to work in retail, again I felt a knawing
sense that I was simply selling the things that other
myself, rather than just a hapless
This was around the same time that I had just graduated from high school, and when I became obsessed with behind-the-scenes
industrial design. The ability to custom create and sell things was a liberating experience, and from that point on there was no
turning back. Years later I came across this qoute by the pioneering design icon Steve Jobs, which has stuck with me ever since:
inside the world. Try not to bash into the walls too much. Try to have a nice family life, have fun, save a little
everything around you that you call life was made up by people that were no smarter than you. And you can

can

it — you
there, and

II. THE RISE OF THE MAKER MINDSET & DIY CULTURE
the democratization of design, engineering, education, jobs and manufacturing. Advancements in new technologies such as
desktop 3D printing and CNC machining are now putting powerful tools that were once only available to large research institutions
like NASA in the hands of millions of creators worldwide. This rapid pace of disruption is creating a paradigm shift and playing-

who are becoming much less dependent on large manufacturers for the production of their goods and services. Add to that an
increasing level of interest and investment into corporate R&D (research and development) programs that are leveraging the use
of new technologies as a way of gaining a competitive advantage in the marketplace. All of these combined factors have placed
an emphasis on STEM and engineering educations or skill-sets as the path forward to success in this new era of uncertainty and
globalization — with tens of thousands of grade-schools worldwide now rushing to build their own Makerspace facilities out of
5
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that traverse far beyond America or any national borders — but which will be felt globally. Here are just a few of my thoughts on
how to best navigate the coming changes, including insights from great minds that are much smarter than myself:

In his book,
, technologist and engineer Klaus Scwhab outlines the coming cataclysmic global,
social, and economic shifts. In the past, factories were expensive to operate, and so it was more often than not the individual
with the deepest pockets who controlled production. Enter the Maker Movement, and now the scales have tipped in favor of the
individual, with new disruptive technologies vastly lowering barriers to entry by empowering and putting the power of production in
the hands of almost anyone. A new breed of makers around the world with a dream, a vision, and the wherewithal to connect the

and more decentralized on a global scale. The Maker Movement is one of the most dramatic paradigm shifts in human history,
since the First Industrial Revolution of 1760. The mindset of a maker is quintessentially changing the meaning of what it means

THE FUTURE OF WORK

to be victims of the consequences, while those who learn to embrace it are the ones who will thrive in the years and decades
ahead — no matter how uncertain the economic or geopolitical landscape becomes. Peter Drucker, the legendary business
forseeing massive shifts away from industrialized societies dominated by manual labor and management, and into knowledgeMovement, as it represents one possible solution to the challenges facing a global, interconnected society. If we can give more

THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION
Dale Dougherty, in his book Free to Make, wrote this about hands-on learning,

process is in stark contrast to what many see as the over-formalization and institutionalization of the public education system
as a whole. In order to keep up wih the lighting-fast pace of change, factory-style education systems simply cannot rest on their
rapidly evolving workforce. I am a huge believer in non-accredited bootcamps, professional training workshops, and continuing or
alternative educations. Most importantly of all, you want to learn from someone who has achieved the results you seek, and who
practices what they preach. This is a big problem plaguing the academic tenure system, where bureaucracy and job security at
many schools have taken priority over actually preparing the next generations with relevant knowledge and hirable skills.

think you know
— the
insatiable sense of curiosity, combined with continual training dedicated to personal development and sharpening your sword.

REAL SCIENCE VS. “SCIENTISM”
mathematician and risk analyst Nassim Nicholas Taleb shatters the myth that all scientists wear white lab coats and work for large
, not science...Science and business
must not be decorative. Scientism
not science, but
6
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with the cosmetic details, but are clueless about the subject...

GATEKEEPERS & THE “OLD GUARD”
Due to the democratization of technology and manufacturing brought about by the Maker Movement, as well as interconnected
global networks, gatekeepers have largely disappeared. This is either good or bad depending on what lens to choose to look
at it from. For some, it is one of the most liberating times in human history. For others, this massive level of disruption spells a
not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and

in endless red tape and meetings. Jim Collins, in his book

out good people, slows down decision making, kills innovation and is often the petri dish of bad politics...Leaders must continually

BEING A PIONEER & CONTRARIAN
incapable of understanding the man who refuses to bow blindly to conventional predjudices and chooses instead to express his
who feel as though they are pioneers, and want to do something in a different and better way...Wrong thinking is the best way

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT & SELF-RELIANCE
As Erick Ries, author of

and they help people solve their problems and challenges. Chances are likely that with an increasingly changing technological
landscape, the world of work is likely to become even more unpredictable,

calls it), and to start by asking What can I contribute? The most successful and well paid employees are always the ones who see
themselves as part owners in the businesses they go to work for. They are self-motivated and self-managing — therefore they
organization, in the sense that it always starts out to make itself obsolete. Because that is the characteristic of knowledge. It is not

actual knowledge, skills, and the ability to get results. While the classroom setting can be very valuable for multiple different
reasons (including peer pressure, feedback loops and a sense of tribe accountability), choosing self-education or formal educated

inferior by default, because it has not been vetted, formalized and / or accredited? Is a name-brand education automatically

also witnessed many of my peers think they can stop learning the minute they get their diploma. Jamie Dimon put it best in his
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advancements, new technologies and new terminology all mean that a degree will not carry you as far into the future as it once
experience and on the job training are the most important of

For instance, when I was younger (and a non-skateboarder, I might add) I was absolutely convinced that a company making
aluminum skateboards, a brand named Yocaher, would come to totally supplant traditional plywood skateboard manufacturers
claiming that they were virtually indestructable and built to last a lifetime. However, both were terribly unsuccessful — because
they missed the point: most skateboarders actually
the non-permanence and natural pliability of a wood board (known

kitchen utensils. But does assuming because they were made from the latest materials mean they were somehow better by
trying to push the envelope and make an honest try at making things better — but just keep in mind that along the way, sometimes

DESIGN VS. ENGINEERING

Engineers are categorically good at building things and making them work, but less so when it comes to polishing, packaging,

and

THE MAKER PORTFOLIO

abilities. Through evidence-based portfolios, the emphasis can and should be on
rather than on mere effort or inputs.
Serial Kickstarter or Indiegogo campaign creators serve as an ultimate case-in-point example to the fact that a talented project

One of the most profound implications of the decentralization of manufacturing is that more and more people in society will be
empowered to see themselves as makers and producers, rather than simply as consumers or users. The Maker Movement

manufacturing, but what people can do to become manufacturers. Those people were makers, and they looked at manufacturing

DECENTRALIZATION, GLOBALIZATION & CROWDFUNDING
The nature of desktop 3D printers, CNC machines, and laser cutters are opening up entirely new possibilities in the realm of
decentralized manufacturing. Small batch size means that a handful of iterations can be made at a time, anywhere, and without

the past, supply and demand were limited by individual region, which often relied on the size of the customer base within that
small territory. Now, instant global interconnectivity via the internet makes it possible for a person in a remote village town to sell
a product of his or her own making to a worldwide customer base reaching all corners of the globe. This allows for extremely
consumers globally — not only to help those products thrive, but to potentially succeed as exciting new businesses that think and
operate unconventionally. This is a trend that I see only increasing over time, as more and more people come online, and as more
and more people gain access to the tools of production. This book you are holding in your hands would not be possible without the
8
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help and support of thousands of different Kickstarter backers across the globe, and is a testament to the power of these online
communities. After successfully launching this book on Kickstarter and having gone through the process myself, I can honestly
speak to the unlimited potential of the crowdfunding platform, and look forward to seeing what the future holds for peer-to-peer /
bottom-up trade networks in general.

No one illustrates the process of learning from failure better than James Dyson, who spent four and a half years and built 5,127
and Skin
, Nassim Taleb parallels these sentiments, providing a compelling arguement that more learning is actually done by
self-directed tinkering, iteration, and explorative testing — including

are struggling to reduce the form factor of a room-sized power supply down to a handheld-sized device. When his head scientist

Wright Brothers were two bicycle mechanics up against armies of heavily funded, government-sponsored academic research
committees. Although they had no more than a public high school education, little money and no contacts — they were far from
unschooled, making the most of their situation and teaching themselves through ceaseless curiosity instead. Because the house
they lived in had no electricity or indoor plumbing, they resorted to non-stop reading of books that were supplied by their father.
determination and ingenuity — helping to push the human race forward as a result. Fast forward more than a century later, and a
brave entrepreneur / technologist named Elon Musk has been able to outperform NASA with his tiny little rocket startup, SpaceX.
When asked how he acquired the knowledge and expertise to become the CTO of a rocketship company (apart from a generic
Even one of the largest corporations of our time, Amazon, forced its executives in the early days (an example set by Bezos
is not the problem —
lacking

III. THE FUTURE IS WHAT WE MAKE IT
engineers as mere hobbyists or amateurs. My mission in writing this expanded
edition is to help bridge the gap between
the amatuer and the professional, by giving the starry-eyed tinkerers out there an exhaustive exposure to as many of the different
tools and processes available. This will also help to unveil the
behind the physical world that so many of us take for
granted. Success in R&D today requires one to be bilingual or even trilingual in order to communicate seamlessly between the

of the more instructive stories of this all-important fact is from Soichiro Honda, after a Formula 1 engine designed by a green
changed the thickness. I hate college graduates. They only use their heads...I have been making and touching pistons for several
tens of years. I am fully aware how critical half a millimeter is here...A company does not need people like you who use only their
academic study in college is everything, you are totally wrong. You will be useless in Honda unless you spend more time on the

a powerful set of tools in your tacklebox which will ensure the most successful catch — no matter your unique setting or situation.
Los Angeles, 2020
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THIS IS THE BOOK I ALWAYS WISHED I HAD.
The path leading to where I am today is an unlikely story. Many years ago, I started out in a much different place than where I
am today. Unlike many of my professional peers, friends, and colleagues who have enjoyed successful design careers — I did
not come from a family of designers, engineers, businesspeople, or intellectuals. Both of my two parents worked for the United
early on was entirely empirical — through trial, error and experiment, which I would conduct in the family garage. Being born and
raised in a small local community near Houston, Texas, I have to admit there was not many opportunities for creative individuals.
I had always coveted places such as California, where creativity and innovative new ideas seemed to be in unlimited supply.
movie props and reproduce them in the home garage — using many of the RTV silicone molds and urethane castings covered in
this book. I would then sometimes sell these reproductions on eBay, where I would earn extra income on the side while attending
community college and lifeguarding in the summertime.
Back in those days (around 2005-2008) there was a local forum just for Batman prop makers called the Brotherhood of The Bat
costumes, props, and even homemade life-sized driving Batmobiles. The forum was populated with active members from all
& tricks, and constructive criticism to learn and grow from. This was long before the days of 3D printing technologies, where the

the favorite techniques used among the BOTB community were Super Sculpey clay sculpture, RTV silicone molding & casting,
It was here that I developed my curiosity for making things, my love for working with my hands, and the satisfaction of building
the gaol of eventually attending design university. I used my short tenure here to become a connoisseur of sorts on the tens of
thousands of different tools and materials available — from sand papers, to spray paints, and much more. Afterward, this passion
settled out on the same West Coast I had always dreamed of. Having never set foot in a professional model shop prior to that
time (I was clueless when it came to using tools in gradeschool, having never attended a single shop class), it was during this
through years of working as a professional Industrial Product Designer in a handful of different industries. Although today much of
design is done either through digital sketching or 3D CAD software, making prototypes is still a part of my everyday work life — no
matter the size of the company or client. Although even myself I am relying more heavily on CAD and 3D printing, there is still no
replacement for or greater satisfaction than getting back to the tactile touch and feel of building physical things. These are critical
skills to have for anyone considering a professional career in design or engineering, or simply for recreational entertainment
purposes and the love of making.
My purpose in writing this book is to provide a practical, condensed guide to almost all of the major tools and materials available
has been
written as a practical reference guide to reveal some of the closely guarded secrets of professional designers and model makers,
CNC machining. I am a visual learner, so seeing real world case studies has always been the best way for me to learn. I feel I
many books out there specializing on individual subjects such as woodworking or 3D printing, there has yet to be a single volume
and just as the professional chef will be able to craft more elaborate dishes given a wider access to a variety of ingredients, I feel
the more tools the designer or maker has in his toolkit will give him (or her) the opportunity to use the best set of ingredients to

able to perform successfully in a variety of different environments without limitation or excuses (i.e. one may work in a school or
number of different clays and modeling foams). In this way, one learns to make the most of the cards he is dealt with — instead
of waiting for that perfect hand to arrive. The best chef is the one who will be able to craft and deliver the highest quality food

as needed. I truly feel having the right tools — and knowing how to use them properly — is half the battle to professional quality
results. Otherwise, one can experiment and fail year after year (as I did in the beginning) will little to no progress being made.

makers — creating the future one project at a time in garages, labs and makerspaces all across the world.
Los Angeles, 2018
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CHAPTER 1 | SHOP OVERVIEW

SHOP BASICS
Typically, best practices in most professional shops call for
each area of the shop to be divided into subsets, organized
by machine type or application type (such as woodworking).
This will help keep sanding dust away from a spray painting lab
quality), and some of the noisier tools will also be separated into
an area all by themselves. The professional shop mindset often

frequently used tools within quick reach.

SHOP INFRASTRUCTURE
The different areas of a professional shop will typically be
divided as follows:

woodworking tools like the lathe, band saw, table saw, router
table, planer, and drill press.
a separate area for
metalworking tools like the metal lathe, welding torches, metal
grinders, sheet metal foot shear, and chop saw. Red PVC
screens will typically be placed to shield other people from
sparks, noise, UV light and other potential hazards.
- a fully enclosed, well ventilated, clean room
set up for spray painting applications only. This room must
particulates and harmful paint chemicals from the air.
a completely separate area from the spray
booth, where models are left to dry undisturbed.
a separate room where models are sanded,
using tools like the disk sander, belt sander, spindle sander,
and sand blaster. This room must be as far away from the spray
booth as possible.

PRO TIPS
Keep your shop area as clean as possible, making it a daily
practice to clean up after yourself. One of my favorite qoutes is

Centre in the United Kingdom, will immediately drop everything

a testament to the OCD level of care and pride taken towards the
production of their high-performance production cars as well as
their Formula 1 specialty race cars — and pays dividends in the
(an area I mistakingly neglected years ago, which can easily

16

A typical spray booth will be clean, well-lit, with a strong ventilation
17
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1

PROTECTION
are an essential safety piece,
with many styles available. Whichever style you select, make
sure they are safety rated. Some shop technicians who wear
get by without wearing goggles.
nitrile is the most protective type of
disposable gloves available. Nitrile is protective against harsh
chemicals like acetone (which will dissolve latex), also better
for people with latex allergies. Usually blue or black in color.
Latex gloves are less protective than Nitrile, and are usually
an off-white natural rubber color. Vinyl gloves are clear in color,
and are the least protective. They are typically for the budget
minded, or for people with latex allergies.
another must-have safety item to have,
especially if you want to protect your long-term hearing, is a
set of ear plugs or muffs. Several types are available, including
foam earplugs, and EVA foam headband plugs — at far right.
The EVA headband plugs are my personal favorite, since they
are lightweight and not easily misplaced like the loose foam
earplugs.
NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health) rated respirators feature replaceable carbon

sanding dust, but will not protect against harsh chemical vapors.

PRO TIPS
Storing respirator masks in a zip-lock bag will help to extend the
disposable gloves if possible — which cuts down on trips to the
hardware store. Pinch the lower palm area with gloved hand,
then once halfway off, repeat on the other side to until removed.
3M AO Safety™
NIOSH respirator mask.

18

Blue nitrile gloves.

Over-ear style earmuffs,
Foam earplugs with band, Polycarbonate
safety-rated glasses.
2

3
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POWER DRILL
PG. 94

BATTERY POWERED
SHOP FAN

noun
noun:
1. a room or building in
which goods are
manufactured or repaired.
synonyms: workroom, studio,

CUSTOM-BUILT
STORAGE SHELVES
PG. 12

Ted specially designed and organized his space to meet the
needs of the different types of projects he works on — from
repairing cars and motorcycles, to creative woodworking
and metalworking projects.

he shares his DIY projects and custom workshop design
elements.
20

TOOLBOX
PG. 90

BATTERY POWERED
SHOP LIGHTS
DREMEL TOOL
PG. 98
EAR MUFFS
PG. 8
CROSS -CUT SAW
PG. 38

SHOP VAC
PG. 96

21

A custom vertically mounted, collapsible
tool storage unit constructed from plywood saves
precious shop space. Many shop owners prefer to
exact measurements and infrastructure requirements
of their particular workspace.

When unfolded, custom storage solutions
like these keep every tool close at hand with minimal

22

slightly larger than a one-car garage, so he must utilize every inch of available space on hand. Larger
or tucked away for larger projects — including car mechanic work.
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POWER OUTLET

noun
makerspaces
1. a place in which
people with shared
interests, especially in
computing or technology,
can gather to work on
projects while sharing
ideas, equipment, and
knowledge.

is one of the most impressive spaces in the country, with
electronics lab, computer lab, 3D printers, CNC mills, laser
cutters, fabric areas, and co-working space.
Membership-based Makerspaces like these are popping
up constantly in major creative / entrepreneurial business
hubs across the USA and in other parts of the world —
popular amongst engineering startups, small businesses,
and hobbyists alike.
24

LASER CUT
ACRYLIC SIGNAGE

DUST COLLECTION
VAC HOSES

COMPUTER
WORKSTATION
LASER CUTTER

25

High-end Makerspaces will stock the
most advanced, high-tech automated machinery with a
wide variety of low-tech, traditional (manual) machines.
the most elaborate of in-house corporate R&D labs.

26

Custom shop
signage cut on the CNC router table, a dedicated sewing lab
with materials for screen printed logos and graphics, vacuum
forming & pressure casting lab.
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TOOL
BOX

noun
1. a room or other area in
a home that is primarily a male
sanctuary, designed and
furnished to accommodate the
hobbies, etc.

for racing Motocross and working on motorcycles, featuring

Cave can become a highly personalized sanctuary, uniquely
personality.

28

INSPIRATION

CUSTOM-BUILT
SHELVING

TUNES

INSPIRATION

MORALE
BOOSTERS

SHOP LIGHTS
PAPER
TOWELS

AIR HOSE

CUSTOM-BUILT
SHELVING

29

A fun helmet Kris
and I custom built
while I was Lead
Designer at LIFT
Aviation / EVS
Sports. Take your
pick — Miller or
Red Bull?

he had to get creative with vertical and wall shelf storage. This is where you may
want to hire a professional — Kris gave his carpenter a brief sketch to communicate
30
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Yvon Chounaird
PATAGONIA - LET MY PEOPLE GO
SURFING
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TOOL BASICS
The table saw is the most fundamental of all machines
in the shop and is by far the best machine to use for
cutting pieces square. It is one of the fundamental tools
of woodworking, and If used correctly can precisely cut
through many different material types. A different blade
should be used for cutting plastic versus wood or metal.
two blade adjustments knobs are
knob at front, and an angle adjustment knob on the side.
a cut through the width (shortest side) of a
piece of material. Keep the material down to the table
and against the fence at all times. On this particular saw,
a vacuum tube has been installed in order to help with
saw dust cleanup.

tabletop of the saw. These can be pre-made or specially
built jigs.
is also used for cross-cutting, but is
more accurate. This sled is a pre-made or custom-built
jig which slides along two guide rails located in the table

only partially through the width of the material. The
dado is created by overlapping cuts through the
length of the material, where the rip fence position
is moved slightly after each cut until desired width.

to the left, right, or at an angle during a cross cut.
rollers located on the back side
Also works as a cross-cut sled support.
a cut through the length of a piece of material.

used to guide a piece throughout the entire length of a
cut.
angle cut or bevel (i.e. 45º joint = 90º corner).
a groove or slot cut into one piece of material

similar to a dado, but where the recess
or notch is cut into the edge of a piece of material — ie.

Delta™, Laguna™

SAFETY TIPS
Keep your part to be cut down to the table at all times.

PRO TIPS
Always make sure the blade is sharp. The sharper the
blade, the more clean & accurate the cut.
34

A cross-cut sled. A sled stop has been
placed into the sled fence, to prevent the sled from
sliding all the way off the back side of the rollers.

RIP
FENCE

CROSS -CUT
SLED GUIDE
RAILS

WORK
TABLE
BLADE

CROSS -CUT
SLED FENCE
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Adjusting blade height using a cross-cut sled. There is a slotted groove running down the center of the sled,
allowing the blade to peak through. Ideally, the blade should have no more than three teeth exposed above a piece of material
— anything more becomes dangerous.

1

2

For cutting through the middle of a board, the piece is supported by both hands at both ends.
After the cut,
the two halves are pulled away from the blade. Continue to push the sled all the way through the blade and onto the sled fence,
located at the back-side of the table.

36

1

2

135º

3

4

The blade angle can also be adjusted, using a knob
at the side of the table. When these two adjustments are used in combination, the table saw can become an extremely precise
cutting tool. A rabbet cut on the edges of a plywood box A dado cut made by overlapping blade cuts.

through the material, then turn the blade off before safely removing leftover pieces.
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Properly
positioning a rip
fence at left so that
the part is where
marked (shown
here through the
center). Notice
correct blade
height.

The band saw is also one of the fundamental machines
in the model shop. This machine is designed for cutting
through muscle and bone in the meat-packing industry
— so extreme caution must be used with the blade. The
blade can cut through various woods, plastics, and soft
metals like aluminum. To begin a cut, turn the machine
on. While keeping the material down to the table, push
away from the blade as possible. Follow through the cut
by reaching around the backside of the blade, keeping
moving the material backwards is also possible.
CUT WIDTH
blade, the smaller, tighter, and rounder the cut can be —

a knob on the back of the blade allows
for height adjustment. Make sure the blade height
over the top surface of the material to be cut.

0-45º angle. Below the table are a set of knobs — loosen
the knobs below the table, adjust to the desired angle,
and re-tighten to set back into place.
like the table saw, the band saw has a
variable-position, moving fence used to guide a piece
throughout the entire length of a cut.
Delta™, Laguna™

SAFETY TIPS
Keep your part to be cut down and to the table at all
times. Push the piece into the cut at the start, then pull
the piece through at the end. Always turn the machine off

PRO TIPS

SAFE ZONE

SAFE ZONE

Replace the blade when it wears out. The sharper the
blade, the more clean & accurate the cut. Blades that
are dull can cause burning and smoking in the material.
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Correct reach-around position where hands are
held away from the blade. The part is pulled all the way
through the blade at the end of the cut.

DRIVE
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BLADE
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POWER
SWITCH

BLADE
GUARD
BLADE
CROSS -CUT
SLED GUIDE
WORK TABLE

DUST VAC
HOSE
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BLADE HEIGHT

A knob on the side of the blade allows for height adjustment.
material being cut. Blade speed and tension can also be adjusted. Blades are
specially suited for wood or steel.

40

adjusted from 0-45º for angled cuts. After
the is table has been locked into place, the
material is then guided along the rip fence
during the cut.

GOLD EDITION
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Starting a proper entry and exit of a cut. Unlike a scroll saw, a band saw will need to create an entry cut, which will be

42

Miniature cross-cutting sleds often
come standard with the Band Saw,
although custom sleds can be easily
made. These are useful for cutting
bottom surface is not present — or where

Another custom band
saw sled. This sled slides alongside the
side railing of the saw guide fence at left.
Notice the blade is set to cut very close
to the waxed bowl piece, that has been

attached to the wall of the jig with doublesided tape.
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The scroll saw essentially functions much like a mini
pieces. A small lamp can be positioned around your
work, and a tiny air hose sprays the work area to keep
clear of saw dust. Unlike the band saw, the scroll saw
can cut inside a part without the need for an entry or exit
cut. Blade tension can be adjusted through a knob on the
top of the saw. Hand-held equivalents to the scroll saw
are the jigsaw and the reciprocating saw — which are
precision of the scroll saw, since both lack a workable
table surface to cut on.
DeWalt™

SAFETY TIPS
As with the band saw, as a general rule position the

PRO TIPS
Always make sure the blade is sharp. The most
dangerous blade is a dull blade, and the sharper the
blade, the more clean & accurate the cut. Different blade
types with special tooth patterns can be used to cut
different materials.

44
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1

Blade tension must be released and the blade carefully
loosened.

46

2

Next, the blade head is lifted and the material is placed
through the blade. The blade clasp knob is then re-tightened.

GOLD EDITION

3

Once the blade is tight, tension and speed can be
adjusted using the control knob on the top of the saw.

4

A small lamp can be positioned around your work, and a tiny
air hose sprays the work area to keep the work area clear for
precision cutting.
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The cross-cut saw is the best way to quickly cross cut a material
through a horizontal dimension. It is not as accurate as the table
saw, but much quicker — since there is no need to set up a sled
reliably square as on the table saw.
The cross-cut saw is basically a circular saw mounted on a pull
system, which is perpendicular to its table.
Delta™

SAFETY TIPS
Wait until the blade comes to a complete stop before trying to
make any measurements on material. Measurements can be cut
to the left or to the right of the blade.

PRO TIPS
Use this machine to cut larger pieces than the chop saw can

SLIDING RAIL
POSITION
LOCK
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DUST VAC
HOSE
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BLADE

BLADE
GUARD

CENTER
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The chop saw, or miter saw, is a circular saw that cuts in a quick,
chopping motion. The saw can rotate on a swivel for cutting
different angles in materials. Use this saw for rapid cutting (rough
cuts only). It is not intended for precise work requiring accurate
measurements. A vacuum hose helps to collect sanding dust, which
can ignite in the air. Freestanding models are also available, and
are a fantastic option for working on remote or outdoor projects.

SAFETY TIPS
Wait until the blade comes to a complete stop before trying to
make any measurements in material. Measurements can be cut
either to the left or to the right of the blade.
DeWalt™, Makita™, Milwuakee™, RIGID™

PRO TIPS
Use this saw when needing to make many cuts. Use it to roughly
divide up a long wood board, or other material, into smaller, more
manageable sized pieces. These pieces can then be taken to the
table saw for more precise cuts, if needed.

Freestanding chop
saw.

MITER ANGLE
ADJUSTMENT LATCH

A custom built
saw table setup made
from MDF.
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The vertical panel saw is used for cutting large panels of
material. The saw only moves in a vertical, up-and-down
direction. The basic mechanism functions almost the
same as the cross-cut saw, except this saw is mounted
vertically. The saw can move left and right depending on
the size of the pieces needed.

SAFETY TIPS
This is saw is quite loud, so hearing and eye protection
will be needed.

PRO TIPS
This machine is one of the most expensive machines
that can be purchased in the shop, making it suitable
only for the most sophisticated work shop facilities.

52
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The lathe works on the principle of rotational force,
spinning materials into shape. It is a great tool for making
things round. It is the only machine in the shop that
is perhaps most widely known as the famous baseballbat making machine. A vacuum is built into the lathe, for
collecting dust — however, it is still a good idea to wear
a dust mask, especially with tooling foams. An air hose
on the end of the lathe is used for cleaning the machine
and the cut parts.

POWER
SWITCH

can be used to safely guard against
projectiles.
includes a digital readout showing
the RPM (revolutions per minute) of the material being
turned. Also included is a switch to control the rotation
direction — either forward or in reverse.
this is the most common
between the drive spur (on the motor side) and the live
center (in the tailstock vice opposite the motor side —
example on facing page).
locks into the tool rest vice, and is used to
steady the blade on the cutting tool for more accuracy
and control.
Powermatic™, Laguna™

SAFETY TIPS
Tie back loose clothing and hair, and wear eye and
hearing protection. A dust mask is recommended when
cutting tooling foams.

PRO TIPS
The best way to get a smooth part is to turn at high speeds
with a sharp cutting tool. However, at much higher speeds
(1800 RPM) sawdust becomes uncomfortably warm.
Slower speed (300 RPM) is good for initial rounding, and
for sanding. Reverse spin direction is useful for sanding,
or to remove raised grains in wood — usually caused by
dull lathe cutting tools.
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1

Proper
holding of a cutting tool — notice the tool tip
positioned at the edge of the adjustable tool
rest. The tool should be gripped with both
hands for better precision & control.
2

Proper holding of a cutting tool — notice the tool tip positioned at the edge of the adjustable tool rest.
The tool should be gripped with both hands for better precision & control.

Using a pointed cutting
tool to score into Jelutong
wood. Use this tool to score
cut when sectioning off
pieces of a long material.
3

Geometric shapes can made from a template cut from styrene. Here, a simple angled template
56

pointed cutting tool to score into a cut as deep as possible, the rest will be removed with a hand saw.

4

5

The results after cutting the middle cone
post with a handsaw. The left-over raised post
sandpaper.

An example of geometric forms which
can all be cut on the lathe — sealed with shellac,
then a light coat of paint.
6

7

9

11
Tooling foam
can also be turned on the
lathe.
Here, a volumetric

8

(using bandsaw and scroll
saw).
Once this pattern
is pushed into the spinning
foam block, the block will
begin to take on the form of
the silouette (see page 145 for
the same volumetric pattern
design cut from foam core).

10

12

Showing use
of a special tool rest for cutting
the inside of a round shape.
For the cleanest and best
cutting results, keep your tool
as sharp as possible.
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DRIVE SPUR

TOOL BASICS

SPEED DIAL

principles as the wood lathe. It is specially suited for
turning harder alloy materials. High-precision part
production is possible with this machine. Special endmills and drill bits are available.
LeBlond™, Kent USA™, Bolton Tools™,
Precision Matthews™

SAFETY
Notice the red PVC screen at right — this screen in used
to shield other people and machines from sparks, slags,
UV light and other potential hazards.

PRO TIPS

A pro machinist in
a typical machine shop.
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POWER SWITCH

PVC SCREEN

TAILSTOCK VICE
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The disk sander is by far the best tool for sanding away material
quickly. The machine works by spinning a wheel of textured
vacuum hose helps to collect sanding dust — which can ignite in
the air. Only sand on the side of the sanding wheel that is spinning
downwards — NEVER use the part of the disk that is coming up at
you.

SAFETY
and away from the sanding wheel. You may get very close to the
spinning disk, but make sure never to touch.

PRO TIPS
draft angle will allow for parts to be more easily separated from a
vacuum form, or from a silicone RTV mold. Parts need at least +5º
draft angle, since perfectly vertical, 90º side walls will not release
properly from a mold or vacuum form.

DISK ROTATION

CUTTING
ZONE

60

Before sanding anything,
always check that the table is square. If
not, you will ruin your piece. A compound
square works best here.

DISK
GUARD
SANDING
DISK
WORK
TABLE

MOTOR

WORK
TABLE
ANGLE
ADJUST
LEVER
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1

A custom made cheater board to slide in the guide rail of the disk sander, to a part a precise draft
angle. This draft angle will help in releasing the part from a mold, if using in RTV molding & casting applications.

62

2

A straight scrap piece can be used as a sled when feeding a piece into the sander. Here, a scrap piece of MDF is
double-stick taped onto the sanding table platform itself.

A smaller disk sander — notice this disk sander spins
counter-clockwise, so parts will need to be sanded on the lefthand side (or the side that is spinning downwards). Mini tabletop
sanders are also available.
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The belt sander functions the same as the disk sander,
only with the sandpaper on a belt system instead of a
spinning disk. Larger or more awkwardly shaped pieces
should be sanded on the belt sander instead of the disk
sander. A vacuum hose helps to collect sanding dust,
which can ignite in the air.
Different sanding belts are available, from 80-800 grit
range, and come standard in four different types:
used for leathers and rubbers.
used for wet sanding / smoothing.
used for metals, ceramics, and glass.

SAFETY
from sanding belt. You may get as close to the belt as
possible, without touching.

PRO TIPS
Use the right belt for your material type, and replace
belts when the textured tooth becomes clogged.

64

EXTRA
SANDING
BELTS

SANDING BELT
WORK
TABLE

POWER SWITCH
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The spindle sander can go where the disk & belt sanders
cannot. While the other sanders work great for convex
surfaces (outside bends), it cannot reach concave
surfaces (inside bends) — this is where the spindle sander
comes in. The spindle sander works by reciprocating
sandpaper. The spindle spins continuously while moving

The spindle sander has an adjustable table, which can
be adjusted using the crank on the side. Possible table
angles range anywhere from 0º-45º. Keep your piece
down to the table at all times. A dust collecting vacuum
can be re-positioned on the table, helping to keep
sawdust away from your piece while sanding.

SAFETY
Keep in mind that while you can get in close to sand
the spindle.

PRO TIPS
a zone that is perpendicular to the spindle — this is the
most accurate area to sand. Variable-sized spindles may
be attached — larger spindles work best for larger curves,
and smaller spindles work best for smaller pieces.

66
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1

To change a spindle, remove the metal ring in the center
of the table, then grasp the top of the spindle and loosen the
bottom nut with a wrench.

68

2

Afterward, attach the desired spindle with a wrench.
This larger spindle size work best for larger curves.

GOLD EDITION

3

Finally, replace the center metal table ring, then tighten

4

On / Off switch located below the table.
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edge treatments (i.e. edge radius, bull nose, chamfer,
etc.) to wood, MDF, or plastic. The router bit can either

A round wheel bearing located at the top of each bit
keeps direct contact with the material being cut. This is
solid material, and are used for trimming edges only.
Various different shapes and sizes of router bits are
available, for creating a multitude of different edge
treatments.

SAFETY TIPS
Keep the part down to the table at all times.

PRO TIPS
Custom jigs can be created for cutting into uniquely
shaped parts.

70

An assortment of different
carbide router cutting bits.

ROLLER BEARING
CUTTING BIT

ROUTER BIT

WORK TABLE

POWER
MOTOR
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the other side. Always apply downward pressure, keeping the part down to the table at all times.

The top bearing wheel of the router bit must remain in contact with the piece. The lower
spinning bit cuts the material while this bearing wheel stays still.

72

Trimming the leftover material from a drill press. The top bearing wheel of the router bit

corners can occur from the heat given off by the router bit. This can easily be sanded off before a wax
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The foot shear is used for cutting sheet materials like
steel, styrene, PETG, blue steel, etc. The shear cuts very
cleanly and easily, and is especially useful for cutting
materials not suitable for the table saw. One of its many
handy uses is for cutting blue steel scrapers, where rough
edges left by the shear can then be grounded down on
the disk sander. The foot shear blade drops down when
pressing down on the front foot lever. Leftover material
scraps drop behind the shear.
Tennsmith™, Roper Whitney™

SAFETY TIPS
— absolutely NO wire or anything round should be cut
on this machine. This will put an excessive amount of
pressure on one small area of the blade, which can
cause it to chip and loose its edge.

PRO TIPS
Parts can be rotated during a cut, effectively creating

74
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The drill press is essentially a power drill on steroids. It is
a very useful tool when precise drilling is necessary. The
can be used in the press — from drill bits, Forstner bits
(small holes & countersinking), and hole saws (larger
holes). A crank arm on the side of the press lowers and
raises the drill. The RPM (revolutions per minute) speed
of the drill may be controlled via an adjustment dial at
the top.
Powermatic™

SAFETY TIPS
Tie back long hair, wear safety glasses, and remove all
loose jewelry.

PRO TIPS
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1

The chuck key is needed to install or uninstall cutting bits.
Here, a hole saw bit has been selected. Notice the bit is
essentially a large cylindrical shape with saw teeth at the
bottom.

2

into the collar of the press. First, hand tighten the collar,

3

The drill depth can be set, depending on the width of
material needing to be drilled. With the depth gauge, it is
possible to bore countersunk holes, or to cut completely
through the material.

78

4

table. The height of the table can also be adjusted.

Custom jigs can be helpful for cutting into shapes
that are hard to grasp. C-Clamps are useful for stabilizing
holes into a plywood box.
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Before CNC (computer numerical control), there was the
standard, manual mill. The Mill is essentially a variableposition version of the drill press, and is known as a
precise duplicate parts, such as wheels for a car. The
depth of the cut can be set or varied. The drilling angle
while the drill is still in motion. Unlike the high-tech,
digitally automated CNC machines and laser cutters of
today, the Mill is a completely manual machine. Many
different chocks, jigs, and cutting tool parts are available
—custom ones can be made.
Bolton Tools™

SAFETY TIPS
Treat the Mill with the same caution as the Drill Press.

PRO TIPS
Various different bits and chocks are available for creating
unique effects — many of them are custom made.
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CNC, or Computer Numerical Control, is a programmable
robotic piece of machinery driven by stepper motors.

but cannot be added. It is used in a wide range of
production tooling and moldmaking, machined metal
hardware, and signage. Digital CAM (Computer Aided
Manufacturing) software can program and run digital tool
path simulations in the computer before an actual part is
cut. This will help the CNC programmer spot any issues
up front, which will save time and money. Tool parts can
lends itself to the machining of larger models, including
1:1 full size cars. Large scale models like these would be

this mill is one of the most
sophisticated and expensive tools in the Work Shop. It is
capable of producing very high levels of 3-Dimensional
quality/detail. The machine is capable of tooling both
foam and soft MDF — and is capable of producing super
shoe outsole. Special router milling bits will be needed
in depending on the application — such as de-burring,
trimming, engraving, etc.

The machine moves along the A and B axis, and cutting

Autodesk Fusion 360™,
PTC Creo™, ProEngineer™, CATIA™, MasterCAM™,
Solidworks™, Mach 3™
HAAS™, Laguna™, Roland™, Fadal™,
Cincinnati™, Servo-Tec™

SAFETY
keep them partitioned in a separate room. To ensure
proper safety, they should be used by experienced CNC
programmers or trained operators only.

PRO TIPS
Large parts will typically be tooled using soft foam
(12-20LB) using large cutting bits. Harder foam takes
longer to mill and is better for smaller parts with more
detail, where a smaller cutting endmill bit will be used.
A controller box will house all of the electronics for the
machine, which will also need a standard PC to run.
Mach
3 is a standard CNC control software interface.
82
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Some CNC machines are the size of a large table, like the one

or cutting is referred to as routering, while 3D cutting is known as milling.

Small format CNC Mills tooling up 20LB PU foam.
A 1:4 scale automotive car model being cut from a large a
block of 10LB tooling foam

84

A 5-axis CNC can cut almost 360º
full rotation around the material —. 5-axes

Special end mill bits are
used — here, a ball end mill spiral
typically used on surfaces that are
leave any hard edges anywhere.

A 5-Axis part will have support posts, which can be removed later with a pull saw.
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Vacuum forming, also known as vacuum casting, is a
process whereby a plastic is heated until malleable, pulled
over a hard surface form, then formed to the surface by
vacuum suction. Since the vacuum forces the plastic down
to the form, the soft material will conform to whatever
shape is underneath. After the original underlying form is
removed, a thin-walled plastic shell piece is left behind.
This process is much more economical in comparison
RTV to molding and casting. Volumetric surface forms can
be made from hard materials like MDF, or soft materials
such as tooling foam.
the platform the surface form will sit on. A valve
in the center allows for the vacuum suction. Platen sizes
can be customized according to the size of your form.
some of the most common vacuum
forming plastics are Acrylic, Styrene, PETG,
Polypropylene (PP), and Polyethylene (PE), PVC, and
ABS. Each material will need to be calibrated for proper
thickness can be used for forming. Brackets must be
adjusted depending on the size of the plastic used.

SAFETY
elements and moving parts.

PRO TIPS
With a little design ingenuity and minimal investment
costs, a homemade DIY vacuum forming machine can be
built using simple, readily available parts.
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The clay oven is a simple commercial food warmer, and is commonplace
in the automotive industry. It is used to warm industrial clay billets to the
proper temperatures. Drawers allow for different clay types / brands to
be heated separately. When heated, the clay becomes malleable and
easily spreadable. Within minutes, it then cools and hardens at room
temperature and can be sculpted with clay wires and rakes. Each drawer
set according to the brand and type of clay being used.
Toastmaster™

SAFETY
Turn off the oven when not in use. Avoid overheating clays, which can
lead to burning when handled.

PRO TIPS
Clay types should not be mixed, since they consist of different formulas
with wildly different consistencies. Have a fan or other form of circulation
in the room, to blow away the strong smell from the clay.
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LASER
HEAD

TOOL BASICS
The laser cutter works just like an inkjet printer, where
a laser raster head swipes back-and-forth. Depending
on the power and speed settings, the laser can either
cut completely cut through a piece, or it can etch into
The depth of a raster depends on the laser settings. A
laser set to too much power, or too slow a speed will
create unsightly edge burning. Getting the settings right
will take experimentation to calibrate correctly, and will
depend on the material being used.
Trotec™, Legend™, Epilog™, Universal
Laser™, Laguna™
Corel Draw™, Adobe Illustrator™,
AutoCAD™

SAFETY
Never stare directly at the laser while it is cutting, or it
can lead to temporary blinding. Also, be careful not to set
the laser settings too high, or the material will burn and

PRO TIPS
After some experimentation, save the speed / power
settings that work well for each type of material. This can
be used as reference for all future applications (pg. 256).

masonite board (at right). This model was used to test
scale furniture design is cut on the CNC router.
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Laser etching into the surface of a plywood panel. The depth of
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MOVING PRINT HEAD

TOOL BASICS
only available to large government-funded R&D institutions like
NASA, this powerful technology is now in the hands of everyday
home consumers. This represents a dramatic shift in the way
prototypes are made, and how physical objects are now being
brought to life. 3D printers are being used by large companies
and small startups alike to dramatically cut down on the time
it takes to develop and bring new products to market. This
technology is almost single-handedly responsible for giving rise

BUILD
VOLUME

manufacturing. Along with hard resin plastics, rubbers can now
be 3D printed in different hardnesses, and on the same machine.
Specialty printers can even print aluminum, titanium, gold,
like a home inkjet printer, 3D printers can print in different colors
as well. Desktop units are becoming more and more affordable
all the time, and third party services are also available. These
services allow you to upload your 3D CAD data to a server,
where the part is printed and shipped back to you.
the most common type
of desktop printer. Works by melting a thin spool of plastic nylon

PRINT BED

print a wide variety of materials such as ABS plastic.
uses a laser to solidify liquid resin
with UV light. This is the oldest 3D print technology, and is
capable of high-quality results.
similar to SLA, except SLS
uses a laser to cure a powder of material instead of a pool of
liquid. Two most common printable plastics are ABS and PLA.
uses a UV-cured liquid resin just like SLA, however
Polyjet 3D printers use an inkjet-like print head to deposit the
resin onto the print bed. This eliminates the need for a messy
3D print technology, and is typically the most expensive.
Maker Bot™, Form Labs™, Ultimaker™,
Stratasys™, Shapeways™, Dimension™, 3D Platform™, Raise
3D™, 3d Systems™, Prusa Research™, EOS™, Markforged™,
Carbon™, HP™

PRO TIPS
Part layer resolution (measured in microns) will depend on the
type of printer and material used. These visible layers will need
to be sanded out and prepped by primer for appearance models.
Coring out or shelling the non-visible inner part volume will help
to reduce material / weight, lower print times, and decrease
most 3D software packages have plug-ins for this very purpose.
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PRINT HEAD
NYLON PART
PRINT BED

being 3D printed. The melted
nylon plastic material is fused
where the 3D print head sweeps
back and forth very much like an
inkjet printer. After each layer is
complete, the print bed moves
down fractions of a milimter
(microns) to allow for the new
layer to be layed on top. This
process repeats itself until the

the part will depend on how many
layers are laid down during this
process. More layers = higher part
resolution / detail, and more time
to complete. Less layers = lower
part resolution / detail, and less
time to complete.

This particular model
of 3D printer has a convenient
LCD touch screen, which shows
key instrumentation like part
progess, nozzle temperature, time
remaining, and remaining nylon
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NYLON FILAMENT

PRINT
HEAD

NYLON PART

PRINT BED

A popular FDM 3D printer from Ultimaker. This desktop unit has a much smaller build volume than the
ones shown earlier, meaning that the size of the part possible will not be as large. That said, this size of 3D printer is most
popular for startups and small-scale makers or development teams, because of their portability and affordability. If larger
bonded together using a strong glue like epoxy.
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This FDM printer uses the same technology as the ones shown on the preceding pages, but is an open rather than
hermetically sealed from any obstructions or unexpected debris entering into the print bed area.

have a metallic sheen to them, such as the printed bullfrog below. Color printing with FDM technology is much more limited than
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uses a continuous
spool of wire that burns, melts and fuses parts together.
MIG is the most versatile and the easiest type of welding
to learn, and can weld mild steel, stainless steel, or
aluminum.
uses long welding
rolls that are manually fed and melted into a weld
puddle. TIG is the most aesthetically pleasing weld type,
and can be used for thinner gauge materials with lower
good for car bodies, motorcycles, or sculpture. TIG can
weld many different types of metals.
shielded metal arc welding (SMAW),
is a type of arc welding and one of the oldest welding
types. Uses less expensive materials than other welding
types, and common in heavy construction applications.

heavier/thicker materials. Most common in heavy steel
construction and industrial machinery applications.
uses a highly pressurized, extremely
focused stream of water mixed with an abrasive grit
propellant to cut through material. Functions much
like a laser cutter, but can cut through much thicker,
stronger materials like titanium and heavy gauge steel
can also be used to cut through soft foams.
similar to a low-temperature form of welding,
but unlike welding soldering does not involve melting the
work pieces. Routinely used in hardware or electronics
engineering, for joining together PCB (printed circuit
board) components, prototype breadboards, robotics.
Available as electric, propane, or butane pens (the pens
tend to get hotter, heat up quickly and are more reliable).

SAFETY
times to prevent being blinded by bright welding torches.

PRO TIPS
Practice makes perfect — expert level welding takes
time to achieve, so take time to practice on scrap metal
Beginners should learn simple MIG welding or soldering
techniques before progressing onto some of the more
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FLUID LINE

PRESSURIZED
CUTTING
FLUID JET

An industrial waterjet cutter works
essentially like an oversized laser cutter — only
using a highly concentrated stream of water to
cut through solid material, instead of a laser.
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NEEDLE
BAR

THREAD

TOOL BASICS

NEEDLE

an industrial sewing machine for cut & sew prototyping or
which simulates hand sewing but only sews through one
side of the fabric material — standard for mass manufacture.

WALKING
PRESSER
FOOT

NEEDLE
GUARD

- uses higher power than typical home machines, and can
be used for thick leather and carpentry work.
machines for sewing
heavier reinforced double or triple stitches.

(chain stitch) for stretch fabrics and hemming (edging) fabric.
FEED DOGS

JUKI™, Suzuki™, Singer™, Janome™

SAFETY

BOBBIN
ACCESS
PLATE

Keep material down to the table at all times. Replace
needles when broken.

PRO TIPS
Practice makes perfect — expert level sewing takes time to
achieve. Large curves = easier, tight curves = harder to sew.

THREAD
CONE
HOLDER

Serger machine.

BOBBIN
WINDER
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Another heavy duty single needle walking foot
sewing machine model by JUKI.

SEWING
THREAD
SPOOLS

Body forms
are used for proper
in apparel / fashion.
Forms are male and

104

Custom
tailoring
is an art form.
Companies
like
Patagonia
repair
used clothes as part
of their Worn Wear
program, in an effort
to reduce, re-use,
and recycle

Sewing thread in a rainbow of colors. Great design is all in the details — right down to the color of
every last stitch, and the carefully selected gauge (width) of thread used in a garment or cut & sew piece.
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Injection molding has been one of the true cornerstones of
seen a product made from plastic or rubber (or a combination
of the two) in a store, that product has been produced using
injection molding. An injection molding machine literally

An example of chromium steel molds, which will
usually have registration pins machined into them for perfect

part is produced after the two mold halves separate and the
cooled part is pushed out by a steel ejector plate with ejector
pins. Each time that a part is injected is known as an injection
cycle. Steel mold cavities are machined by a CNC mill, in a

cavity and leaving behind a solid plastic part once ejected.
The two mold halves are known as the core half (positive or
female) and the cavity half (negative or male).

molds are metal, they can withstand much more repeated use
and abuse, and are therefore able to produce many more
parts versus softer molds like silicone, which will start to break
down and tear after a few hundred castings are made. Parts

PP (Delrin)
thermoplastic
resin
pellets,
ready to be loaded
into the injection
molding machine.
Delrin can be
pigmented
with
colorants to match
almost any color,
and is re-cyclable
— meaning that
it can be ground
down, re-melted,
and
re-injected
several times. Recycled
material
can also be mixed
(up to 15%) with
brand new pellets,

little or no no post-processing. However, a parting line (where
the mold halves come) together will be visible on the part after
in post production. The two major types of injection molding
are thermoplastic (the most common type) and thermoset.
Morgan Industries™, Robot Digg™, Nissei™

SAFETY
Parts and heating elements will be hot, so avoid touching.

PRO TIPS
Proper heat and pressure settings (combined with proper
mold design) must be dialed-in properly for your part, in order
sides. Since Delrin plastic can be melted and re-used, be sure
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no waste involved.

A large injection molding machine
oriented on a production assembly line.

WIRE
SAFETY
GAURD
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PRESSURE
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CHUTE

MATERIAL
MELTING
CYLINDER

STATIONARY

SLIDING
WIRE
GUARD
STANCTION
POSTS

MOVEABLE PLATEN
WITH PRE-HEAT

MACHINCE
SETTINGS

This is a two-ton
(13,500 psi) pneumatic Morgan
press, which is a miniature
version of what is ultimately
used
on
mass-production
assembly lines like the machines
on facing page. Machines like
these are great to learn on, but
are ultimately only suitable for
small-batch production due to
their limited size. Also useful
for testing of injection molded
prototype parts to later be used
in larger production batches.
THERMO PLASTIC
PELLETS

FORCE & PRESSURE
AIR COMPRESSOR
HOSES

CLAMP & PRESSURE
REGULATORS
INJECTION FUNCTION
REGULATION & CONTROL
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Yvon Chounaird
PATAGONIA - LET MY PEOPLE GO
SURFING
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years, and one that I swear by is a simple toolbox made
by Craftsman. A box with sliding drawers is also useful,
access your tools inside. The best sliding drawer box is
from Matrix Concepts, a maker of motocross equipment.
This box is solid construction, have quality drawers, and
injection molded grab handles built in. Many mechanics

Craftsman™, Matrix Concepts™

PRO TIPS
A carefully crafted toolbox serves essentially as a
handheld traveling workshop in a box — no need for
At a bare minumum, use rubber shelf liners to prevent
drawers. For next-level organization, cut out special foam
facilitates ease and speed of storage and retrieval.
An
expanding
level tackle box is great for
storing supplies and small
hand tools.
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My personal favorite portable toolboxes for on-the-go use, or workshops with limited space: Craftsman tote
style toolbox. Sliding drawer style toolbox from Matrix Concepts Expanding level tackle box for various supplies.
1

2

3

SMALL
ORGANIZER
COMPARTMENTS

MORALE
BOOSTER

TOP
STORAGE
TRAY

MIDDLE
TRAY

LOWER LARGE
BIN

MORALE
BOOSTER

Usually one solid toolbox is all I need for traveling to remote
workshops or makerspaces. It also saves space at home.
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One large, a few medium, and a handful of
smaller compartments.

This Craftsman style toolboxes is my absolute go-to. What a solid toolbox needs is one large compartment for
earmuffs and respirator, one or two medium sized compartments for various tools, and tiny organizer compartments for
loose sandpapers, sanding sponges, and gloves.

worldwide. In the military, soldiers wear all sorts of funky, often times comical and / or tongue-in-cheek velcro patches on
their gear (yes,
112

GOLD EDITION

These see-through tiny organizer compartments are extremely useful for loose sandpapers, sanding

1

Nitrile gloves, sanding blocks, sanding sponges, and spare paper clips for creating hanger hooks for spray
painting oddly shaped models.
Shown here is a wheeled, portable cart style version — but stationary standing or tabletop boxes also exist.

2
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The power drill is an absolute essential in any work shop,
but unfortunately due to the rise of video games, most

an external charger. Use slow drill speeds settings for
screw driving, and faster speeds for drilling holes. Most
commercial-grade drills also feature a hammer drill mode,
useful for driving carbide screws into harder materials like
concrete. There are hundreds of different bits available for
the drill — keep in mind, the same bits used for the hand
drill can also be used on the drill press. So go crazy.
DeWalt™, Craftsman™, Milwaukee™,
Makita™, RIGID™, Hitachi™, Bosch™

SAFETY TIPS
Wear eye protection — especially when using the hammer

PRO TIPS
Buy the best drill you can afford, period. This is one of
quality. A high quality drill will give more power, reliability,
and will last decades if properly cared for. A used, quality
name-brand drill is still leagues ahead of a new, sub-par
or off-brand drill. Also, it is a good idea to invest in and
keep at least one extra backup battery on hand. This fully
charged backup battery will save two or more hours in
charging time (at least), waiting for your active battery to
re-charge after it dies.
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Hammer drill, high
speed drill, and screw modes.
Not all drills come standard
with a hammer drill mode,
but this function does come
in handy when needing to
create holes in extremely
hard materials, such as
concrete.

DRILL MODES

SPEED SWITCH

TIGHTENING
COLLAR
EXHAUST
FAN

DRILL
CHUCK

POWER TRIGGER

BATTERY
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piece of equipment for every serious shop owner. You may
around on a particularly productive (aka messy) work day.
A shop vac is essentially an industrial strength vacuum
cleaner, which can suck up scraps that a traditional
vacuum cleaner cannot with ease — making quick work
of everything from sawdust and liquids, to nuts, bolts,
scrap material, and metal tool shavings with ease. Some
vacs also double as a blower, which is useful for clearing
spaces quickly.

This particular Shop Vac has nice drawers to
stow additional hose and hose end attachments —which
come in VERY handy.

Many different sizes of shop vacs are available, however
most important of all is to choose the right size unit for
the size of your work space (a 10-16 gallon size should
work for most spaces). Most vacs come stock with an
assortment of various hose-ends and attachments, some
with differently sized and shaped nozzles for different
applications — including wet or dry cleanup.
Craftsman™, Milwaukee™, RIGID™

SAFETY TIPS
If your hearing is sensitive, you may want to wear hearing
protection around the more powerful vacs.

PRO TIPS
Some shop vacs like the one shown on the facing page
can double for use as a standing work surface for other
machines like the tabletop belt sander. Be sure to empty
out the shop vac when it starts to get full with waste, or
else you will start to lose suction power.

A battery-powered handheld shop vac. This model
from Milwaukee™ conveniently uses the same battery from
a power drill, and is useful for worksite jobs.
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HOSE-END
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VAC HOSE

a RIGID pro-grade,
large 11 gallon bagless shop
vac with full length hose &
wand. This beast will clean
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The rotary tool (aka Dremel) is one of the core staples in
warp-speed power drill. The RPM speed can be adjusted
using the dial located in the handle. Faster speeds are
better for drilling or cutting. Slower speeds are better
when using a polishing wheel, since higher speeds will
melt the material. Most Dremel tools come standard
with a set of attachment bits right out of the box. Many
upgrades and expansion parts are also available (like
the extension wand shown below). The Dremel works
well on plastics, woods, tooling foams, and rubbers.
Dremel™

SAFETY TIPS
Do not cover the exhaust vents, or the tool will overheat.

PRO TIPS
A wide variety of different attachments, jigs, and wand
extenders make the Dremel an extremely versatile tool
— especially when expert-level precision, control or
detail are needed.

a special extender wand can be attached for
greater control — especially in hard to reach places.
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The glue gun (aka hot melt) is a staple tool of model making.
The gun features an internal heating element that melts glue
sticks into liquid form. Once the glue hardens, it creates a
bond between materials. In general, the bond is quite weak
compared to white glue, and pales in comparison to CA glue
and especially epoxy. However, hot glue still has its place for
its incredibly rapid bonding capabilities, compared to epoxies
which could take up to 5 minutes or more. Also, most hobby

This gun is a high
wattage industrial strength
version with two differnt power
settings, up to 300W for high
temp glue sticks.
This gun has a protective collar
around the nozzle to shield it from burns.

with hot glue. Also, hot glue is superior for use on fabrics or

low temp, medium temp (all-purpose), and
high temp formulas are available. Hot temp glue will melt at
much higher temperature, will take longer to melt, and will
require a high temp gun, but will create the strongest bond of
all. Make sure to use the right glue for your project, however
all-purpose formulas should work for most projects. Mini or

mini glue guns use mini sticks, and are
sticks, and are a must for a pro-level workshop. Larger guns
which use full size glue sticks will make your life much easier

Wattage can be adjusted with a switch.
The higher wattage setting should be reserved
for high temp glue formulas only.

water — especially on larger projects.
PROklebër™, Fiskars™

SAFETY TIPS
NEVER touch the glue while it is molten or still hot, and

PRO TIPS
Buy glue sticks in bulk to save costs and on trips to the store.

Glue will drip
when it gets hot.
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material such as this post-it note under the nozzle, to protect
the table or work surface.

comes with its own carrying case, and is pre-packaged along with a starter set of glue sticks. Simple household guns operate at

the glue, but can be overkill and harder to control — causing the glue to drip much more as a result, and thereby using up more
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POWER SWITCH
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The circular saw is essentially a miniaturized, handheld
version of the table saw, using the same basic function
of a rotational disk cutting blade. Saw blades are
interchangeable, with different tooth formations used to
cut different types of material. A blade shroud works much
cutting blade unless the switch is fully depressed (red
lever). This saw is most useful for cutting larger panels
into smaller sized parts, typically in outdoor applications
where access to a shop is not available. Common uses
are construction, furniture making, custom cabinetry.

SAFETY TIPS
Safety glasses and hearing protection are a must. Always

PRO TIPS
money into) a table saw or chop saw, do yourself a big
favor and pick up a circular saw.
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Different blades offer varying
tooth patterns, which are useful for
cutting different types of material,
such as plastic wood, or concrete.

HANDLE

BLADE GUARD
SAFETY SWITCH

RIP FENCE
BLADE GUARD
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special round or square loop

a or shaving or raking effect.
2
metal wedge shape. Keep tool edges as sharp as possible,
since sharp edges will cut cleanly.
3
different thicknesses, from .006 to .020 gauge stainless or
blue spring steel. Thicker gauge steel will be stiffer and more
robust, better for removing more material. Custom shapes
can either be pre-bought, or custom made on the foot shear.
handheld rasp to remove most material.
This is the perfect hand-held size rasp and also works great
shaving tooling foam, and the blade is replaceable.
Chavant™ Clay Tools are the tools of the

Sculpey or Klean Clay mold box construction. Stanley™ is
the preferred brand of Surform among industry pros.

PRO TIPS
the surface. True clay masters will oftentimes create their

steel cutters below.
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1

6

4
5

Ball-end
sketching tool.
Custom tool
made from a scroll saw blade.
Kemper tool with copper wire
wrapped around loops (to create
a rake effect). Large rake tool.
Pro-grade Chavant wire tool.

7
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Lathe cutting tools come in a wide variety, with different
blade tips available for different applications. Pointed
spear-shaped tips are great for cutting grooves and
tips are best for general shaping and rounding. The lathe
chuck wrench is used to tighten a part in place. The tool
rest helps to steady a tool and allow for detail work.

SAFETY
Use a tool rest when possible, and hold the tool like a
on the metal shaft portion.

PRO TIPS
Keep blade edges as sharp as possible. Dull blades will
not cut as cleanly, and cause rough frays in material.
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Round tool for general shaping.
Sharper round tool.
Flat tools for
Pointed cutting tool.

3
5
2

1

4
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for general cutting and model making. #11 Blades are
industry-standard in industrial design and architectural
design. Blades are replaceable, so make sure to keep
the blade as fresh and sharp as possible — otherwise
your cut will be raggedly and/or frayed (especially when
cutting foamcore). Because of the triangle point tip,
X-Acto knife tips are perfect for cutting curves and wavy
organic shapes.
another standard tool used by professionals,
the Olfa knife is essentially a pen shaped, precision
hand-held box cutter. It can be used for much deeper
the Olfa is much more stable and easier to control
during straight-line cuts, vs. the X-Acto which is prone
to wobbling or twisting mid-cut. Olfa blades have prescored break points, which can be broken off to reveal
a fresh, perfectly sharp blade when the front edge gets
dull. Replaceable blades are also available, making this
a very versatile tool.
great for circular cutting and
scoring. A needle tip keeps the tool stationary (much
like a compass), while the adjustable blade tip cuts in a
circular formation.

SAFETY
school students have to be hauled out by ambulance,
after they cut themselves badly with an X-Acto (most
of them running on little or no sleep). Do not be hamhanded when handling these tools, since they are

PRO TIPS
For precise straight-line cuts, use a steel straight edge
ruler as an edge to cut against only (do NOT use scissors

produces more accurate, straighter cuts — and unlike
aluminum does not shear off over time. I personally
the picture on facing page), so I can keep the straight
cutting. The cork also works like a grip. Another great tip
tip stored back into the collar of the shaft handle). The
off or get lost, so this makes storing them without a blade
cover much safer.
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X-Acto knife with #11
blade.
Mechanical pencil.
Olfa Cutter.

2

3

1

For safety, place the tip
of your X-Acto blade back into
the blade collar when not in use.
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Marking early sample
changes with Sharpie markers.
Typically, silver markers show
up well on dark surfaces, while
black markers are best for light
surfaces.

TOOL BASICS
non-permanent ink markers available
in a rainbow of colors, used to write on whiteboards, windows or glass.
over-develop or to fall in love with any one idea / design prematurely.
the professional standard within the design industry.
Photoshop has largely replaced the need to by hundreds of colored
markers, but it is still good to have a small set around. A set of light,
medium and dark Toner Gray with a few colors for accents is more than
enough. Full grayscale sets for gradient blends are also available, if

good to have around for making non-permanent
notes on materials such as wood. 0.5mm and 0.7mm are the go-to
sizes here, in H (hard), HB (medium), or B (soft) graphite hardnesses.

which makes it easier to rotate around in the hand while sketching.
Currently my favorite sketching tool is a ballpoint pen called Bic Atlantis.
permanent oil-based markers that should be a staple
and are available in a variety of different tip widths, from standard round

without a silver metallic Sharpie — which is perfect for marking up
product samples, and is especially great for use on dark surfaces (even
fabrics). This and gold metallic sharpies are go-to tools in the world of

white pens are useful for marking precise lines
on dark surfaces. Red is good for making document revision markups or

great for marking lines on certain surfaces,
including fabrics. Prismacolor Verithin pencils can hold a sharper edge
than the standard Prismacolor pencils.

SAFETY
Stay away from Chartpak markers, as their fumes are toxic.

PRO TIPS
simply no comparison between the two.The Mecca of exotic / specialty
pen selection can be found at a Japanese stationary store called

dream
130 pen only for it to be pulled from production a year or two later.

Dry-erase

markers

are

useful

engineering and design team meetings.

for

A hit-list of some my personal favorite
writing instruments for use in design and development.
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roughen or polish surfaces. Grit ranges from coarse
around 180 grit —> Primer —> 320 grit —> paint. If a
glass smooth surface is required, 600 Grit wet-sanding
grit sandpaper to be overkill for most typical sanding
applications
custom wood
gluing sandpaper to a wooden block, dowel rod, or PVC
tubes. Almost anything can be used as a sanding stick
sandpaper for better control.
3M™ sanding sponges are also
available in different grits. Sponges have much better
control vs. standard sandpaper, and are especially useful
for curved or rounded parts. Motor Guard™ makes useful
sponges in single or dual-densities. Use these also as a
base to wrap sand paper around when dry/wet sanding,
WetorDry, and even rubber erasers can be used.

and rasp patterns throughout. Use this tool when heavier
sanding is needed, before hitting with sandpaper or a
sanding sponge.
special compound
for removing scratches in surfaces. Different levels of
(polishing), and can restore the clear quality of acrylic.

SAFETY
Wear a dust mask when working with coarse grit papers

into sharp microscopic shards of dust that can cause
internal lung scarring if inhaled.

PRO TIPS
Build custom sanding jigs in curved or rounded shapes.
Super 77 spray adhesive or double-stick tape is useful
to attaching sandpaper to a custom shape. Always
work with fresh sandpaper, instead of paper that is dull.
Buying sandpaper costs money, but is not as costly as
your time.
132

3M sanding sponge, dual-density Motor
Guard sanding sponges (cut to size) and rubber eraser for
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for years. A Surform rasp also pictured. Close-up detail of a hook dental tool with rough texture. Fine sculptors and craftsman
swear by the unique dental tool shapes for their unique feel for intricate detail work — especially in hard to reach places.

1
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2

1
2

3

Have the consistency of hand lotion or sun-block. Just like sandpaper, they
are used in sequential order from #1 roughest, to #2
#3
#3

The acrylic case
shown here was bonded
together with Weld Bond
adhesive.
Adhesive
run-offs are inevitable,
and must be buffed our
with rubbing compound,
then polished with the
polishing compound to
restore crystal clarity
with no cloudiness or
scratches.

PG. 156
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the most basic tool of measurement,
available with both imperial and metric units. Steel straight
edges double as an edge guide to cut against using a blade
(do NOT use aluminum).
takes an accurate measurement
staple measurement tools in Industrial design, mechanical
engineering, and automotive design. Plastic contour surface
gauges work well with clay models, since they will not
the harder steel gauges).
used to take a precise measurement of the
height, width, or inner depth of a surface volume. Measures
both in metric and imperial. Professional engineers &
designers across the world almost always work in metric
(millimeters and centimeters), since it is a far more accurate
measurement system and can be fractioned easily. A plastic
ultra high precision is needed, a set of either precision metal
or digital calipers is recommended. High-end calipers will
have features like a measurement stop, where the precise
dimension can be locked into place. Choosing between
manual or digital ultimately comes down to personal
preference, however many professional machinists and
model makers swear by the manual kind, since a dead
battery in the middle of a project can be cause for a huge
annoyance and a trip to the store.
useful for establishing right angles,

used to check the hardness of any
rubber or plastic. Density is measured in lbs per square foot.
Shore A is for softer rubbers, Shore D is for harder plastics.
a digital pocket or kitchen scale with an LCD
readout is useful when needing to weigh material volume
ratios for molding & casting.
Harbor Freight™, Pittsburgh™, Empire™,
Kobalt™

PRO TIPS
Industry-standard for most product developers and
engineers using dial calipers is 1/4mm (or 0.25mm) fractional
measurement increments. Fractional increments more
granular than 1/4mm increments are typically reserved for
high precision devices like consumer electronics — where
136
fractions
of a millimeter is a very real thing.

Basic manual plastic dial caliper.
Precision
manual dial caliper with stop lock.
Precision battery-powered
digital LCD caliper with stop lock. For basic model making, the
design, engineering and machining, the higher quality steel calipers
are an absolute MUST.

3

2

1
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Low-tech plastic dial calipers
have gotten me through many a project and are suitable
in many scenarios. Taking outside measurements with
front of tool,
Taking inside measurements with back
of tool
depth measurements can be made with the
same tool. Notice the tiny steel rod that lowers from the
bottom end of the caliper — this is for taking inside depth
measurements in hard to reach places.

Using manual dial calipers in a professional
machine shop. Machining deals with high tolerances
and precise measurements, which requires a quality
for serious manufacturing or engineering needs, metric
(mm, cm) is a superior system and is industry standard.
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Using a steel and plastic contour gauge to take a surface
impression of a water bottle and molded EVA leg pad. This curvature data is
very useful in product design & development, when making prototype models
to spec, or when making design updates or revisions to prototype samples.
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TOOL BASICS
applications, such as bicycle frame and automotive painting. HVLP
Two major types are available — gravity feed (paint cup on top)
or siphon feed (paint cup on bottom). Each gun has adjustment

has a much higher solids content vs. paint. Paints and primers
need to be thinned with a solvent like Acetone before they can
be of sprayable consistency. Use specially formulated Catalyzed
Automotive Primer, base coat and top coat only — in this order.
LVLP (Low Velocity, Low Pressure) guns also exist.
Professional brands used by expert automotive
painters are SATA, DeVilbiss, and Iwata — these guns have
precision machined stainless steel components and can run
lifetime if properly cared for. Most pros prefer gravity feed guns vs.
siphon feed (an older technology). Harbor Freight offers low-end
a handful of uses — however, parts are made of brass and are
much lower quality.

PRO TIPS
Clean guns thoroughly after every use. If not, components will
become clogged and the gun will need to be replaced. In 90% of
scenarios, HVLP is superior to Siphon Feed guns.
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Professional HVLP gravity
feed guns — Sata, DeVilbiss, and Iwata
are the choice of the pros. Pro-level
commercial painters geek out on spray
gun technology, and will most likely own
at least 2 or 3 different guns.
SPRAY NOZZLE

PAINT CUP
ATTACHMENT
AIR
FLOW
DIAL

TRIGGER

PAINT
FLOW
DIAL

AIR COMPRESSOR
HOSE CONNECTOR
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A SATA handheld air blow gun. A blow gun is used for
larger paint applications, such as in professional bodyshops
(car body paint shop) — where water-based paints are
increasingly used and take longer to cure, versus solventbased paints. The blow gun uses a continuous high-volume
the HVLP or LVLP guns. This pressurized air essentially
forces out all air from the paint surface, leaving behind only
the pigmented paint solids — ultimately speeding up the paint
drying process, and ensuring that re-coats will adhere much
more evenly and consistently to the paint coat underneath.

paint job — especially in colder climates or in the wintertime,
which will both adversely effect the paint drying process
(and, will sometimes require that parts be placed in a large
oven or that the entire spray booth be heated, in order to
evaporate all water content).

Proper distance of a heat
gun above a model should be
the model (the same distance as
a rattle can spray paint or spray
gun), and sprayed in sweeping,
overlapping strokes. Shown is a
professional body shop painter
drying a metallic top coat in
clear coat. Be very careful not to
hold the heat gun too close to the
paint surface, or the compressed
air may cause the paint start to may
wrinkle, and
the paint may start
to bubble up from overheating.
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A professional SATA Jet 3000 HVLP spray
gun unit made from German engineered components.

FLOW CONTROL DIAL
PRECISION-MACHINED
STAINLESS STEEL
NOZZLE
PAINT CUP
AIR INLETS

ANODIZED
BLUE FINISH

A siphon feed (LVLP) gun, with paint cup underneath.
Gravity-fed (HVLP) is by far the most popular of the two types.

This is what a seasoned pro auto-bodyshop
different guns has its own unique feel — just like
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1

Fill paint reservoir with Acetone or other strong
solvent, then depress the trigger to purge the solvent out through the spray nozzle. This
will start to wash through the internal mechanical gun parts.
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Disassemble the spray nozzle,
air / paint valve adjustments, and
spring components one by one.
Once disassembled, clean the
inside of the gun with a small wire
brush (included with most spray
gun kits).

GOLD EDITION

2

3

After thorough brushing, leave the disassembled parts in a measuring cup
impossible to be too clean here, since any primer or paint buildup inside the gun
can cause clogging. If clogged, the entire unit will need to be replaced — so put
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Bill Bowerman
TRACK & FIELD COACH
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MATERIAL TYPES
Spray paint consists of a mixture of colorful paint solids and a
chemical solvent thinner, which are propelled by a compressed
industry.
automobile primer is a favorite
in the design industry. The mid-gray color shows off details

quality to other types of primers on the market.
most commonly available in either
enamel or acrylic. Montana offers hundreds of high-quality,
vibrant colors — with a versatile spray cap system for different

hardens with an MEKP chemical catalyst. Color base coats
are available in a wide variety of colors, and can be precisely
color-matched by special order automotive paint shops.
strong chemical used to temporarily thin, or remove
paint from a surface (similar to nail polish remover). Acetone,
lacquer thinner, and mineral spirits are the most common
solvents.The strongest / most corrosive of all is acetone by far.
Rust-Oleum™, Dupli-Color™, Seymour
Spruce™, Montana Cans™, SEM™, Krylon™, PPG™, DuPont
Nason™, House of Kolor™, Klean Strip™, Evercoat™, PCL
Poly Primer™, Tamiya™, Testors™, Plasti-Dip™

COMMON USES
Model making, custom airplane / car models, prototypes, DIY
come close to HVLP (especially when painting larger objects),
of an air compressor.

SAFETY
Always work in a well-ventilated space or spray booth. Solvents
are toxic and can be dangerous, so handle with extreme care
and always wear a pair of nitrile gloves at bare minimum.

PRO TIPS
humidity and warm temperatures. Damply humid locations like
brands (especially in winter). Use the right materials to avoid
the frustration of paint formulas not curing properly.
148
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are a favorite in design circles, since they are available in a wide variety of high-quality vibrant colors — and dry much more
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With new advancements in modern paint mixing technology, many
crazy paint colors are coming out constantly — like the metallic paints pictured.
no matter the brand, as this will show off surfaces the best.
a professional, HVLP catalyzed primer (and will dry much slower). This particular
can was purchased from an auto parts store. SEM is also an industry favorite
content) available.
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Testors is one of the most popular brand of acrylic enamels, and for good reason — the paints are very high quality, mix
enamel paints, for applying details and highlight colors to design models (see kitbash mech on pages 299 & 301).
A well stocked wall of rattle can spray paint. The Montana™ brand is famous for their impressive range of colors available.
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The Montana™ cap system is
tailored especially for discerning creators,
designers, and model makers — and
is meant to rival the variable spray /
handheld airbrush. The caps are available
individually, are replaceable, and produce
a wide range of different spray widths —

(extra wide). I personally have found the
The cap system seems quite povpular for

To rival the Pantone® color matching
system, Montana™ has their own standard

quite have access to an full air compressor
and HVLP gun or airbrush setup— or, you
simply want to avoid the hassle of mixing
your own special paint colors or formulas
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MATERIAL TYPES
A liquid or putty mixed at
1:1 ratio. Epoxy is by far the best all-around glue for most
scenarios. Different formulas set at different times, but the
or plastic utensil, whipping the mixture together liberally to
ensure the two parts cure correctly. Coat both part surfaces
with glue before holding in place under pressure.
an aerosol sprayable adhesive, perfect for
decals and mounting graphics / images onto foam core for
presentations.
low-temp, med-temp, and high-temp formulas
are available. High temp glue is stronger but takes longer
to melt, requires a higher wattage gun, and is black in color.
for most projects, and is either clear or white in color. Use for
foam core, plastic model kits, kit-bashed models, and quick
for cyanoacrylate.
Polyvinyl acetate is a water based rubbery
synthetic adhesive, which creates strong bonds between
paper, chip board, wood, and foam core. Can be mixed with

has a stronger bond than
model makers.

it sets almost instantly. Tends to leave chemical fog marks
depending on the type of material (especially clear parts).
for joining plastics together.
Specially formulations are available depending on the
plastic types, from acrylic, ABS, PVC, etc. Weld-On 3 is
a thin Acrylic bonding cement. Weld-On 6 is a thicker

SAFETY
Work in a well-ventilated area and wear nitrile gloves. Use
a respirator mask when working with aerosol spray glues.

PRO TIPS
CA glue drying time can be sped up to cure almost instantly
by use of an accelerator, or baking soda also does the trick.
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2-part epoxy mixed at
a 1:1 ratio.

Two of the most popular brands of spray adhesives (fun fact: the popular
industrial design blog website / forum Core77 takes its name from Super 77).
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1

2

WELD BOND
Acrylic solvent bond (Weld Bond) is much stronger than regular glue, because the two surfaces actually fuse together
in a chemical process. Only a tiny bit of glue is necessary, and is applied with a syringe.
Make sure to have a jig set-up for
gluing together parts at exact angles — like the 90º gluing jig above. Here, two clear acrylic panels are bonded together. The
glue will fuse both acrylic surfaces together by melting the sheets through a chemical process. This is how clear museum display
boxes are commonly made.

3

4

Once glued, set parts into place by tightly clamping together using C-clamps. A custom clamping jig is being used
here to apply pressure evenly. Proper gluing and clamping methods will eliminate air bubbles, for museum-quality displays.

after the glue has set. This will help to protect from any errant glue marks which will require polishing out.
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Wood glue is a type of waterproof PVA glue that creates a rock-solid bond and is extremely effective at holding wood
A
rabbet cut edge, which is common in furniture and box construction. Glue is coated evenly on both surfaces to be glued together,
which will produce the strongest bond.

3

PVA

5

4

A close-up view of a rabbet joint coated with a generous amount of wood glue. Parts are held into orientation with
tape before clamping under pressure.
of the parts. This ensures an even bond, where any excess glue can be wiped clean before it is allowed to fully cure. Parts are
held together with tape, then are clamped under pressure for an hour or more to allow the glue to set completely — using the
same process as the acrylic box on the previous page.
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MATERIAL TYPES

Look at the
tape sculptures of Tapigami, who has elevated this kind of tape
name being used in middle/high school arts & crafts classes. The
adhesive is very unpredictable, and has a short shelf life. Old tape
dries out (becomes stale), cracks, and is virtually useless since it

2”

crisp edge while being easy to remove from a surface after the
paint has dried. This is because of the special formula adhesive,
which is not as strong as other tapes like the blue painters tape or
black vinyl tape.
this is a medium strength adhesive black cloth
industry. Used by gaffers to rig up props, lighting and sound
equipment, etc.

MASKING TAPE

This is a favorite within the specialty automotive custom

2”

best for strong paper, chip board, and foam core
bonds.
usually black in color, this tape is usually strong

done at 1:4 or 1:1) in the automotive design industry (a technique
that, despite being low-tech is still being used today). Thicknesses

1”

for joining Gorilla tape is
a strong black tape. Several differnt tapes exist for different effects
or creating decorative wraps (similar to patterned wall paper).
this is a clear vinyl tape made with extra sticky
adhesive for providing a strong line of protective defense while

COMMON USES

PRO TIPS
Have at least a few different types of tapes in different thicknesses
158

STRIPING TAPE

this is the standard tape that comes in a roll.
Commonly referred to as Scotch™ tape, which is the most popular
brand of this particular kind of tape.

purposes. Choose the best tape that suits your individual
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3

4

6

5

9
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a few of my favorite tapes for model making / design:

1

2

Areas masked off
with frog tape, to apply a clear
rubberized
plasti-dip
spray
coating to the handle sections
of this model.
After the tape
has been removed. Showing the
effect of the rubberized plastidip coated handle vs. the gloss
yellow body.
Frog tape used again, to
mask off areas before applying a
clear coat (Krylon crystal clear) to
the body section of this model.
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Striping tape is used for tight
compound surface curvature bends. Here,
a professional bodyshop painter demos the
use of two different thicknesses of striping
and organic curvatures can be achieved.
This is a powerful way to mask off certain
areas for unique paint designs or complex

hoods, windows, trunks, etc.) in 1/4 scale
automotive design models.

To create an organic bend
in the tape, hold one end down
while using the free side to move,
reposition, and pull down to the
tension. This is the exact same
method used for creating tight line
tape drawings — which are used
to establish the bold character
lines and proportions of a new
design, before moving into clay
or 3D CAD (usually black vinyl
striping tape is used for easy
readability, instead of the blue
tape here).
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Artist Danny Schieble (Tapigami) has turned tape origami into an art form, and has created a newfound
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MATERIAL TYPES
— one of the more popular brands of industrial design
clays, around since 1892. This professional styling clay
down in a special clay oven — then hardens to be rocksolid at room temperature. The hardened clay can then
Chavant clay has a darker brown color compared to
Faber Light — a German clay by Staedler,™ favored in
the automotive design industry for its light color & buttery
smooth consistency. Industrial clay can be primed and

R&D studios worldwide.
is not actually a clay, but a polyester
based polymer compound which hardens in the oven.
The gray Sculpey Firm is popular in the model making
of the dynamic brotherly sculpting duo known as Plastic
Cell — two brothers who are famous for their minatiure
sculptures mix Sculpey Firm with regular Sculpey (beige
softer, more pliable consistency.

mold boxes in RTV mold making.
this is a favorite within the toy design and
detail in miniature maquettes or creature sculptures. One

COMMON USES
Automotive, motorcycle / bicycle helmets, special FX
props/creatures/vehicles, toy making for the toy industry,
sculptural installations.

SAFETY
Be careful when using Sculpey in the family oven
(trust me, I know from experience). The chemicals will
evaporate and the smell will stain the inside of the oven,
to bake Sculpey in a kitchen oven, wrap the sculpture in
a turkey baking bag.

PRO TIPS
Using the right type of clay for the job is key. DO NOT
mix clay types, since formulas and consistencies differ
from
164 brand to brand.

Klean clay is the go-to standard for RTV silicone mold

Two very popular clay types used by the professional toy

Faber Light (a favorite in automotive design) clay billets are softened in a clay oven. When warmed, the
clay has the consistency of a form-able, soft putty — then turns rock hard after allowed to cool at room temperature.
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MATERIAL TYPES
— also known as Urethane Foam, Ren
Foam, Renshape, Tooling Foam, Tooling Board or Modeling Board —
ranges from soft (10lb, low density) to harder (75lb+, high density).

small that they are almost microscopic. PU foam has a more uniform
to sand.
— blue / pink
underlying bulk volume of models, and cut easily with a hot wire knife.
Fun foam is a type of sheet foam that can be cut by an X-Acto or laser.
Renshape™, Modulon™

COMMON USES

bossed logos, thin panels, and tread patterns. The large foam stacked
at lower right (facing page) are from a BMW advanced R&D lab facility,
and is used to mill full-size concept cars. Some designers still prefer the
tactile feedback of foam to the digital 3D printing alternative.

SAFETY
Use a dust mask to avoid inhaling airborne crystallized sanding dust.

PRO TIPS
foams shape easier, but will need to be sealed with Shellac or catalyzed
primer if a painted model is needed.
At left is a 10 LB low density foam, where the air bubbles are
still visible. In the middle is 20 LB foam with no visible air bubbles. The
Stanley surform rasp at right is worth its weight in gold for foam shaping.
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Blocks tooling foam in different densitites from Modulan. 30lb,
15lb, 40lb, and 50lb pictured. Selecting the right density will ultimately
depend on the type.

Large stacks of PU tooling foam
(20LB), which have a similar density to wood,
but with much more uniform in consistency
— making it perfect for CNC milling of largescale models and/or prototypes (including 1:1
concept cars).
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MATERIAL TYPES
Automotive Body Filler, more commonly known as Bondo™

purpose, it has been adapted for use by professional modelmakers and designers alike, both for surface preparation and
as a free-form sculpting material.
is a thick 2-part polyester paste-like compound,
which hardens to be rock-hard after mixing with a chemical
material over on itself with a popsicle stick or plastic utensil,

down or sanded. Although mix ratios vary, typically one drop of

material. It is a thinner paste-like material and is preferred in the
unlike rock-hard Bondo. Metal Glaze is much more expensive
than standard Bondo, however was a favorite among Art Center
transportation design students building 1:4 scale car models.
a thinner form of bondo, which cures entirely on
surfaces — as it never really cures rock-hard like the 2-part
formula with catalyst. One dries through stronger chemical
reaction, the other air dries.
3M, Bondo™, Evercoat™, Dynatron™

COMMON USES
it used for designing everything from stylized motorcycle helmet
chin bars/visors, to prototype Motocross boot buckles. These
parts are then 3D scanned and cleaned up in CAD to create
highly sculptural, manufacturable parts.

SAFETY
Bondo™ is one of the harshest chemicals covered in this book,
with a very strong smell. Always work in a well ventilated area,
and wear a NIOSH respirator mask accordingly.

PRO TIPS
Use less hardener to slow down the chemical hardening
process, or more to speed it up. Careful not to use to little, or
the mixture will not fully cure. Add too much, and it will harden
and become clumpy during an application.
168

There are a
few different brands
and
consistencies
but the standard pink
Bondo™ should do
for most applications.
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MATERIAL TYPES
where a 2-Part liquid silicone or urethane resin mixes
in a chemical reaction known as thermosetting, where
casting is an inexpensive way to approximate injection
molded parts for product development & manufacturing.
most commonly used as a molding
material — since by nature, it does not stick to any
material other than itself. Available in a range of
hardnesses.

Dye pigments from
Smooth-On, and metallic powder
from Alumilite.

a thermosetting plastic or rubber
casting material. Available in a wide range of colors and
(Shore A, 50-95) to hard plastic resins (Shore D, 60-75).
a 2-part thermoset foam,

can be used to give color to molds or
castings (much like a concentrated food coloring). The
amount of dye pigment used will determine the color and
opacity of the part.
metallic or ceramic powders can be mixed into

Smooth on™, Silpak™,
Enterprises™, Polytek™, Monster Makers™

A gallon-sized pale of
silicone and catalyst from SmoothOn (1:10 mixing ratio by weight).

BJB

COMMON USES
Special FX movie props, museum and historic building
restoration, prototyping, and countless other use cases. A
Pour-cast or rotational cast, is commonly used for larger
museum / restoration pieces. RTV casts can be used for
high-temperature parts like casted aluminum, which
requires a sand mold (i.e. car engine blocks).

SAFETY
Wear gloves and work in a well-ventilated space. Each
material comes with its own MSDS (Material Safety Data
Sheet), which will cover everything from mixing ratios,
curing times, as well as proper safety and disposal.

PRO TIPS
Silicone is a relatively expensive material, so try to
design
molds in a way that minimizes material usage.
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A small portion size of
silicone and catalyst from Sil-Pak.
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Silicone comes in a variety in different colors and
durometers, which will vary by brand. Unmixed silicone is milky
white in color, until the catalyst is added (small green vial at left,
typically mixed at 1:10 by weight). This will activate the chemical
reaction process, whereby the silicone will fully cure after 16 hours.

Below is a collection of urethane resin sample swatches,
arranged by different hardness and setting times (where Shore A
= softer, and Shore D = harder). Most resins will naturally cure
either as a solid white or amber color, but in my experience the
white resin is much easier to work with — as it cures much more
uniformly and reliably (even in high-humidity climates) and is very
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A selection of Smooth-On 2-part urethane casting resins. Each formulation has different setting times — some cure as
Flexible urethane resin lifecastings made from a silicone mold.
Expanding urethane foam can also
be cast in this same way, but is much
be added to the resin material while
color from Sil-Pak has been used.
Each cast part demolding
surface. If sprayable mold release
be used to prolong the life of a mold.

In addition to pigments, many different cast powder effects are available. These powders are either mixed into the 2-part
liquid resin mixture or dusted onto the inner surfaces of the mold, before the casted part is allowed to fully cure. Shown here is a
range of different metallic powders from Smooth-On.
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A plaster hand cast removed from an alginate mold.

MATERIAL TYPES
Alginate is a non-toxic mold making compound derived from
seaweed. When alginate powder is mixed 1:1 with water, it
Molds are good for single use only. Originally developed for
use in the dental industry to make molds of teeth for custom
dentures and braces, Alginate has seen widespread use in
the special effects, cosmetics, and prosthetics industries. The
material will pick up every last detail — down to microscopic

Silpak™, Monster Makers™

COMMON USES
Over time the material became adapted for use by the Hollywood
Special Effects industry and later prosthetics, for taking detailed
body form molds, costumes, and hair & makeup.

SAFETY
Alginate is non-toxic, however be careful not to splash plaster in
your eyes during the casting mixing process.

PRO TIPS
Use gypsum bandages to create a reinforcement backer layer

Alginate comes in different colors depending on the
bandages added to hold the shape of the soft mold (known as
a mother mold). A permanent silicone mold is often made from
this temporary mold, which will dry out and crack within hours.
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Until mixed with water, Alginate starts as a natural
powder. Since it is derived from seaweed, it is ideal for nontoxic mold making.

Detail of an alginate hand mold, after being mixed with
water and left to set. The mold is rubbery like silicone and can take
moist because of the water content — making it suitable for casting
of plaster only, as a single-use mold.
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Wood is one of the oldest and most fundamental building
materials — it is also one of the most common materials

cut from natural tree forests, the grain will
vary widely depending on the type of species. The natural
wood grain contributes to the beauty of the wood, and is

Many different functional and aesthetic wood joints.

— for example, to give warmth and character to hand-made
custom furniture. The two major types of natural wood are
and is cut from dicot trees such as oak, cherry, maple, or

13 PLY

softwood common in scale models (pg. 175, 181).
9 PLY

These engineered materials can be made to be stiffer and 7 PLY
lighter (i.e. plywood), or to make more inexpensive (i.e.
IKEA furniture) vs. wood from nature. Man-made woods
are preferred when the surface of the wood will not be
5 PLY
shown — such as after being painted. Wood glue & MDF
board works similarly to large sheets of paper, and can be
glued, stacked, and sandwiched in the same way.
3 PLY
stains (dark, medium, light
colored), wax, varnishes, shellac, lacquers and sealants
can enhance the resistant qualities of wood and also give
an attractive look to the natural wood grain. Protective
coatings such as shellac and polyurethane based lacquers
are commonly used to seal the pores of the wood in order
to make the surface weather and water resistant.

Architectural design & engineering, construction, structural
building, custom furniture, custom cabinetry, custom

High density birch plywood.
Plywood consists of three or more layers
of veneer. Ply count refers to the number
of individual wood sheets, or veneers, that
are stacked and glued on top of each other.
Common wood ply sizes are 3 ply, 5 ply, 7
ply, 9 Ply, and 13 ply. Normally, each veneer
is glued with its grain at right angles to
adjacent layers for strength. Thinner stock
is great for scroll saw projects. Thicker

SAFETY

making it suitable for projects that require
higher strength and structural stability.

COMMON USES

Some woods cause splinters. While natural sawdust is
not inherently toxic, it is still a good idea to wear a dust
mask when shaving off large amounts of dust. MDF and
advised to wear a mask when working with these materials.

PRO TIPS
There are many woods for different looks. There are
entire books on the subject of wood species used for
woodworking, which will not be covered here. Man-made
woods like masonite, plywood, and MDF should be suitable
for most structural design or model making applications.
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An assortment of
some of the most common
types of wood used in
professional model making.
Renshape foam is softer
and has a much smoother
consistency than wood.
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A laser cut
accordion hinge effect created
by a process known as siping.

Thin sheets
of veneer laser cut
into an interlocking
three-dimentionality.
A traditional carved wood relief at the historic Queen Mary ship in
Long Beach. Note the wood stain added for color, and gloss shellac or laquer
varnish added for protection. Laquers or sealants can also have stains built-in.

1

created by mixing sawdust with wood glue.
Bare Juletong wood bowl Wax applied.
2
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3

A 3D wall relief texture
milled by CNC from plywood. Simple
effects like this can drastically heighten
the perceived experience or ambiance
of an interior design. Notice the layers of
wall was likely milled from 13 ply.

Wood is typically added to give a sense of

and to heighten the experience at this shopping mall.
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Traditional japanese-style architecture uses
either tongue and groove, or mortise and tenon style
construction. Both are held together by a mechnical
bond or by using fasteners such as screws or nails.

Wood is known for its warmth and is a
natural design choice for architectural projects,
like this modern home design in BC, Canada.
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Wood is still the most common building

design or urban planning. Often, miniature scale models
made by architects share very close resemblance this full
scale build. This is one of the big reasons why, even in the
advanced age of CAD today, balsa wood and chipboard
models are still used — as they simulate the actual production
load-bearing structure (pg. 189).
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A molded
plywood
propellor.
This
process is perhaps most
famous in the Eames Lounge
Chair, which involves pressing
a stack of sheet wood plys
under high pressure, during
an epoxy lamination process.
Hard steel male and female
into shape while it cures. This
is also how skateboard decks
and snowboards are made.

Like molded plywood,
but instead of using a manmade ply laminate, natural
hardwood is used instead. The
3D shape using a combination
of heat and moisture. This
allows it to conform to a preOnce cooled and dried, the
shape becomes permanent.

Scale hardwood aerodynamic aircraft models,
used to test the drag of a new aircraft prototype. A coat
and protects its surface from scratches and stains.
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A scale model of a 1917
prop plane. The model has
been meticulously made using
sections of balsa wood that have
been cut and glued together.

Oriented strand board
(OSB) is a type of engineered wood
similar to plywood, but is uniform and
lower cost — making it more popular than
plywood for load-bearing construction &
DIY applications, being used in 70% of
America (such as the large Beverly Hills
residential build project below). Layers of
and resin adhesives, then compressed in

Because this model is made
from the same materials as the
full size aircraft it is based on, it is
functionally accurate to the real thing.
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MATERIAL TYPES
Acrylic, styrene and polyethylene (PE) sheet plastics are most
commonly used in model making, with polycarbonate (PC)
and polypropylene (PP) and ABS are used in injection molded

a stiff plastic, making it brittle. Acrylic will need to be
cut on the table saw, band saw, or laser cutter. Acrylic is better
suited as a structural material vs. styrene. Many colors are
available, including opaque, transparent, or clear.

with a knife. Is less structural than acrylic, and most commonly
white color.

material that can be scored and snapped with a knife.

cut with a kife, and is useful for making templates. Warby Parker
makes their prescription eyeglass frames out of this material.

COMMON USES
Professional architectural / interior design / environmental
design scale models, laser-cut corporate logos and graphics,
clear acrylic museum / showroom displays.

SAFETY
stressed, so be careful when handling.

PRO TIPS
There are many different types, thicknesses, and colors of
plastics available — make sure to choose the characteristics
depending on the job at hand. The strongest bond between
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Styrene comes in different textures & thicknesses.

A range of common plastics used for model making and rapid prototypes.
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Plastic sheet samples in a variety of colors from the acrylic supplier Acrylite. These acrylic sheets are great for making
and includes physical touch-and-feel samples of almost every single type of sheet plastic and exotic effect under the sun.

A scale urban planning model on display
an industry tradeshow. These buildings were
most likely precision cut using thin sheets of
white styrene plastic and weld bond glue.
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1:4 scale, CNC milled car
display at the LA Auto Show — made
from a raw block of clear acrylic plastic
material known as a billet.

A miniature scale cruise ship
model made from vacuum cast white
styrene plastic, that has been painted
to give a realistic effect. The clear
thin sheets of acetate.
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MATERIAL TYPES
between two large pieces of laminated paper

a solid sheet of stiff paper. Chip board
together with adhesive binders. Boxboard, chip board
and and museum board are all available in a variety of
thicknesses. Chip board is primarily available in natural
cardboard color only. Museum board is available in
visible paper pulp like chip board). Both board types
can be painted with acrylic enamel paint and brush.
Apple™ commonly uses boxboard packaging, which
which is suitable for direct printed or laminating of the
printed paper skins.
commonly
board (inner skin laminate and outer skin laminate)
which increases structural strength and stability with a
reduced weight.

COMMON USES
Architectural & theme park scale models, urban design
planning, scale models, interior design, environmental
design, POP (point of purchase) and movie theater
displays, prototype mock-ups, product packaging.

SAFETY
Keep your X-Acto or Olfa knife blade sharp or replace
when worn out for the clean, non-raggedy cuts, but

PRO TIPS
foam core and chip board — it is extremely robust,

For much faster drying time, hot glue can be used, but
the
188bond is not nearly as strong as with white glue.

A miniature scale cruise ship
model made from vacuum cast white
styrene plastic, that has been painted
to give a realistic effect. The clear
thin sheets of acetate.

A scale architectural model made from chipboard (base), museum
board (walkways), and balsa wood (railings and structural overhangs — see
page 173 for the real life application).

A museum board study
model held together with white
glue. Museum board and chip
board are both favorites in
architectural scale models, and
can be painted easily.

A volumetric
study model made from

Chip board can be glued
in stacks to create a layered effect.

Olfa circular cutter,
X-Acto, and Tacky Glue.
Foamcore is a powerful
material for making
quick models.
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A 3D volumetric T-Rex
head that has been laser cut
layer by layer out of corrugated
cardboard, and glued together
piece by piece. The T-Rex 3D
model data was used to create
vector software.

Corrugated

Packaging, transport and logistics is a huge
indusry — and yes, there is such as a thing
as a packaging engineer, who will stress test
the strength of packaging — since protecting
the inner contents from damage in shipping
and transport can potentially save a company

A freestanding 3D cardboard movie
theater display. Many of these displays can
get quite elaborate, and are commonly made
from a cardboard substrate, with full color
CYMK printed graphics that are adhered to
the surface with spray adhesive.
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F FLUTE
E FLUTE
B FLUTE
C FLUTE

T-Rex sculpture on display at the Maker Faire
in San Mateo, California. This sculpture was
also wired with electronics inside, for light
effects and sounds.

Notice the 2D cardboard
panels were joined together using clear zip
ties, rather than glue, which allows for nondestructive assembly and re-assembly.
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Aluminum rims of a oneoff concept car that have been
either machined or die cast.

MATERIAL TYPES
Metal science and technology is known as metallurgy, and
working with metals is known as processing. Metals are
used anywhere high strength and durability are needed.

these are the most common
metal alloys. Aluminum is much softer than steel or titanium,
and is commonly used to create mold tooling (aircraft grade
aluminum is the highest quality of all). Titanium has one of
the strongest strength-to-weight ratios of any metal.
molten
metal that is poured into a mold (often single-use sand
molds). Commonly how engine blocks and jewelry items
are made.
refers to CNC or manually milling of a raw metal
chemical machining is another process for small parts.
forcing a metal material through a pre-formed
die to create a thin-walled shape (i.e. aluminum iPod).
mass
produced automotive body panels are made by die cutting
of sheet metal, which are then bent into shape (handmade
car bodies like those of a Jaguar are hand-hammered into
shape). Die cutting is also used to create functional and / or
decorative peforations in metal, or to shave weight.
thin, low gauge sheet metal can be
laser cut. Thicker, heavy gauge metal must be waterjet cut.
similar to injection molding, but instead of
pressurized air, this process uses pressurized water to force
molten metal to form to the inner walls of a mold cavity.
hydrojet cut signage.
red-hot heated metal in a large forge (oven), which
strengthens the mollecular bond of the metal particles. This
is how samurai katana swords are made.
tempering a process of heat treating, which is
used to increase the toughness of iron-based alloys.
a process that entails mixing metal powder
with a 2-part resin to create hybrid castings that give the
appearance of solid metal without the functionality, and is
much faster and much less expensive than foundry casting.

COMMON USES
Automotive panels, consumer electronics, luxury goods.
Waterjet or laser cut perforation pattern on a machined

PRO TIPS
Heat
192 treating or special coatings can strengthen a metal.

A freestanding metal display in Whistler, Canada.
The ring panels here were most likely waterjet cut from
stainless steel, then welded together with the inner / outer
cylindrical ring surfaces. The metal was also likely coated
to protect it from the elements.
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tape. Shapes like these are useful for reaching areas which are harder to get a handle on by any other means — here, a strip of
150-Grit sandpaper is used to remove small table saw blade grooves from the inside of a countersunk dado cut.
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Fine detail and smooth curvature is achievable with machining, such as the curvature shown on the model above.
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An airplane wing
comprised of independent
sheet metal panels that
have been riveted together.
Many of the pre-laminated
composites era aircrafts
were built this way.

A motorcycle
foot peg with cast
aluminum and CNC
machined steel parts.

A scale spacecraft
model made from machined
aluminum, made for use in
development applications.

A chrome steel
sculpture.
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A cast bronze outdoor sculpture.
Notice how some metals will develop a patina
after exposed to the air and outside elements
(known as oxidation), if left untreated.

A machined titanium propusion
thruster that was used in the mars
rover. Titanium all is used here for its
high strength properties.
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CFRP

MATERIAL TYPES
Fiber composites entail a process where glass or carbon
is then carefully placed into a negative mold, mixed with
a resin binder — such as epoxy resin — which infuses
through a process known as lamination. The two primary
composites. Patterns need to be cut to ensure the woven

combined with an epoxy resin polymer.

a substantially reduced weight. CFRP uses graphite

COMMON USES
Anywhere where lightness, stiffness, and strength are
needed. Fiberglass is most commonly used in boat hulls
and sports car bodies — like the one at far right. Carbon
Fiber is commonly used in exotic supercar bodies (i.e.
Ferrari, Lamborghini, McLaren, Porsche), Formula 1
sporting goods including helmets, golf shafts, ice hocky
sticks, soccer sole cleat plates, aftermarket car body
parts / motorcycle parts, and functional prosthetics.

SAFETY
Composites can be nasty to work with, so use a respirator
mask and gloves when handling.

PRO TIPS
One of the paradoxes with carbon reinforcements
and pre-preg is that the less something weighs, the
more expensive it becomes. This is especially true for
traditional woven cloths and unidirectional pre-pregs —
meaning the mat comes pre-impregnated, or soaked in
resin, and is typically stored in refrigerators to ensure

and results in much better precision, strength, layer
uniformity, and a vastly reduced weight. 2D patterns can
be cut on a large plotter for maximal precision.
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the suspension stanction of an Italian motorcycle. Notice the
complex shapes possible with the CFRP layup process.

sportscar body. The Chevy Corvette is
perhaps the most famous example of
a step down from higher-end (European)
exotics and race cars.

GFRP
CFRP

HYPED is an experimental Hyperloop transportation pod constructed from pre-preg / vacuum bagged carbon composites.

lightweight, high-strength qualities. Credit: The University of Edinburgh Hyperloop Society.
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LAMINATED
FIBERGLASS

LAMINATED
FIBERGLASS

LAMINATED FIBERGLASS
+ GEL COAT

LAMINATED
FIBERGLASS + GEL
COAT

GEL COAT
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IMPREGNATED FIBERGLASS CLOTH

2D PATTERN TEMPLATES

FIBERGLASS MAT

FIBERGLASS CLOTH

2D TEMPLATES
FITTING

DE-BURRING
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3K PLAIN WEAVE

12K PLAIN WEAVE

12K WEAVE SILVER

Many different functional and decorative carbon fabric weaves exist, with the most common type being the plain weave

the team management of eccentric tech titan Larry Ellison). The use of advanced materials — like composites that are vacuum-

6K TWILL
WEAVE

1K PLAIN
WEAVE
12K TWILL WEAVE

HONEYCOMB

Large twill weave spread tow pattern (tape width = 20mm or
(pictured here is the carbon hull of the HYPED Hyperloop transport pod.

Due to the functional the quest for lighter
in all modes of transportation — including bicycles.

Performance race car body
made from twill weave CFRP left
untreated and unpainted to save extra
weight. This is a perfect example of
the complexity of compound curvatures
possible with carbon laminates. The
into the high strength carbon cloth

CFRP

TWILL WEAVE
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steering wheel. Carbon
is used heavily in racing
superior torsional rigidity,
and where grams of weight
are
relentlessly shaved
in an effort to give the
slightest competitive edge
over the competition. There
are also hydro-dipped fake
avaialable — for those who
want the decorative look, to
who do not want to shell out
the steep price to obtain the
functionality of the real thing
(these are the same folks
who purchase fake Rolexes
for their signaling properties
alone, knowing full well that
these timepieces are a far
cry from their quality Swiss
counterparts, and will often
fall apart after only a few
months of use). The lookalike carbons are usually
easily distinguishable from
the real thing, since what
they are essentially is just
printed pattern graphics
applied to a surface.

CFRP

PLAIN WEAVE

GFRP
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GEL COAT ADDED

The same assembled
zero emission gravity racing
vehicle with paint coat and
graphics applied.

GFRP

CFRP

PLAIN WEAVE
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1

MATERIAL TYPES

2

cloth with heavy steel cutting dies, then sewn together. Cutting
dies have sharp edges and are pressed under high force using
a hydraulic press, which can cut cleanly through huge stacks of
material at a time. Die cutting is similar to using a cookie cutter,
only replacing soft cookie dough with sheets of fabric.

through a curing process that consists of dehydration &
nasty chemical process and requires large rolling tanning drums
a natural oil to it, so andy adornments must be sewn or riveted
since adhesives or hot-melt used in bonding will eventually
breakdown. Almost any skin you can think of can be turned
into a leather — including cow (the most common), pig, goat,
kangaroo, alligator / crocodile, snake (python), and even cod
(Bill Bowerman of Nike fame was said to be obsessive about
experimentation, and used with cod skin with the shoes of his

Special screens are set up to accept ink
dyes.
shape. A separate screen is required for each color.

fade applied to a nylon stretch fabric. Half-tone patterns
comic books) of hard or injection molded parts.

increment in weight lighter). Gradations of leather range from
full grain and top grain (uppermost portion of hide), split leather
and Nubuck (middle portion of hide) and suede (lowermost
portion of hide). Can be die cut, de-bossed / embossed, laser
engraved, tanned, dyed and stained to give different effects.

population (and, a few pet canines) is clothed from the elements.
Recent textiles can very closely simulate the look, feel, and
(replacing natural animal suede) and . The most common types
are PU and Nylon. Can be die cut, heat cut, laser cut, sewn,
bonded, silk screen or dye sublimation printed. The possibilites
really are endless.
Commonly known
as Lycra Spandex. Two-way stretch fabric stretches in only two
directions, while four-way stretches in all four directions. Used in
technical performance apparel that needs to move with physical
/ athletic activity, often as stretch panels or as a full garment (i.e.
Under Amour or LuluLemon compression garments).

COMMON USES
Apparel, car / vehicle interiors, outdoor clothing & gear, tactical
/ military gear, neoprene surfer wetsuits,

PRO TIPS
Start building a material library, which can be as simple as
cutting up sample swatches yourself. This will come in handy
later when selecting materials for a project. Be mindful of pattern
206

Custom designed perf patterns can be
used as both functional and decorative design elements.

An example color
pallette used in an automotive
interior. Color palletes can
create a cohesive brand
DNA or aesthetic across a
seasonal product collection,
and is used in everything
from interior design, interior
(automotive) design, fashion
and apparel lines, etc. Each
different material color will
need to be dyed separately.
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Notice the
accordion-style
panels that have
been over-built to
allow the glove to

208

An astronaut pressure
suit, which served active duty in
outer space. This is an example
of an extremely robust, technical
garment that has been constructed
with heavy-duty features such
as triple-stitched panel overlays,
reinforced seams, and a heavy
denier ballistic nylon main body.
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wrong

learn

mistakes

James Dyson
DYSON, LTD.
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MATERIALS
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HAND TOOLS

3

MACHINES

2

SHOP OVERVIEW
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Using a 3M sanding
sponge cut into quarters is
perfect for freeform sculpting
/ shaping of tooling foam.

TIPS & TECHNIQUES
foam play mats — it all depends on the control and
tactile feel you are looking for, so feel free to get creative.
used to sculpt a material, or to prepare
the surface in pre-primer stage. Rougher, coarse grit
sandpapers work best here for removing more material.

polishing — up to 600-grit in the post-primer stage — to
create a glass-smooth surface ready for painting.

PRO TIPS
Add a few drops of liquid dish soap into the water when
wet sanding for better results. The soap will help lift
material. Always use a backer when wet or dry sanding
also a good practice to keep a shop fan blowing in closed
areas where ventilation is lacking.

A variety of
implements used as
sanding blocks / sticks
— including plastic
spoons, wood dowels,
212

and rubber erasers.

Sanding blocks made using
Super 77™ to adhere sandpaper to MDF
(double stick tape can also be used).

Using a 3M sanding sponge to
10LB Urethane foam. Foam dust can be
hazardous if inhaled, so make sure to
wear a NIOSH respirator.

Sanding
blocks made
using Super
77™ to adhere
sandpaper to
MDF (double
stick tape can
also be used).
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1

strip of sandpaper to a scrap
wood block using strong
double-stick tape. Shapes like
these are useful for reaching
areas which are harder to get a
handle on by any other means.
here, a strip of 150-Grit
sandpaper is used to remove
small table saw blade grooves
from the inside of a countersunk
dado cut.

1

This model began as a solid block of 10LB
foam. First, a Surform rasp was used to have the majority of

2

The foam model is coated with Shellac to
seal the foam pores, before being primed. After primer, the
model is sanded again with a coarse 80-Grit 3M sanding

used to carve out small knob grip details and parting lines. The
sanding sponge. The 10LB soft density foam is less expensive
and easier to shape vs. heavier hard density foam — with the

214

with rounded curvature and complex shapes. The sponges
are also perfect for either dry or wet sanding use.

2

and curvatures. Here, an MDF jig is cut on the band saw, where a strip
of sandpaper is double-stick taped or glued onto the surface with spray
adhesive. Shapes like these are useful for creating convex rounded
sanding shapes.

After several thick coats of primer, a guide coat
is lightly spritzed onto the surface — a contrast color (black here) is
used so that it easily stands out against the primer. This guide coat
is then wet sanded so that none of the color shows against the gray
primer.
In this example, the textured grip handle area is left rough,

3

4
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Modeling can be both additive or subtractive. Despite
increasingly advanced & disruptive digital 3D CAD design
the automotive design profession. Why is this? The major
reason being that the design teams can see the model in 1:1
because clay is both an additive & subtractive material, the

the clay model is complete, it can then be 3D scanned. By
placing dots over the surface of the model, this CAD model
can be cleaned up digitally in CAD, then re-formatted as
a manufacturable, A-Class surface design — used later
lay-up manufacturing. Automotive clay sculpting is said

styrene tool at lower right of facing page — can check your
surface tension. The Spline makes a natural curve when
bent — imagine a tight hanging clothesline.

PRO TIPS
Use the best quality of clay you can get your hands on.
Better quality clay is more expensive, but will have a
superior consistency and shape much better. Mixing clay
brands is not recommended, since the consistencies are
different. This will also cause uneven discoloration.

3D scanning a helmet with a handheld scanner. 3D
scanning is commonly used in highly sculptural design work
(i.e. motorcycle/cycling helmets, car exteriors), to translate
a clay model into 3D CAD for production/manufacturing.
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Custom made

A Chavant clay
creating hard edges or
tooth can be added to the

the surface of the clay
instead of smudging.

spline — the spline checks that contours are visually taught.
217
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Rough clay modeling using surform rasp, Chavant wire tools, and paring knife.

After overall surface details
steels are used to tighten-up and polish

scanned or spray primed & painted.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
PU modeling foam (tooling foam) offers modeling by
subtraction only (unlike clay, which can be used for both
addition and subtraction). Foam be cut, sanded, turned
on lathe, and painted — similar to just how wood can. A
best tool for removing large amounts of material quickly

can be useful for creating compound curves, complex
into a model. In many ways, tooling foam is a superior
method for creating quick study models for evaluation
— especially of hand-held products. Commonly used in
product design for helmets, kitchenware, and handheld
consumer electronics.

PRO TIPS
Foam under 20LB density will need to be sealed with
either Shellac or Automotive Cat Primer before painting.
Use a hard (dense) foam when making a painted
presentation / appearance model, otherwise the paint
will seep into the pores of the softer foam.

Early free-form sculptural concept
gardening tool prototype on pg. 229, shaped
from 10 lb modeling foam using a surform
rasp, steel rasp, 3M sanding sponges, and

GRATED
SANDING
DUST
PLATFORM

10LB PU
MODELING
FOAM
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“FUN FOAM” SHEATH

A 3M sanding sponge — cut into quarters for
easier handling. Sanding sponges are useful for shaping
free-form organic, curved, or compound surfaces.
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1

Quick sketches can
be helpful to explore the look, feel, and
functionality of a design before committing
to 3D model making. Here, industrial
round of hand sketches to explore different
functions, ergonomics and styling details
before moving into foam studies.

2

Once a few sketches
are chosen to move forward, an initial
orthographic side view is cut at 1:1
scale from a solid block of 15LB foam
(RenShape). This piece looks crude, but
will be very useful to give an overall three
dimensional volume to the mixer.

3

Rounding out sharp edges

was used here instead of 3D modeling, since
ergonomic handle shapes could be easily
age of 3D printing technology, tactile touch
& feel feedback like this simply cannot be
replaced. Many designers still swear by
using foam or clay to achieve results they
feel they simply cannot get by using any
other means.
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4

Modeling foam is the perfect
material when quick study variations
are needed. In the product design
/ R&D world, these quick study
models are a compelling way to
communicate concepts to internal
design & business teams, a client,
or outside investors — long before
or costly manufacturing prototype
development work & investment.
A rounded
sanding stick is useful for shaping
interior curvatures (here, a wood
dowel has been wrapped in
sandpaper). Final panel lines are
a dozen iterations were explored,
to move into 3D CAD, and later full
production (image #8).

5

6

7

8

designed with simplicity and user needs in mind — instead of copious bells and whistles. Client: OXO International.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
spreading, then subtracted through carving, sanding,
drilling, or cutting.
although mixing ratios vary, typically one drop
thumb.
plastic spreaders, playing cards,
or custom cut styrene templates are useful for smooth
controlled Bondo spreading application. Custom templates

Bondo hardens within about
30min-1hour. It can then be sanded, cut, or carved just like
wood — or, more material can be added.

PRO TIPS
idea to keep a fan blowing to disperse the Bondo™ fumes,
when mixing and ESPECIALLY when sanding.

Beginning to spread Bondo onto a model.
The workable window for shaping the material is
around 2-3 minutes, before it starts to fully harden.
Different formulas are available (such as the dull
yellow below), although pink is most common.

Proper mixing ratio of
Bondo to catalyst/hardener.
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Convex and Concave
created using custom styrene
spreading templates — when
used correctly, Bondo can be
a powerful modeling tool.

can then be cut, drilled into, and sanded just like wood or foam.
225

1

2

Using a circle cutter to create a Bondo spreading template from Styrene. These templates are useful for spreading

Metal Glazing putty (green) is a

and is applied with a plastic squeegee.
Repeat this process and primer as needed.

Playing cards can also be used to
body shop specialists using this trick — also,
since playing cards are disposable, they are
a very cost effective method to use.
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1

straight out of a mold is far from perfect.
Notice the small pin holes and surface
imperfections caused by irregularities on
the inside of the mold.

2

surface gaps. Once hardened, this new
layer is sanded with coarse-grit sanding
sponges to even out with the primed
surface below.

3

4

it is then wet sanded (600 grit) and painted with black rattle-can spray paint. Notice the professional level of paint quality that
black is the true test of a quality surface, as it will show any and every imperfection — no matter how slight).
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toolpaths, and CNC stepper motors. Longer toolpaths will
take longer to run, but produce smoother surface quality.

TIPS & TECHNIQUES

this machine code can then be saved and repeated over
and over again to create exact replica parts. Raw cutting
will determine the type of milling bit used, as well as the
speed of the cutting operation. Harder materials like steel
alloys require more time to machine. Plastics, foams, and
softer metals require much less machining time — thus
reducing overall costs of the machining operation.

PRO TIPS
Use the proper toolpaths and cutting bits depending on
the job at hand. Larger bits will create a gradated / layered
step effect, while use of progressively smaller bits and
tighter toolpaths (more machining time) will create more
smooth detail without steps.
1
A water bottle milled
on a desktop Roland CNC
Notice the clarity of the material
— this would be impossible to
to resin cast without use of a
pressure pot.
This wooden
tiki model is one more perfect
example of the level of detail
a tabletop CNC machine can
achieve, using a natural nonman made material that would
be impossible to 3D print and
molding & casting.
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2

1b

3D CAD trophy design modeled in SolidWorks. This 3D part geometry is uploaded
into CAM software for CNC routering. Newer design & engineering software packages now
have CAM features built-in.

Flipped upside-down to cut the other side.
Notice the waves in the top part surface, showing the glue layers in between. Outer support
Japanese pull saw or hand saw.
2b

4b

3b
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A DM brand CNC machine with LCD screen display for monitoring live progress of the cutting toothpaths, as
well as other critical instrumentation that can be used to track the part progress and to prevent any errors or disruptions.
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Shown here is a 3 - Axis HAAS CNC, state-of-the-art within the world of machining. Sliding doors protect from
coolant spray as well as sharp metal shards that are emitted during the machining operation.

An end mill machining a steel alloy blank using

temperature. Since metalworking produces a high amount of
tip and prevents rust from forming on machine parts and cutters.

The type of toolpath and/or milling bit used will
multiple toolpath patterns can also be combined. CAM software
spot any potential production issues before the physical part is
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GOLD EDITION

CNC machined aluminum pivot linkage on a high-end mountain bike suspension assembly. The red anodized coating
was added as a post production process. Because machining is much more expensive than standard die-casting of metal parts,
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
FDM, SLA, SLS, or Polyjet process will need to be
selected according to the printer and part requirements.
are SolidWorks, Rhino 3D, PTC Creo, Alias, and

sanded and primed before painting. Mold supports will
need to be carefully designed into the part, to be less
visibility after they are removed (supports under the
T-Rex shown).

PRO TIPS
Many 3rd-party services offer to print 3D parts without
having to commit to purchasing an expensive 3D printer
— however, the quality & affordability of desktop 3D
printers are improving all the time. Large-format parts
as separate parts, then pieced together using 2-Part
translates the CAD data into a physical object.
the printer and printing type based on your part at hand.

SLS starch prints are accurate, but brittle coming
out of the printer so they must be handled with care.

SLS
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SolidWorks
3D CAD model,
Materials &
colors rendered
in Keyshot,
File exported as
.STL geometry
for 3D printing,
SLS starch
printed part
before being

1

2

3

4

SLS
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1

SLS
2

3

SLS
First, the majority of the excess powder is blown off with compressed air — this
Wearing gloves, CA glue is applied much like wet paint, and allowed to soak through the entire
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GOLD EDITION
3D CAD model of
a handheld gardening tool,
built in SolidWorks. The
model is subdivided into
separate assembly parts
by material type, which will
make it easier to print and
paint them separately —
similar to how an injection
molded & die cast product
would be assembled.

1

are SLS printed from the
The starch
printing process will pick up
part — down to embossed
text / logos. The parts are
wet sanded, then painted
separately.
Once the
paint dries, the parts are
then epoxy glued together
to create a convincing
appearance product model
— shown at below right.
2

3

5

4

6

SLS

7

FDM

FDM

LOW RESOLUTION

MEDIUM RESOLUTION

SLA
HIGH RESOLUTION

aesthetic purposes.

3d printed metals is the latest revolution in printable materials. Since 3d printed metal has many strength
characteristics rivaling that of standard cast or machined metal parts, it can be used for durable medical prosthetics —
such as this metal jaw replacement shown. By the time this book makes it to print, there will be many more materials
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MJF
and would crack and/or break under such stress put upon the material. 3D printing technologies are improving
all the time, and one day we may live in a world where many products can be simply printed at home from a
desktop printer, rather than being mass produced by expensive injection molding machines, and then need
to be shipped from far distances to retail distributors and / or customers. This would truly be a revolution in

MJF
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FDM

GOLD EDITION

FDM
Here a small sample Buddha model has been used to show the highlight, matte or gloss level, and translucency quality of
this is a signature look of low-resolution FDM technology. These lines can be sanded out, primered and painted over to produce

Miniature statuettes in a rainbow of colors. Typically,
be loaded into the machine.

FDM

A dual-color part printed using FDM on a Prusa 3D
machine. While both robust and affordable, the FDM machine
limited in comparison to the thousands of color options and highexpensive printing technologies such as SLS, SLA, or polyjet —
which function similar to a four-color (CMYK) inkjet or laser printer,
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FDM

FDM

One of the unique aspects of additive manufacturing is the ability to print highly precise, extremely high tolerance parts
where the hinge joints are interlocked with one another. This unique polygonal hinge design allows the part to move and articulate
in many different directions — which, would be extremely laborious, if not
to produce using almost any other
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FDM
High-precision evaluation test parts for use in engineering are one of the many advantages of additive
manufacturing. These functional prototype parts show the extremely intricate assemblies of a jet turbine and the inner workings
of an internal combustion engine, that actually move like the real thing. The different colors were printed off as separate parts,
which were then assembled later.

FDM
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1

SLA
These three SLA parts were printed using a typical process whereby the trellis structures underneath are
are located underneath the part, are generated by the 3D printing software, to best determine their shape and location. After their
removal, the attachment areas are barely noticeable. This prevents large, unsightly areas and / or parting lines which would effect

the printing platform is being lowered down during the printing process.

SLA

2

3

SLA
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SLA

NYLON
PART

SUPPORTS
BREAK
POINT

PART
SUPPORTS

SUPPORTS
BASE

The part above shows the level of detail possible with a high quality desktop SLA printer.
The support structures hlep to stabliize the part and are computer generated in CAD using generative
design software. SLA is also capable of printing impressive transparent and translucent parts, which is
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This whimsical little steamboat
model is known as #3DBenchy, and
has become the standard calibration
part for testing and benchmarking 3D
you will be able to benchmark your
3D printer and materials and compare
machines. The different surfaces of
the #3DBenchy model reveal typical
accuracy, warping, etc. It may look
designed to test a large array of
challenging geometrical features for 3D
printers, and touch on different issues
related to additive manufacturing —
such as smooth surfaces, symmetry,
planar horizontal faces, tiny surface
details, cylindrical shapes, overhang
surfaces, low-slope-surfaces, large
horizontal holes, small horizontal

is available for free at 3Dbenchy.com.
A #3Dbenchy ship printed at
1:1 scale (15mm) on an FDM machine.
The layer steps (striations) are much
more visible in comparison to the high
resolution SLA models above (which
have been shrunken all the way down
to 20% or 1:5 scale). The part at right
was die cast in metal from a mold
created from this printed model.

SLA

DIE CAST
FDM
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A hollow sculpture printed in SLA.
similar that of generative design.

SLA
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One of the more impressive developments in 3D printing
technology is the powerful ability to print in different durometers. The softer
becomes. These polyjet samples from Stratasys show how both opaque (above)
and translucent (below) materials can both be printed on the same machine and
at variable hardnesses, ranging Shore 40 up to Shore 95 in durometer.

POLYJET
The spring
material than the white and semi-translucent
internal compression damper part. Most
importantly, all of the parts in this assembly
were printed already assembled in one
248
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1

POLYJET
POLYJET

2

3

POLYJET
The same is true for the tire below, where the interior hard rim portion was printed pre-assembled to the
Some advanced 3D printers such as the Stratasys J750 can
print different colors, simulated materials such as wood grain, stitches, transparent materials, and can even print to
accuratelymatch Pantone® like this shifter knob.
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POLYJET

and simulated injection molded part color breakups — all at the same time, and from the same machine. The blue interior

POLYJET
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have strength and structural integrity that rivals die cast metal part. While the interior volume of this part has been spliced to
save weight, material, and costs, the outer surfaces remain solid.

external surface quality of a part.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
The caliber of detail which can be achieved with laser
cutting can be simply INSANE. The possibilities of
designs to be laser cut or engraved is endless, with
makers, engineers and designers constantly pushing the
envelope, with newer and more unique applications of
the technology — from one-off parts sold on e-commerce
shops like Etsy, to revolutions in footwear 2D pattern
making design & manufacturing.
Etching / burnishing is a technique for using the laser to
burn to any determined depth — creating a debossed
relief effect. This is known as laser engraving, and is
very powerful technique for creating custom illustrative,
textural, and graphic design patterns in material surfaces.

PRO TIPS
Calibrate the laser before cutting. Also experimentation
with settings and materials will need to be undertaken to
get the right results for your project. Make sure to keep a
log of the settings for each material type, and keep them
next to your laser machine in your shop. Alternatively,
, is a must for professionals, and is
an excellent resource to keep on hand and refer back to
regularly — including a comprehensive library of many
different materials and effects in a physical swatch form.

Logo branding cut from two different
colors of acrylic. Many businesses use this technique to
give a modern look & feel to their brand.
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Volumetric sculpture made from
stacking and gluing together independent
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without needing access to the larger, more expensive equipment and parts that come with the territory of CNC.
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Intricate graphic illustration laser engraved into the bottom of a wood skateboard deck, taken from a 2D
vectorized Adobe Illustrator drawing. Because of the precise quality of laser etching, makers, designers and marketers
commonly take advantage of this technology to apply custom graphic branding / logos to custom products or displays.
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The laser cutter must be properly calibrated before every cut, especially if a new type of material is used. The two major
settings are speed and power. Experimentation with different settings and materials will eventually yield the right results for your
project. Make sure to keep a log of the settings for each material type, and keep them close to your laser machine in your shop.
For a pre-prepared book of material swatches, a supplier named Rowmark Laser offers a sample book that is considered by
many in the industry to be the bible for laser cutting professionals and signmakers.
Be careful about burning around
edges (especially in rastered artwork,
like the image shown) — which can occur
if
the laser power settings are too
high, or if
the speed settings are too
low (or a combination of both). However,
sometimes this can be a planned design
feature rather than a bug, since this effect
has a very distinct look to it.
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1

TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Vacuum forming, thermo-forming, or vacuum casting,
is best used for creating thin-walled shell pieces, which

— it is also popular for making Cosplay costumes (i.e.
Storm-Trooper armor). Vacuum forming can be used to
create a positive thin shell shape, or a negative shell
shape. The latter would be used as a mold. Heat and
time settings should be adjusted to the material — two
common materials are styrene (white), acrylic (clear)
and PETG (milky white). It may take a couple of trials
to dial-in the proper heat and time settings for your part.
These are dependent on the type and thickness of sheet
plastic material used, and also on the complexity the
part. Styrene is a stiffer material and is better for taking

1b

non-stick quality makes it great for use as a mold in
be vacuum-formed over one another, as shown in the
examples pictured.

PRO TIPS
Keep a log of successful temperature and time settings
this somewhere visible in your shop or on the machine
itself — this will come in handy the next time you need to
repeat the process with the same results.

2b
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3b

2

A 10LB foam
motorcycle tank shape positioned
on the platen. The 3D shape should
proper forming — otherwise the
shape will create undercuts and not
properly remove from the plastic.
Styrene plastic sheet vacuum formed
over the hard motorcycle tank form.
Notice the extra material where the
platen and former brackets were left.
This excess will be trimmed off on the
band saw.

3

Trimmed styrene plastic form. In
this example, the styrene is used to seal
the foam and create a smoother surface
for the second PETG layer. This PETG
layer (milky white transparent color) will be
layup. PETG is a superior mold making
material due to its non-stick properties.

The same process is repeated with a
smaller shape, showing how complex compound surfaces can be
After this part is trimmed, an additional clear acrylic layer is formed
in a secondary process, then also trimmed using a band saw. This is
typically how blister packs are made in the packaging industry.
4b

5b
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Overhead heaters heat the plastic material, which should
start to visibly sag when softened. To test if the plastic is

Frame positioned over part, ready to be lowered.

1

2

3

4

The frame is then lowered over the part — notice the hot
plastic will start to take the shape of the form below.

Finally, the vacuum comes on and sucks the hot plastic
down to the hard part, forcing the material to conform to the
this exact shape.
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An example of the complex surface shapes that can be achieved by vacuum forming.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
silicone cures in roughly 16 hours. A
vacuum chamber sucks out any air bubbles whipped into
the rubber during the mixing process. This creates a much
A one-part mold is the easiest to make, where the casted
will need to be designed into the mold, allowing the liquid
resin casting material to be poured in through the top.
Where the two mold halves come together is called the
true professionals will design the mold with this in mind, to
minimize the visibility of parting lines in casted parts. Molds
more than two parts are used for more complicated parts,
A properly designed mold will ease mold separation and
from the mold). Mold boxes are made from non-hardening

new silicone is poured and allowed to cure over top.
urethane resin setting times will vary by the
hour or more. Parts can be casted as opaque, transparent,
or fully clear — however, air bubbles will show if a pressure
pot is not used in crystal-clear part applications. The
pressure pot forces out the air bubbles which become
trapped into the resin liquid during the mixing process.
metallic powders can be coated onto the inside
of the mold, which fuse into the surface of the casted
part. This surface can then be buffed or polished to give a
realistic metal-like effect. Also, spray primer can be used in
the resin casts will come out with a pre-primed surface —
ready for painting.

PRO TIPS
If you do not have access to a vacuum chamber, try pouring
silicone from as high up above the part as possible (2-3
feet) — this will break up any larger trapped air bubbles that
may effect mold reproduction quality. Use a digital kitchen
scale to measure mixing portions much more accurately.
The digital scale can measure in increments down to 1/10 of
materials are not properly mixed, the batch may take much
longer to cure, or even worse — not fully cure at all. A spray
release agent can prolong the life of a silicone mold.
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A 2-Part mold box
made from Klean clay
and MDF. Key holes, pour
spout, and gate have been
designed into the clay —
mold half (below).
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1

3

4

5

2

For best results, the liquid silicone mixture is placed into a vacuum chamber, which pulls out all of the air bubbles that
were whipped into the mixture during the mixing process. This step is optional, however will produce a much better mold quality
by eliminating any possible bubbles trapped into the rubber (which may explode if a pressure pot is used to cast the resin parts).
will break apart most of the larger bubbles.

One half of the liquid silicone mold poured, then left to cure overnight. The mold

The 2-part liquid resin is poured separately at 1:1 ratio.

These parts are mixed together, then the mixture is poured

can become trapped if the material fails to fully rise up into the mold cavity.
Duplicate reproduction parts are made from the
same mold, with different color tints and metallic powder casting effects. Each casting pulled from the mold will slightly degrade
its quality — however, one silicone mold can cast up to one hundred parts before complete failure. Using a sprayable release

1b

2b
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3b

1

2

Metallic powders, primer, and other effects can be coated onto the inside of the mold.

After the urethane liquid
265

A professional quality 3-part mold, with an outer hinged
which holds the shape of the soft silicone rubber. This part was split
into three separate because of the complexity of the cast part.

2-part liquid up the walls of the silicone mold cavity. A cold / pressure cast
combination is the next closest thing to achieving similar results to injection
molding, without the need for costly tooling and machinery.
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1

A miniature resin
2

aptly named because these
kits are often made literally in
a light gray urethane resin poured
into an RTV silicone mold. Notice
the intricate level of detail possible
with resin casts shown at left.
A quality silicone mold will pick

parts (each square here is about

REGISTRATION
KEYS
SPRUE

— which occurs when excess
material seeps in-between the two
silicone mold halves. This can be

FLASHING
CASTED
PART

The leftover bowl-like shape at top
is where the liquid resin material
was poured into the mold gate,
and is known as the sprue.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
The interior surface of the mold (here, vacuum formed
coat. This coating will produce a much nicer surface

eliminating any folds which can form when the cloth

A polyester resin mixture is brushed into the mold, along
with the desired composite material — in this case,
Fiberglass. Fiberglass is a nasty material to work with,
so make sure to always wear gloves and a mask.

PRO TIPS
Professional shops and manufacturers of high-end
carbon bike frames or race cars will precision cut patterns
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1

2

3

2-Part Polyester epoxy
resin mixed together with MEKP
hardener. The proper mixing
ratio is 12 drops of hardener per
ounce of epoxy resin. Working
time is about 5 minutes, and the
resin will fully cure in 2 hours.
Fiberglass mat can be pulled
apart like cotton candy. The mat
is torn in half, then wetted into
the mold with polyester resin.
then woven cloth for strength &
neatness.
Polyester epoxy
resin mix wetted into the mold
with a brush. Notice the black gel
coat on the inside of the PETG
mold. This coating will be visible
is removed from the mold. The
strongest when as little resin is
used as possible — If it is too wet

An MDF wood mold box
supports the PETG plastic mold, for
better control in the layup process.
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the band saw after the part fully cures.

thickness is ideally as uniform as possible, unless reinforced areas are desired.
Fiberglass can be molded into complex contours — like the part pictured at right.
270

engineered parts. Fiberglass is also relatively inexpensive.
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dripping can result when:

paint is sprayed on too
the primer or
paint coat underneath has not fully dried (chemical off-gassing).

TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Spray painting is both an art and a science — getting it right is no easy task. Many factors are involved, including proper
surface prep to proper paint mixing ratios, dust in the room, and more. For most industrial purposes, painting follows these
important steps: Surface prep —> Primer —> Wet Sanding —> Top Coat (color) —> Clear Coat. The clear coat acts as the

spray can version of primer. Filler primer sprays on much thicker vs. standard
automobile primer, but will take longer to dry.
these paints are most common at hardware stores, and are suitable for smaller models. The most
common rattle spray paint types are Acrylic and Enamel — follow the application and drying time directions on the label, since
each paint formula is different.
To mix, add MEKP catalyst to the primer, which causes the paint to harden and cure through a

2-3 light coats a few minutes apart (making the last coat the heaviest) achieves far better results vs.

PRO TIPS
paintable. Professional quality paint results are only possible in a dust-free room. If you have a lazy susan or a rotating table,
this can help to rotate an coat full 360º around a part without needing to pick it up every single time a new paint coat is applied.

Always spray a test area to
calibrate the gun before each use,
clogged up with old paint.

90º
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Aim the gun at a 90º angle to
the surface of the part being
painted. This will ensure that
an even coating of paint will
be applied to all surfaces.

1

2

4

3

Catalyzed primer
thinned with Acetone,
then
mixed with MEKP
hardener.
Base coat
Prep the surface with auto
prep or alcohol. A tack
cloth is useful for removing
small specs of dust.
For the best results, use
overlapping strokes (B)
to avoid any gaps (C). Be
careful not to spray paint
or primer on too heavy, or
it will run (A).
Store the
respirator mask in a ziplock bag in-between uses
to extend the life of the

5
A

B

C
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coveralls to protect your clothing during
the paint applications, because paint
overspray and paint particulate (particle)
matter in the air transferring onto clothing
is inevitable.
Pouring the clear coat. Clear coat
must be applied in an entirely separate
process on top of the base coat, top coat,
and/or candy coat. Make certain your
spray gun has been thoroughly cleaned
& specialty paint suppliers exist, this
particular paint is called Dupont Nason.
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1

2

wet sanded. Wiping the surface with
auto prep will clean any oil, grease, or
dust residue from the surface of the
part — all of which could interfere with
proper paint adhesion and / or show

used here instead of traditional paper
of lint like normal paper towels do.
Wiping down the surface of another part

90º
The best time to apply an additional
second or third paint coat (or clear coat)
is when the surface begins to fog up and
turn into a matte / satin sheen, which is
clear indicator that the paint has started
to cure. Applying an additional paint
coat before this window occurs can lead
to a nasty bubbling up of the paint coat
underneath, since the solvent is still
evaporating underneath, and therefore
creates visible bubbles and / or cracks
in the newly coated surface (such as the
orange paint cracking on page 262) .
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3

2

1

Faber Light clay sealed with a coating of clear Shellac.
Finally, one last coat of primer

1
3

2

Gloss clay after Shellac
spray sealant coat, and
top automakers use when creating show-ready, painted concept cars from full-scale sculpted clay car bodies.
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Spray paint jigs are the best way
painting times. The parts can be held
by a dowel stick or wooden pencil while
the full 360º of the piece can be painted.
This is also very useful for drying, since
surface. Make this jig by drilling a small
hole in the bottom of the part (choose a
spot hidden from sight), and another hole
in a scrap piece of wood or other material
(the base). Parts that cannot easily be
propped up this way can be hung with a
hook or coat-hanger, and hung for drying
(i.e. following spread). Again, custom jigs
come in handy here.
1

2

5

3

4

6

8a

7

8b

Shellac is sprayed or brushed onto the
foam to seal large surface pores (this step is needed for porous foams or woods only) First primer layer of all parts, layered on
thick to create a smooth surface.
top (use a rattle-can for this). This coat is used as a guide to show which areas have been completely wet-sanded — and which
Guide coat has been fully wet sanded off. The primer surface is now ready for painting.
Rattle-Can base color paint coat applied as evenly as possible. Once the base color dries, mask off contrast color / texture
break areas with blue or green non-stick painters tape. A thick clear coat is then applied. Final painted model at right — lower
red knob areas are painted separately, allowed to dry, then epoxy glued onto the model.
277

In the case that the object being painted cannot be easily propped up using the dowel stick
method, the object must be hung via a hook instead — here, a simple hanging hook was fashioned from a metal paper clip
pictured below). Keep in mind that high-quality industrial painting will need to be done in a fully enclosed, dust free indoor
Most important of all, the booth must be covered, and well ventilated (preferably outdoors).
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frames, it is hard to paint without the appearance of an unsightly

can primer. They are then and left to dry for at least an hour,

(wear gloves), the sunglasses can be spun and rotated to
evenly cover surfaces all over.
coat, which is then
followed by one to two medium wet
coats a few minutes apart. Be careful not to apply too heavy of
coats here, or the paint will run, meaning the process of primer

1

3

2

4
2

5
4
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1

280

2

3
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hang overnight.
Make sure your painted piece is in a place that is both covered
and undisturbed, to avoid ruining. You may also want to leave a note with your name
and contact info next to the piece, if this is a shared space.

Final paint coat in all its glory. In my experience, a good quality
par with that of a high quality HVLP spray gun. However, the key differences are the
surface. Objects being handled often may start to chip or rub off vs. HVLP which is
more permanent. One way to counteract this is to apply a sprayable clear coat once
the color coat has been allowed to fully dry.
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Paint effects are only limited
by the imagination. The effects here
can be created either by heat wrapping
the surfaces with a printed vinyl, or by
masking separate areas with tape,
before spray painting one by one.

Automotive brands like Lamborghini and Ferrarri
will create their own color pallettes with special (often proprietary)
color formulas — each with unique names to boot. The speed

will appear up on complex forms & curvatures.
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Typically in automotive studios, silver paint
surface transitions (middle left), because it tends to

Unique blend effects
execute in mass production.
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Custom painted mountain bike
frame by a pro paint shop in California. This
bike frame follows the same industrial HVLP
paint process covered in this book, with pin
striping added by hand with a brush.

For most industrial purposes, painting follows these important steps (works with both Rattle Cans and HVLP Gun):

sand and prep every surface before each step listed. Make sure the part being painted is dust and
lint free. Clean away oil & grease with a lint-free rag or tack cloth, wetted with alcohol or auto prep degreaser spray. To

lower-grit sandpaper with heavier tooth, for removing more material. Dry sanding is used to sculpt
a material, or to roughen a surface in the pre-primer stage.

of dish soap added to water mixture) up to 600-grit sandpaper to create a glass-smooth surface ready for painting.

Always paint using riser support stands and / or hangers — this will double or triple the overall paint and dry time
Using overlapping paint strokes, spray 2-3 light coats a few minutes apart, making the last coat the heaviest. After a

level of the painted surface underneath.
primer dries much quicker than spray paint, and will typically be dry to the touch within 1 hour. Paint
typically takes 24 hours to fully dry. When drying, store parts in a safe, dust-free place where they will not be disturbed
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1

Vinyl-wrapping

Plasti-Dip® rubber grip + electrostatic spray chrome.

TIPS & TECHNIQUES
an extremely robust, weather and scratch resistant coating applied to metals through an electrostatic process.
using an abrasive bead or grit that is blown at high pressure to roughen up a slick surface.
Typical bead blast spec is light, medium or heavy (heavy being the roughest). When you see frosted glass (slightly opaque), this
technique has been used.

sits on the top surface of water. When an object is submerged, the print will be transferred to the surface of the part. Can be
applied to any paintable surface (substrate) such as plastic, metal, wood, and more. Also known as immersion printing.

were coated in gold iridium to help defend against intense heat and radiation from the sun experienced at high altitudes.
®

- a dippable or sprayable vinyl rubber, used to give a rubberized coating and / or grip to parts.

4-color process graphics are printed on a gloss or matte vinyl plastic sheet, which is then shrink-wrapped over
a 3D surface using a heat gun. Since this is a non-permanent application, it tends to abrade much more quickly than paint.

PRO TIPS

Anodized precision
machined hubs fabricated
by a small company based
out of Portland, Oregon.
Anodizing not only looks
cool, but it also ensures
a lifetime of cleaning, by
providing a strong barrier of
protection against rust and
harsh outdoor elements.
Hydro dipping is
used to apply graphics or
special prints onto complex
surface contours — such
as video game controllers
or helmets — where
screen printing would fail.
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2

A large jig platform used for applying iridium
coatings to the outer side of high-end sunglass lenses. Iridium
is avaialble in a rainbow of metallic colors, and the machines
protective polycarbonate goggle lenses coated with iridium.
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rainbow aluminum swatch sample above is from an industrial hardware supplier, and is used to select accurate colors to spec in
a product design. The photos below and facing show different uses of the anodizing effect — both as a functional and aesthetic
design element.

Close-up detail of a
machined aluminum valve cap, with blue
anodized coating added both for protection
288 and as an identifying brand element.

Anodized machined
aluminum pivot link and bolts.

Metal helmet frame of an
astronaut pressure suit, circa 1973.
Anodizing has been used as a protective
coating here, because it is much more
robust, rust-proof, and does not abrade
(scratch off) as easily as paint.

1

2

4

Mountain bike
components with anodized
damn cool, the anodizing
effect itself protects the metal
from harsh elements and
rust.
The color-changing
to these titanium bolts is
can sometimes be found on

3
5

knife blades.
Anodized
threaded rim nut on the
wheel of a performance
luxury automobile A metal
sculpture using anodized
titanium screws, which give
a nice visual design accent
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
mold within 15 minutes. The mold is only good for a onetime single use. Since the rubber gives off moisture from
water content, only a limited number of materials can
be cast — such as plaster. The mold will last for up to
24 hours, after which it will start to shrivel and crack.
Make sure to hold body parts into position, with as little
movement as possible for the 15 minutes the material is
setting — otherwise, casted parts will come out distorted.

casting material to use in an alginate mold is either
plaster of Paris or gypsum. Heating parts or storing them
in a heated environment can sometimes help them to
cure more quickly (problems may occur in the wintertime
when temperatures drop too low).

PRO TIPS
If a full body or head cast is needed, apply a structural

plaster is being poured. This is the exact process used
to create the Batman and Iron Man suits of armor in the

then be repeated, making a silicone mold of the plaster

Alginate mixes 1:1 with water, and is comes in
different colors depending on the brand.
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Lifecasting is common in the prosthetics & special effects
industries. This life mask was created from an original alginate
mold and plaster cast, where a silicone mold was then created to

A plaster
head cast removed from
with primer. A full head cast
requires the model to wear
a bald cap (or alginate will
stick to hair) and to breath
either through his nostrils, or
through a mouth straw tube.
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1

2

3

Alginate powder is mixed with water at a 1:1 ratio, poured into a container, then hand is inserted. After
At right is the negative mold
impression left over once the hand is removed. Now that the mold is ready for casting mix plaster to pour into the mold. The
plaster will also cure with water (the plaster is exothermic, giving off heat through a chemical reaction). To properly mix plaster,
sift the plaster powder into water until the water will no longer absorb any of the powder — a small mound of plaster should sit
on top of the water, and the mixture should now have a pancake-batter like consistency. The plaster mixture is poured into the
mold and allowed to harden overnight.
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4

Carefully separating the plaster casting out of the Alginate mold with an X-Acto blade.

5

The plaster cast removed from the alginate mold will capture every last detail — down to skin pores and
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Kit Bashing is a technique made famous in the original

X-Wing, and even the Death Star itself. This technique
is blazingly quick, and still quite effective for making very
uses parts Frankensteined together from various model
design can then be primered and painted, to give a
realistic model prop effect.
The Kit Bash build process described here has been
adapted from a class I formerly taught with John Park
at the Red Engine School of Design, and later Concept
Design Academy (CDA) called Advanced Vehicle &
Mech Design.

PRO TIPS
like you have to constrain yourself to the pre-designed
kits like the military or Gundam kits. Most importantly be
sure to pick up some armature wire, this will be used
for the main skeleton structure for all other parts to be
placed on top.

Random box kits from the hobby
store. A good mix of military & Gundam
style kits work very well.
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Armature wire can be found at hobby or art supply

a random library of spare parts. Keep a
spare box just for such parts, as this will
come in VERY handy later on.

John Park and I co-teaching a
kit-bashing demo at Concept Design
Academy (CDA) in Pasadena, California.
John is an innovator and legend in kitbashing and mech design.

PGS. 306 -309

An ostrich inspired
bi-pedal kit-bash mech
design model, with a
simple coat of gray
primer. A driver for
scale was later added
in Photoshop.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
One of the most iconic examples of injection molding is the
classic LEGO™ brick. While it may look like a simple piece,
there is actually a whole lot more to the engineering of these
parts than meets the eye. The initial setup is much costlier than
other rapid prototyping technologies, but once properly setup,
— with high volume, low cost parts. Injection parts can be any
size, from a small LEGO™ brick to a large upright vacuum
cleaner frame or outdoor plastic patio furniture. The low cost
and speed (replicability) of injection is unrivaled by almost any
other process, which is why its widely used in manufacturing.
once just to come even close to the output of a decent injection

common types are thermoplastic and thermoset.
Injects a molten liquid
plastic melted down from pellets. The most common process
used.
Injects a 2-part thermosetting
material. The least common of the two.

The part
shown matches
Patone 3005 C
— which is the
exact engineered
spec number for
this color. No

here — colors
are made to be
strictly functional,
as little room
for erroroneous
interpretations as
possible.

PRO TIPS
Injection molding can be used to make a small run of prototypes,
but is much costlier to set up than a 3D printing machine,
effective when used for production vs. prototyping.
A Pantone® color guide is an essential tool
toolkit, and is a must for maintaining color accuracy between
suppliers. Other standards exist, however Pantone® is the
available for textiles (TPX), CYMK print, and coated (glossy)
or uncoated (matte) parts. Most importantly, be sure to work
from the same standard as the team or factory you are working
with, so that everyone is speaking the same language. If you
have the budget for only one set, choose the solid coated —
which works well across many different material types.

Pantone
adds new colors
good
practice
to work from a
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more than a few
years old. That
said, an old book
is still better than
no book.

Injection molding can achieve an endless spectrum of different colors. Because the plastic material itself is already
pigmented, this means it is much more robust and will not abrade (scratch off) like paint does, which is only surface-level deep.

1

2

3

The part above is a sample test part to check the quality of different part features in a real-life injection molded
Checking an injection molded nylon plastic and an injection molded TPE
(thermoplastic elastomer) rubber part with a Pantone® color guide. TPE is one of the most common types of injection molded
rubber and can be specced in a wide range of shore durometers.
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1

An injection molded nylon plastic 1:24 scale model. The top, bottom, and rear bumper of the car are have
Notice the runners and sprue
trimmed off with a sharp X-acto or Olfa knife. Injection nylon motorcycle handlebar protector. A complex snowboard binding
assembly, consisting of an injection molded nylon plastic highback, base and straps. TPE or PU rubbers can also be co-molded
into the plastic (mesh area).
3

2
RUNNER

SPRUE

RUNNER

4

Injection molding can
achieve an endless variety
of colors and effects, such
as these mettalic pods.
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5

1
PARTING

Due to the complexity
de-mold and requires a 6-part mold
wrapping the spherical shape. TPE grip
area has been co-molded to an internal
nylon plastic core. Co-molding is a
together in one mold (i.e. soft toothbrush
handle grips)
Transparent injection
nylon tail light on an Italian hypercar.
Injection molding can be used for small
and large scale production parts alike..

INJECTION
MOLDED

TPE OUTER
TREAD
PATTERN

2

INJECTION
MOLDED
NYLON INNER
“FRAME”
CORE

Mold textures can be selected, which will be applied to the inside of the mold and will show up on the injection plastic
part. There are many standard textures you can select (using code numbers), or you can create your own.
Ideal material
Bosses are reinforcement ribs on the internal side of an injected part.

Straight pull shows how the part will exit the mold

Crystal clear nylon plastic parts can also be created. Here, a sandblast texture has been applied in-mold to certain areas. This

1

2

EJECTOR PIN
WITNESS MARKS

3

4

5

6
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
the quality of the welding job ultimately boils down to the quality
of the weld beads — since a better, cleaner, more consistent weld bead
will produce a much stronger, long lasting connection between the parts
that are being welded together. This requires a steady hand. Jigs are often

An FDM 3D printed ornament, with
electronic parts that have been soldered
together into a basic PCB board. The lights

day and night in terms of quality. Wear proper protection, including a lightactivated dimmer mask & skin coverage.

and negative wire connections have been

in key spots, which holds them in place in preparation for the full welding.

conductive soldering wired. LED lights have
been programmed in Python, using Adafruit
Gemma microcrontrollers.

operates at much lower temperatures than welding, making
working with soldering much more forgiving, where it is much easier to
practice without the fear of scorching yourself or damaging your eyesight
with bright welding sparks. Still, make sure wear eye protection and work
in a well ventilated area, since molten soldering wire can tend to smoke
and produce toxic fumes. Soldering is a key process used in electronics
and robotics, with many OEM kit parts such as PCB boards available.

PRO TIPS

A typical overlapping TIG weld bead,
Notice how the aluminum chassis of this
shown here on an aluminum mountain bike frame. These
welded aluminum pieces have been industrial spray painted on tiled together. The weld lines here are less integrated vs. the
an assembly line afterward.
example below, making the parting seams much more obvious.

A TIG weld bead (shown here on
Notice how the weld lines on this Italian
titanium) that has been ground down with an angle grinder to motorbike swingarm have been very carefully designed to
clean it up in post.
accentuate the forms, and to make the seams less noticeable.

A welding setup. The red PVC screen at right — this screen in used to shield other people and machines from sparks,
slags, UV light and other potential hazards. Fully hydraulic automotive lifts here are shown, which makes it much easier to get
up underneath and wrench on cars.
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Ben Rich
SKUNK WORKS - SKUNK WORKS: A
PERSONAL MEMOIR OF MY YEARS
AT LOCKHEED
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ADV. PROJECTS
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MATERIALS

4

HAND TOOLS

3

MACHINES

2

SHOP OVERVIEW

1

CHAPTER 6 | ADVANCED PROJECTS

DESIGN & BUILD PROCESS
The building process for the kit-bash mech will need
to start with a general idea for a mech in mind. Once a
silhouette is established, start blocking out the stance
with armature wire, kit parts, and hot glue.

The parts will look Frankensteined in the beginning, but
general breakdown of kit parts and where they can be
used is shown in the diagrams below.
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Starting the
design process with a
quick silhouette sketch
done with a brush pen.
The design will change
quite a bit differently
from this original intent,
however the blocking of
the overall volumetric
masses will help guide
the design throughout
the kit-bash process.

1

Initial armature wire
bending and hot gluing of
the feet, so the piece can
stand on its own.

2

Block-out general mass
Keep in mind these areas
will be covered later.

3

Add joints and adjust
the stance. Airplane kit
fuselages work well for the
upper leg portions, having
a convex cone shape to
cover the armature wire.

4

More details are added
at this stage from the
model kits. Also, a cut up
credit card has been use to
as a knee protection plate
(styrene can also be used).

Diagram showing how parts can be found from

Electronics or ACE Hardware in these initial
stages. Once a design silhouette is established
with bulk parts, glue and an armature skeleton,
the model kit parts are then added to give another
layer of textural design interest.

couple of coats of primer. Notice the areas of high

good design. Too much detail everywhere and
the design will be too busy, too simple and the
design will be dull and boring.
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Once all of the parts have been glued in place, it will look like a kaleidoscope of different mis-
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Painted
mech photographed in
a studio lighting setup.

309

Kit-bashed
parts shown ready for primer.
For basic cylinder shapes,
cut up glue sticks can be
used.
Two heavy coats of
automotive rattle can primer
are applied and allowed to dry
for an hour.
A matte O.D.
(olive drab) acrylic enamel is
applied by rattle can. This coat
is allowed to dry overnight.
Final orange color accents are
applied with a small paintbrush
and acrylic enamel.

1b

2

1

2b
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3

Color inspiration
came from heavy oil
drilling equipment, where
safety orange is treated
to areas where body parts
may become pinched —

4

Painted
mech photographed in
a studio lighting setup.
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2

Original shovel design
sketch with initial material/
color indications, as well
as an overall idea of how
the different components
— shovel body, side foot
grips, and metal blade
scoop will come together.

DESIGN & BUILD PROCESS
as an example. The building process for this prototype
tool begins after the Industrial Design portion has been
completed. The design process includes sketching,
research, and competitive market analysis. In an
the Industrial Designer himself, or will be made by a
professional model maker. Both scenarios will follow the
same process regardless.

for 2D CAD blueprint. This blueprint is a 1:1 orthographic
line drawing, showing the key design elements of the
shovel — silhouette, proportion, and styling design lines.
The goal of model making is to accomplish as closely as
possible this original design intent into a 3D volumetric
drawing can be open to many interpretations. Having a
tighter design sketch up front can alleviate this problem.
1

Orthographic 1:1 scale line drawing is created in Adobe
Illustrator. This draft view drawing will be used as a guide
to cut the initial silhouette out of a 10LB foam block.
312

3

The drawing is printed at 100% full size, then adhered to the
face of the foam block with spray adhesive. A side draft view is
also attached to the side of the block. Notice this block was not
large enough, so another smaller piece needed to be epoxied
over top, which then is the handle.

4

5

6
shovel design views are printed
on paper at 100% scale and
adhered to a large foam block
with spray adhesive.
This
large block of 10LB tooling foam
is then cut on the band saw, to
give overall volume, shape, and
Diagram sketch of
the main shovel body.
The pre-cut foam buck is shaved

8

9

sponges, and dental tools.
Grip details
are made using a silicone mold, then
making urethane resin casted duplicates.
Clear plastic bubble scoop shape is
made from acrylic on the vacuum former.
7

10

3
11

2
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12

15

16
7

13

Model edges are
rounded out using a
Surform
rasp,
then

control.
Once the
design details are locked
in, HVLP spray primer is
used to seal the pores
of the foam before spray
paint is added.
Color
areas are spray painted
with rattle-can paint.
Different color areas are
masked-off
separately

14

314

Electro - metalized
spray chromed parts
added through a separate
process. The areas to
be chromed were wet
sanded and sent to a
shop that specializes in
spray chroming.
This
process is superb to any
off the shelf chrome rattle
can paint, which creates
a dull silver effect. 1
Clear Plasti-Dip® was
applied to shaft portion
and handles for grip.The
yellow dot is a vinyl decal.

17

While
the prototype is not
functional, it is a very

mass produced product
would look like — and is
used for various photo
shoots, etc.

PG. 277

PG. 237
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PERFORM

ANCE R ACING
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DESIGN & BUILD PROCESS
Below is the process used to create world champion BMX
M

largest sponsor — DEVO Training Academy. The goal of
this project was to create a custom piece that would make
Jason stand out on the race track. Starting with graphic
design is selected to take into production. This includes
building the design into a scale spec showing all views
and how the graphics will wrap around the complex 3D
curvature of the helmet. The better and more accurate
information you can give to the fabricator behind such a
of a success with little being lost in translation.
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Several processes were tried, before settling on paint

completely as planned — which is a fact of life and comes
roll with the punches and have the grit and determination
to see a project through to its full completion.

316

from mild-to-wild. The more ideas explored = the more creative
and unique the end results. Alphabetical labels were used to easily

An example design spec, where the different helmet views were built at 100%, or 1:1 full scale in Adobe Illustrator. It is
possible to whoever will actually be building out your design. Critical elements here are a title bar and accurate color descriptions.

applied for presentation to the client. The addition of indicational light, shadow, and metallic effects show much better how the
graphics will actually wrap across the 3D surface contours of the helmet, and can save an arm and a leg, as well as valuable time
317

Different helmet models will have different dielines, and dielines will scale up or down depending on the size of the helmet (this is
true for any product using a pattern dieline). One-off custom team branding for sports like LaCrosse are made this way.

Vinyl decals applied with a heat gun over a bare white helmet base. Due to the limitations of the vinyl template process, it
paint shop known for doing professional NASCAR, motocross and funny car racer helmets based out of Southern California. High
end mountain bike frame decals are applied using a process known as ink transfer, using an ink transfer tape.
318

Final custom painted helmet for world-champion Pro BMX racing athlete, Jason Morris. Painting is usually reserved for one-off
helmets only, as the process is very labor intensive and costly. Mass produced graphics will usually be made through a process
known as hydro-dipping (this is also the same process used to create graphics on video game controllers). Color and graphics
319

Dale Dougherty
FOUNDER & CEO,
MAKER MEDIA - FREE TO MAKE:
HOW THE MAKER MOVEMENT IS
CHANGING OUR SCHOOLS, OUR
JOBS, AND OUR MINDS
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These are the folks who give life to products, and handle
innovative new ideas, functionality, ergonomics, and aesthetic
appeal of products. The design process includes sketching,
research, and competitive market analysis. Responsible for
industrial designers will oftentimes have an eye for
functionality and be mechanically inclined. Heavy involvement
in / experience with building proof-of-concept prototypes or
appearance models is a must in this profession. Depending
be built by the industrial designer directly, or will be made by
a professional model maker. Both scenarios will follow the
same process regardless.

handling accidents or emergencies such as broken props are
a part of everyday life, and come with the territory.

Are the brains behind all things mechanical in a product.
Functionally driven to the core, will oftentimes have
backgrounds as tinkerers in early childhood. Mechanical
engineers will often work hand in hand with Industrial /
Product designers and electrical engineers to bring new
strength & stress testing /analysis, manufacturability, cost
considerations. Much of the staff at a company like Dyson
functional prototypes and/or proof-of-concepts is common.

ENTERTAINMENT DESIGNER
These are the visionaries who give life to vehicles, props,
TV, animation, and video games. Entertainment designers
will often use sketching and visual communication tools
like Photoshop to communicate ideas, which will then be
translated into physical props or vehicles by model makers.
Many entertainment designers who work on vehicles or

One of the oldest maker professions. Toy design still uses
classic production methods like clay sculpting (by hand) and
RTV silicone mold making. Toy designers themselves may
also come from a background in entertainment or concept
design — where sketching and visualization of concepts are
a must.

transportation design industry.

CONCEPT DESIGNER
A concept designer is an umbrella term for any designer who
This term used to refer to entertainment designers, before
the term came into the fold. Concept design is still a term
used to identify designs which have little to no consideration
for cost, manufacturability, safety, or engineering — although,
sometimes elements will be pulled from these type of concepts
and turned into real mass-produced products. Some larger
product-based companies will invite their best designers to

development of advanced new materials and technologies to
be used 10-15 years in the future.

the umbrella of industrial design, although under a special
category which deals with objects that move vs. ones that
are static — i.e. boats, bicycles, motorcycles, roller coasters,
scooters, monorails, various watercraft, aerial drones, etc.
Oftentimes transportation designers will be tasked with
designing the outside exterior of a car or airplane — while
focus on the structural chassis, internal guts, engine, that will
designers to work side-by-side with automotive clay sculptors,
who will bring their designs to life at full 1:1 scale for internal
corporate review. Automotive interior designer is another
specialized trade all in itself, which is responsible for handselecting the interior fabric, trims, and color details that can
these professionals will have a background in product design
or interior design.

AUTOMOTIVE CLAY SCULPTOR
and use a slew of hat tricks to cobble together something
on-set that might seem like magic to others. Model makers
will work hand in hand with entertainment designers, concept
story. The goal of model making is to transform original design
intent in 2D form into a 3D volumetric form — which is more
many interpretations. Having a tighter design sketch up front
can alleviate this problem. This is a high-pressure job where
322

These professionals are true elite craftsmen. They are tasked
with taking a sketch in raw idea form, and translating it into the
surface body design of the car. Much of the car design process
is being done in 3D CAD software nowadays, although highly
skilled clay sculptors are still a heavily entrenched part of the
automotive design world — and are likely here to stay.

Many industrial designers will have experience with 3d mod-

APPENDIX I

eling

software packages as well, however specialists in

designers to do more of the creative work involved in coming
up with new ideas. These specialists will also have a wide
variety of experience using different CAD packages, including

A trade focused primarily on the development of sohisticated
mass production machinery, and its use in assembly line
optimization. Often includes factory automation and robotics.

and/or manufacturing.

Typically these professionals will have a background in fashion
design with thorough knowledge of the cut & sew production
process, but not always. More and more, entertainment
TV & video games — which is closely tied to character design.

MERCHANDIZER
Designs the interior look & feel, and functional layout of a

merchandizing displays (often known as Point of Purchase)
that drive interest, interaction, and heighten the overall instore buying experience. Sometimes these professionals may
have an educational background in fashion merchandizing.

These professionals will design environments for trade shows,
outdoor festivals, large display exhibits for conventions,
etc. Similar to interior design, with the difference being that
exhibit designers focus more on interactive environmental
experiences — which are often times temporary installations
(i.e. Museum, trade show display booths, event exhibits).

Product developers will work side-by-side with designers to
turn their ideas in raw sketch form or renderings into real
products. Will have vast experience in manufacturing, and
will travel overseas often to communicate with production
partners. Will also handle scheduling and product
management concerns, as well as cost considerations.

These research scientists will be primarily tasked to develop
advanced materials for big chemical suppliers such as 3M,
Corning or Dupont, which can then be licensed for applications
in aerospace, architectural construction, transportation, or
consumer goods manufacturing. Will often have a background

tailored to allow the company to create new and unique
materials and / or processes, which can then be protected by
trademark or patents and used in new & upcoming products.

rides we all know and love. Often with a wide variety of the
experience combining mechanical engineering, architecture,
illustration or entertainment design. Will work side by side
with model shop production crews or prop departments.
Disneyland has hundreds of such designers and builders on
staff, at each one of their popular park locations.

Build sets for plays, opera, theater, indie performances, indie
building things, many of people from this profession may
move into interior design, architecture or environmental
design.

INDUSTRIAL SPRAY PAINTER
Yes, there are jobs just for professionals who spray paint for a
and Troy Lee Designs (TLD) have many full-time pro spray
painters on staff — to paint everything from custom bicycle
frames to helmets for sponsored athletes. While robotic arms
are common for mass assembly-line paint applications for
automotive manufacturing, pro painters still have a place for
small batch production or one-off custom paint work.

This title refers to the folks who use lathes, mills, and CNC
mills to fabricate high-precision parts primarily out of metal.
Machining, when done well, is an art form — just look at the

Shop techs are tasked to maintain the machines in the shop.
They will handle all service, maintenance & repair work as
needed, and will make sure all machines are up and running
— from CNC mills to 3d printers, to table saws and everything
in between. They will also help to ensure safety best practices
of shop members / staff. Shop techs will typically have a wide
range of knowledge and be versed on the many different
machine types — mostly what NOT to do, or how NOT to

PROP DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT
This assistant will handle the logistics of all incoming and
your foot in the door in the model making industry.
323
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Professionals who primarily focus on automation and robotics
in any capacity. Often designs and maintain robotic machines
on a assembly line (ie.Kuka or Fanuc industrial arms on an
assembly line, or experiemental bots used by DARPA or other

ARCHITECT
Architects often work with sketching, drafting, AutoCAD,
Revitt, or Google Sketchup for quick design mock-ups. When
working with tall buildings or those with unique constructions,
an architect will work with a structural or civil / construction
engineer, who often runs an anaylsis on the viability of the

enhance the built environmnent — including subway stations,
outdoor shopping malls and civic arenas, etc. Interacts with
architects, landscape architects and civil engineers.

An engineer that designs novel electronic systems or
components. Often works with the internal wiring of a product
or device not seen by the naked eye — such as computer
electrical wiring, and batteries or reusable energy that power
many of the devices that we take for granted every single day
(i.e. smart phones, electric bikes, electric or e-scooters).

and plan drawings, and make sure that buildings are built to
code and follow all local, state, and national regulations.

Responsible for creating functional, surgical, and
reconstructive prosthetics, as well as disguishes for some
spy bureaus (á la real life

Handles all organizing, scheduling and execution of a project,
typically using spreadsheets and other PM tools. This is an
important role, since creative endeavors can be quite chaotic.

mechanical engineering, I.D., or makeup art. Artists will work
with lifecasting techniques, using alginate molds to create
life-like foam latex or silicone castings with realistic painted

DESIGN MANAGER
Like a project manager, but will manage an entire design
team. Works side-by-side with design director or VP of design.

PATTERN MAKER
Overlaps with a structural engineer, often focusing on large
construction and building projects, such as tunnels, airports,

PACKAGING DESIGNER
Yes, there is such a thing as a packaging designer. Often
stems from a background in industrial design, it is a packaging
product, which is its protective box. Since the packaging can
(see: YouTube unboxing videos), much attention is often
paid to unique or creative packaging, beyond just protecting
the contents inside (the primary job of packaging) . Can be
constructed from cardboard, acrylic, vacuum cast plastic, or
any number of materials. Packaging design is to what a book
cover is to a book — and say what you will, people do judge
Also inlcudes add-on features such as product hang tags,
manuals, etc. Structural designer often has an engineering
backgroung, aesthetics will come from an I.D. background.

Sewing of everyday garments and products is still done largely
by hand and by humans — believe it or not. Seamstresses are
highly skilled technical craftspeople, especially where designs
can be quite complex such as technical cut & sew design. A
pattern maker is a highly skilled trade in itself, requiring a
specialty craftsperson who will work closely with designers
and developers to create accurate 2D patterns to which will

there to the patterns can make a huge difference.

Depending on the project scope, some designers will often
be hired on a project by project, or contract basis (freelance).

User interface and user experience designer. Demand for
this profession is raidly becoming more sought after, as the
switch to digital and online shopping becomes more and more
animations behind a digital interface. Often has a background
in graphic design, industrial design, or software development.

CMF DESIGNER
an I.D. background. These touches can make a big difference
in the overall tactile and visual experience of a product, so

Directs a design team, usually staffed with designers,
engineers, and product managers. Larger companies will
have separate design / art directors per each division.

with product designers or interior designers (such as in a
luxury jet-liner or yacht design application).

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Responsible for managing the visual and stylistic brand

URBAN PLANNING DESIGNER
A trade responsible for designing large scale infrasctructural
projects for cities and towns to develop, preserve, and
324

creative department typically handles all advertising and
marketing consumer touchpoints, including everything from
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Someone just entering the workforce with little or no
experience in an industry is known as a junior. Mid-level
refers to someone above a junior but below senior level.

The title of senior is reserved for a professional who has a few
years of experience under his or her belt, with a proven track
record and ability to get results. A senior person will often

Responsible for building the stages and / or sets for theater,
videos. Will work closely with environmental designers,
interior designers, or concept / entertainment designers.
Often will have a background in model making, carpentry or
architectural design / build projects.

Oversees a cross-collaborative team of practical effects
artists, model makers, and craftspeople. Often promoted

A title used at some companies such as Dyson, to describe a
holistic integration of both design and engineering disciplines
— as opposed to being independent from one another. Keep

A specialized trade revolving around working with wood as
a building material. Involves a high degree of craftsmanship.

A great welder is worth his or her weight in gold. Applications
range from aerospace, automotive, commercial, defense, etc.

FURNITURE DESIGNER
A designer specializing in the design of furniture. The power
couple / design duo, Charles and Ray Eames, are perhaps
two of the most famous furniture designers in history —
although their broad title would be industrial designer.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGER
Will manage all of the incoming and outgoing logistics
behind all of the independent links in a supply chain. At
larger companies, which produce many different types and
these logistics can become quite combersome.

A designer who specializes in cut & sew and soft goods,
Often has a background in industrial design, fashion, apparel
development & manufacturing, or all of the above.

company because of a track record of proven results.

FOOTWEAR DESIGNER

Similar to junior-level in terms of experience, but often a temp.

in footwear. Footwear design and development itself can be
Buckminster Fuller, Syd Mead, and other visionaries who
or nuances that will make the product successful in the
marketplace. Involves trend research, sketching & mock-ups.
This professional will have a wide range of experience
working with different suppliers and supply chain networks.
build & development projects are becoming more in-demand.
Creates convincing, often photo-real renderings or 3D
visualizations of what the space will look like when completed
— often in 3D CAD software and Adobe Photoshop.

Quality control specialist, responsible for ensuring that the
products are free of defects or quality issues.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
are the folks who front the production capital (at their own risk)

SPECIAL EFFECTS TECHNICIAN
Works closesly with production designers and production
combined with a mechanic. More of a support staff role.
Just like in a tribe, the chief is the head honcho on the team and
to such position from a proven track record of producing
results for the organization and the ability to lead & manage a
team. Involved in all high-level decisions, working closely with
all senior, mid-level, and junior designers / engineers on staff.

PATTERN MAKER
as apparel, bags and backpacks, footwear, etc. Accurate
function of a design.
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scientists often assign a resistance rating to some coatings.
Names used to describe the upper architecture of a car, where

ABS
APPLIQUÉ
An accelerator is a compound or substance that is added into
a chemical mixture to speed up the catalyzation process. For
example, baking soda is an accelerator for CA superglue.

A-CLASS SURFACE
An A-Class surface is a term used primarily in automotive
design, to describe the highest caliber surface qualiy of a 3D
design surface, without any lumps, depressions, or waves
that could impede de-molding or cause mold breakdown in
production. A-Class surfaces will result in much longer lifespan
of mold tooling, dies, or sheet metal bending / forming jigs.

Ornamental needlework in which pieces of a patch of fabric are
sewn or attached to a larger piece or garment. This technique
can be achieved either by hand or machine stitching.

ARCHITECTURAL HANDWRITING
All caps handwriting is typically referred to architectural
handwriting. Pay attention to the quality of your handwriting

programming. Created by an Italian industrial designer rather
than by an engineer, with an emphasis on ease of use.

ACTUATOR
In robotics, a device that creates a mechanical action.

When two or more separate components are joined together.

ADDITIVE
are added to enhance certain chemical or physical properties.

ASSEMBLY LINE
The division of labor into specialized tasks, which are arranged

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
AUTOMATION
Automating a machine process in order to maximize its

BAR TACK
A special division within a company, tasked with developing
new or experimental designs (often with its own budget).

A high density zig-zag stitch, used as a strong reinforcement
or where heavy loads will be applied (i.e. backpack straps).

BASE COAT
Also known as the color coat, followed by the top (clear) coat.
built rather to assess the visual styling or tactile qualities of
a design — including its size, weight, and shape — and may
often be made from the same, or similar color and materials
functional prototype, as both will serve two different purposes.

Exclusive, ultra-limited quantity, tailor-made, or made to order.

BLOW MOLDING

A lower-quality metal mixed with a more valuable one. Coins
are often alloys.

The process used to make plastic soda bottles. A machine
extrudes a hollow tube of molten plastic between two mold
halves, then after the mold closes, a needle pumps air into
the tube and forces the plastic to follow the shape of the mold.
Parts can either be made from ridged plastic or elastic TPU.

ALONG THE BIAS

BOM

ALLOY

Build of materials. Outlines the exact material composition of
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a product, similar to the ingredients list of a recipe. A BOM
will itemize every single material and component used to
construct a product, right down to where it is sourced from
and the exact quantity or volume used (essential for costing).

concept stage. Small items can typically be built at 1:1, or
100% scale, whereas larger items will need to be scaled
down while still retaining relational proportions. (1:1 = 100%,
1:2 = 50%, 1:4 = 25%, 1:10 = 10%, 1:100 = 1% and so on).

BONE LINE

CAD

A surace line that sticks prominently above a surface.

Computer aided design. Typically refers to 3D design models,
however in apparel and footwear, 2D vectorized designs

BORING
Cutting out a hole in a part.

CAM
Computer aided manufacturing. Rather than how a part is

In injection molded part housing construction, bosses create
contact points where an assembled product can be fastened
together, and also give structural strengh to hollow parts. Oten
threaded to allow for screws to join two part halves together.

BOTTLENECK
An engineering, development or production choke point that
will suffocate the forward progress of a system or procedure.

for evaluating a manufacturing process such as machining,
before a physical part is ever committed to. CNC toolpaths

A pearelescent paint coat applied over a base color coat,
which derives its name because the visual effect of a candy
Commonly seen on hot rods to make the car body surfaces

A solid block or cylinder of material (i.e. aluminum, clay, steel,
plastic) — usually how it arrives in raw / bulk form, before
being processed by machining, stamping, sculpting, welding,
forging, cutting, etc. A billet is similar to a blank or an ingot.

CASE STUDY

BLIND SEAM
A seam that is folded into itself, hiding the stitching from sight.

procedures and lessons observed or learned along the way.
Case studies are commonly used in the business world,
however design case studies make for strong portfolio pieces.

in design to create the internal bulk volume for a buck.
A catalyst is a liquid or chemical compound that causes a
manufacturing constraints, limitations or restrictions are
non-existant. Constraints are a practical reality of bringing

after it is added or mixed in proper ratio. MEKP is a common

design thinking. Entertainment and concept design are perfect
examples of blue sky thinking — where gadgets, vehicles or
factor and less on to how they actually be made or how they
will function (structurally or mechanically) in the real world.

BUCK
A buck is the majority or underlying bulk volume of a design.

& heating, etc. in the computer. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

BRAINSTORMING

structural and / or thermal properties of a part or component.

A creative problem solving process that involves tossing out
every idea or sketch that comes to mind, starting as free and
wide range as possible, in an effort to arrive at novel solutions.

BREADBOARD
A type of prototype used in electronics / electrical engineering.

a way that accentuates certain elements and to keep the eye

Building to a precise smaller or larger scale, usually in early

can create the attitude or the emotion of car (what the Italians
are well known for).
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Final protective coating that is applied over a paint coat, which
adds an extra layer of protection from scratches, handling,
and wear from outdoor elements and to prolong paint life.
Rolls Royce applies two clear coats on every one of their cars.

CLOSED CELL FOAM
Foam with pores that are closed and encapsulated. EVA shoe
midsoles and foam gym / yoga mats are closed cell foam.

break a product, and has turned into a specialized discipline.

COGS
Cost of goods sold, which includes all of the necessary
expenses to produce, ship, advertise and sell a product.

COLD CASTING
Casting a liquid 2-part thermosetting resin with ground metal
powders or lead shot, in order to give cast parts the additional

In color design, solid graphic areas are known as color blocks.

COLOR DAM
rubber. Color dams will cleanly divide all the colors on a part.

COLOR MIGRATION
When a color unintentionally migrates or seeps into other
areas of a part or garment, sometimes due to a defective or

purposes: 1) pushing the envelope of current trends and
technologies, 2) inspiring futuristic visions into possible
directions the brand could head towards, and 3) to keep
things fresh and engaging for the company as a whole —
which could get very stale if the business is only focused on
one-off prototypes out of clay, that are painted to look like
real production cars. Concept cars which have no engine
Prototypes that have an engine and can drive are known as
sometimes an automotive manufacturer will turn the concept
into a production car (i.e. the BMW i8 and i3 are two examples,
designed by former chief exterior designer Richard Kim).

Many, if not most manufacturers today are contractual based
— meaning that they are not owned by any one brand or
order. One factory often works with multiple brands at a time.

Similar to a blueprint, a control or engineering drawing is
a technical document consisting of precise line drawings.
Primarily used in electrical or mechanical engineering to
communicate the inner workings of a prototype part.

Refers to the origin in which the product or goods originate.
This is often required by law as part of the product care label.

COOLING FLUID
Machining or millng metal produces a tremendous amount of
frictional heat, which puts undue stress on the tool or cutting
bit and can cause expensive breakage to the tool and / or
is sprayed onto the parts during the cutting procedure.

Refers to the unique color combination of a product or design.
One product may have multiple different color-ways, each

COPYRIGHT
certain number of years, which will vary by country or region.

The process of shooting to separate molten materials into the
same mold is known as a co-mold (i.e. tootbrush handle grip).
effective way possible. Costing can also refer to the process
of negotiating individual material / part costs with suppliers
Mixture or recipe of chemical ingredients in a rubber formula.

A hybrid material composed of two or more different materials

if many separate factory & supplier components are involved.

A sustainabiliy practice of tracking the resources used in the
production of a product, and the decision whether to re-use or

COMPUTER STITCH
Stitched by precision CNC, rather than by a human operator.

CONCEPT CAR
house design & engineering team, which serves several
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CROSS-COLLABORATION
Multi-disciplinary teams working together across departments.

Shows the internal volume, material composition, and / or 3D
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surface contours sliced through a given object. Cross sections
are often included in design specs and / or blueprints, to show
additional pieces of supportive information that can be used
to clarify the design intent. Cross sections are also often used
in sketches to communicate three-dimensionality of an object.

CURING TIME

Measurement of linear mass density, or the weight of a given
fabric weave material.

The emotional look & feel appeal of a given design.

typically refers to RTV silicone, urethane resin, or epoxy glue.

CUTTING LOSS
Amount of waste material that is lost due to cutting procedure.

An onboarding document prepared at the beginning of a new
expected outcomes — including deliverables and timeline.

DESIGN DNA
Slang terms used for the machining of steel mold tooling.

Refers to the amount of waste material yielded by a particular
pattern design, where the parts are arranged like Tetris pieces
on a sheet of fabric or leather hide, in order to minimize cutting
loss in an effort to reduce costs and waste. Smaller / simple
patterns = high yield. Larger / complex patterns = low yield.

DART
In cut and sew, a triangular-shaped cutout in a piece of fabric,
allowing it to bend into a 3D curvature when stitched together.

The DNA of a design is just like the genome of an organic
species, effectively encapsulating the entire philosophy and
personality of a design. One of the rarely known secrets of
which ultimately translates itself into the product or automobile
design. As a result, brands will often change or modernize their
logo after the old one gets stale, or becomes synonymous
with a tarnished reputation. Alternatively, a company might
create an independent or offshoot logo to represent a new
sub-category within the parent brand, instead of engaging in
form langauge, branding, and aesthetic / functional elements

DE-BOSSED
Sunken or lowered surface element or detail (valley).

PRODUCTION-READY
When a product is designed in a way so that it can actually be
made in a mass production setting. This is something many

molded or layup part — commonly at parting line or where the
two (or more) mold halves come together.

DECO STITCH

DESIGN ITERATION
A unit of variation, sometimes major, sometimes minor, used
to explore either the look & feel, or the function of a design
or a process of elimination — whereby many iterations are

The part was produced with an unintended error. Having a
strong QC system in place is important to minimizing errors.

outcomes. The best approach is to start out wide, tossing out
many ideas, then to narrow down the selections over time.

A weak or improper bond between two material surfaces
causes them to de-laminate.

Unlike a functional patent (harder to obtain) a design patent
protects an aesthetic or ornamental styling element only.

DELIVERABLES
A full set of items clearly outlining exactly what will be delivered
as part of a project. Typically prepared in the project brief.

DESIGN REFINEMENT
Refers to the process of elimination, using design iterations

DELRIN®
The trade name for Polyoxymethylene (POM), a type of
engineering thermoplastic developed by DuPont, and similar
to PP. Commonly used in injection molding applications,

A more polished version of a sketch, including more realistic

into a steel mold cavity at high pressure. Widely used in the
consumer electronics and automotive industry. Also known as
acetal or polyacetal. Can be re-melted and re-used.

A quick and dirty drawing or model for the purpose of visually
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In the traditional trade of architecture, the process of creating
team (usually contractors) to come together for a short burst

DYE SUBLIMATION
DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
A schedule which tracks the development of a project from
beginning to end, sometimes to meet a seasonal release.

A process that uses a computer to print a full color design
onto transfer paper. When applied to the material surface
and heated, the ink vaporizes and transfers onto the material.
Great for 4-color process photographic graphics and artwork.

ECONOMY OF SCALE
Using a sharp steel cutting die, which looks just like a cookie

The price per single unit or item is vastly reduced, and
total overall cost savings achieved, through a process of
purchasing or producing large quanities of items at scale.

or fabric. A production run of soft goods products will require
dozens, if not hundreds of different cutting dies — scaled up
or down per product size. Every part of the product needs its
own die. Sheet metal car body panels are die stamped.

An edge that is folded and stitched, added to a fabric material
to prevent it from fraying (i.e. elastic nylon stretch binding).

EDGE TREATMENT
Most commonly used in packaging and folded cardboard
or paperboard boxes, as well as in cut and sew design and
development. Anything where a printed pattern must be
properly aligned, including sublimation printed graphic kits for
the sport of motocross and mountain bike racing. A template

the realm of industrial design to heighten aesthetic appeal.
Common edge treatments are bevel, radius, and chamfer.

EDM
Electrical discharge machining (metals).

die-line serves as the outline around where it will be cut.

EGGSHELL FINISH
DIGI-KEY
A well known USA electronic components catalog / supplier.

A state where a paint starts to fog into a satin matte
appearance, usually after a few minutes of being coated.

DUAL SOURCING

ELASTOMER

Sourcing the different parts or material from two or more
viscosity and elasticity). Used interchangeably with rubber, as
almost all rubbers fall within this category.

EMBOSSED
redundancies against material shortages, quality issues, or
expose a project to vulnerabilities if complications arise.

A unit of measurement used to determine the density of a
solid plastic or rubber material. Density is measured in pounds
per square foot. The two primary measures of durometer
are Shore A and Shore D. Shore A is for softer rubbers, and
Shore D for harder plastics. Lower durometer rating = softer
material. Higher durometer rating = harder material.

When the walls of a part are greater or less than 90º, this
into parts is facilitate their removal from a mold (de-molding),
typically RTV silicone or machined steel tooling. For instance,
injection parts will expand after cooling, locking them onto the
without destroying the part and / or mold in the process.
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A raised surface element or detail (peak). Used quite often
as a decorative pattern or as a stand-alone design element.

EMBROIDERY
A decorative fabric element applied by needle and thread,
that can be either hand sewn or computer stitched to give an
ultra precise, highly detailed effect.

The process of solving problems through a process of trial and
error, which can lead to breakthroughs. James Dyson built
5,127 prototypes for his original bagless vacuum cleaner, and
he swears that the 5,126 failures were learning experiences
arrive at the 5,127th. This method of tinkering is opposite to
the academic approach, which uses mental models instead.

END MILL
The machining bit used in manual and CNC milling
applications, used in conjunction with a tootpath (or cutting
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route). A ball end mill is typically used on surfaces that are 3D

FIRST ORDER RETRIEVABILITY
A shop term used by model makers to describe tools that are
within arms reach and easily retreivable.

ERGONOMICS
FIRST PRINCIPLES
understanding down to the bare essentials.
A drawing where the separate parts of an assembled product

FLAME SURFACING
This design style was pioneered and popularized by the

EXTRUSION
extrusion process. Material is extruded through a die which
from extruded aluminum that is then anodized and cut to size.

Where excess plastic material oozes out or is squeezed from
the side of a mold. This happens where the halves come
together, and will leave behind a parting line when this excess

EVA
Ethyl-vinyl acetate, most commonly used in products like
blown or expanded EVA foam (i.e. car seats, shoe midsoles).

The process of building out or fabricating a design or a part,
that dictate how the part should be made.

FASTENER
A permanent or removeable mechanical attachment point
which joins together two or more objects, such as a linchpin,
rivet, cotter pin, screw, bolt, zipper, velcro, clip, stitches, and
laces. A threaded screw hole is known as a tap.

FLAT PACK DESIGN
then joined together to create 3D volumetric pieces. Often
used in furniture and / or architectural design applications.

FLOOR PLAN
interior design, to illustrate the design layout of a space.

FLOW STATE
Entire books have been written on this deep psychological
state. Flow state is characterized by a complete absorption in

FEATHER EDGE

Typically the concave or emtpy side of a mold, which interfaces
and / or joins with the male side in order to form a whole.

FOB

In blacksmithing — the process of folding and repeatedly
hammering red hot metal over on itself, in order to make it
stronger. A large oven or kiln is referred to as a forge.

A hard shape in which a softer material is conformed to.

Free on board, or the price of a product without calculating

FORM DEVELOPMENT
FIDELITY

DNA, usually through an iterative process of sketches and
sketch models, followed by 2D renderings and / or 3D CAD.

rendering, or build — ranging from low, to medium or high.

FORM FACTOR
example, electronic components that are housed within an
iPhone have a much smaller form factor than an iPad or iMac.

FIRST ARTICLE BUILD
often in injection molding — for the purpose of evaluating the
quality of the mold itself. The remaining mass produced parts
will be benchmarked and derived from these early parts.

FORM LANGUAGE
Similar to design DNA, form language is the consistent,
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GRAIN
FORSTNER BIT
A specialty drill bit with a unique cutting shape, which is used
in countersinking to create recessed impressions in a surface.

Can refer to wood or leather grain, where wood grain is a
unique pattern that varies by species, leather grain is the top
or outermost layer of the cowhide or animal hide.

GROMMET
FOUNDRY

A grommet is essentially a rivet with a hole in the midldle.

A production plant dealing primarily with metal fabrication.

GAUGE
Refers to the thickness and strength of a sheet metal material.
Protects a functional design feature or new invention, as long

GUIDE COAT
An underlying paint coat used for even surface sanding.
invention is intended to be sold or distributed.

FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE
A working prototype that exibits an intended (often mechanical)
function. The prototype may not be built from the desired
materials, may be larger than intended, and may appear to

Refers to a premium or top-tier aspirational product in a line.

A term used to describe the tactile touch and feel of a piece of
a soft 2D fabric material, such as a leather or suede.

still performs its intended function.
A happy accident is an unpredicted occurance which leads to
A graphical project management tool. Initially implemented

GARAGE KIT
Bespoke model kits typically made from cast resin in a garage.

Solid 3D products that are either cast or injection molded.

GEL COAT

HARDWARE & TRIMS

A protective outer coating used in composites layup, which

Pieces that are arranged around a garment, such as metal or
plastic zippers and zipper pullers, die-cast metal snap buttons
or rivets, plastic injection hardware, molded TPR parts, etc.

acetone to allow it to be sprayable, then is applied directly
onto the surface of a mold. When the composite resin cures,
it fuses with the gel coat in the catalyzation process.

GENERATIVE DESIGN

HEAT CUT
Using high heat to create a cut, such as with a hot knife, laser,
or ultrasonic radiation welding.

One of the newer and most powerful technological
developments in CAD / CAM software, generative design
uses A.I. and machine learning to generate structurally-

HEAT SHRINK

derived structures. Many of these structural designs offer
vastly reduced weight, while dramatically reducing material

HEAT TRANSFER

manufacturers have experimented with this technology for
race vehicle chassis, and NASA in Mars rover undercarriages.

HEAT TREATING

GIGO

The process of heating steel or metals in order to strenghten
their molecular qualities. Similar to sintering, but is done in
post rather than in the metallurgical bonding phase.

meaning outputs are only as good as inputs (i.e. code data).

Using transfer ink to apply a decal with heat and pressure.

HELD IN ORIENTATION

GIRTH
The measurement around the circumference of an object.

Fibbonacci sequence, also known as the golden ratio or spiral.
A key element of proportion and aesthetic beauty / appeal.

“HIDE THE CRIMES”
Hiding poor craftsmanship with paint or another treatment.
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frame decals are typically applied in production.
Where design and engineering are integrated as one
complete, end-to-end whole — including how a product is
designed, developed, made, packaged, to how it looks (both
inside and outside) and how it functions. James Dyson and
Buckminster Fuller are huge advocates of this type of thinking.

IN-MOLD
Means that a design element or feature (i.e. a logo) is
machined into the mold, rather than attached or applied later
on — i.e. screen printing, pad printing, sewn, bonded, etc.

HOOK & LOOP
Refers to velcro construction, where the loop side is the
female side, and the hook side is the male side.

INNOVATION KITCHEN
A slang term used for an R&D lab, derived from the similarities
between the empirical innovation process and cooking —

HOT KNIFE
A metal knife or similar sharpened blade that is heated and
which is protected under law — including copyrights, patents,
trade secrets, licensing / distribution and ownership rights.
Melting one material to bond and laminate to another.

A method of applying printed graphics to 3D objects. Can be
applied to many different material substrates such as plastic,
metal, wood, and more. Also known as immersion printing.
The artist Hydro74 is famous for his hydro-dipped creations.

A three-quarter object view that has been drawn without
perspective. Orthographics are isometric drawings projected
from the top, bottom, front, back, or sides of an object.

JIG
A structural apparatus that holds separate parts into

HYDRO FORMING
Similar to injection molding, but instead uses pressurized
water to force a hollow metal billet to conform to the outer
walls of a mold. Some high-end specialty aluminum bike

IDEATION
This is a common term within industrial design, used to

IDM
Integrated device manufacturer, builds all of its parts in-house.

IMPERIAL SYSTEM

welding, spray painting, coating, and multiple other processes.

The connection point made between two or more objects,
usually at the corner. There are many design opportunities
for unique joints, such as tongue & groove or mortise & tenon.

When a piece of plywood is run through a table saw many
times, to make shallow or deep cuts that are close together.
Shallow cuts help with glue setup and ahesion, giving the
glue valleys to grab onto. Deep cuts allow plywood to be bent
on a radius, similar to an accordion or siping. The spacing
between the kerfs will determine the size & bend of the radius.

Inches, feet, yards, miles. An older English system of

KEY SKETCH
A sketch selected from a round of concept explorations,
The process wherein a hardener or binder material is infused
with a fragile material, such as SLS 3D powder printed parts.

KNIT LINES

INJECTION MOLDING
mold using pnuematic force and pressure. Injection molding
is used to produce parts or products very inexpensively and
at very high quantities. Most of modern society is fueled by
products that are injection molded. Plastic injection is most
common, however rubber and metal can also be injected,
with different materials used to create the molds accordingly.

INK TRANSFER
A process using an ink transfer tape that peels off like a
sticker, leaving behind a permanent mark. How mountain bike

Robotic arms are a cornerstone of factory assembly &
automation. Kuka is the most well known name of industrial
robotic arm manufacturers (German). Fanuc and Yaskawa
(Japanese) are also some of the most popular manufacturers.

Refers to the thickness of a 3d printed / additive manufactured
part. Measured in microns. Thinner layers = higher resolution.
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Once a project or an assignment is initiated, lead time is the
time it takes to receive the requested deliverables.

Made famous by the Japanese, refers to manufacturing
managed with small batch sizes and just-in-time production.

A cast taken of the human body, often for SFX hair & makeup.

LIGHT CATCHER
This is a surface that is intentionally turned upward to catch
a highlight from an overhead light source, helping to give
a point of visual interest to a design. Used commonly in
transportation design, often being located on lower car body
panels and fenders to make the vehicle appear lighter.

Refers to the ability of a material to withstand exposure to
direct sunlight, or UV light. UV damage can result from a
material having weak lightfastness, which causes the material
to yellow or discolor quickly.

Graphic design and / or branding, usually paint or vinyl wrap.

LOOK & FEEL
Used to describe the visual and tactile aspects of a design
or a product. Commonly used in non-functional or aesthetic

by advanced technologies such as desktop 3D printers, CNC
machines, and laser cutters — which were once only available
to large R&D institutions like NASA or DARPA. The maker
movement represents a paradigm shift unlike anything other
in history, empowering the individual (decentralized) versus
larger, more complex traditional manufacturers (centralized)
and the gatekeepers that come along with them. Sometimes
referred to as The
.

Typically the convex side of a mold, which interfaces and / or
joins with the female side in order to form a whole.

MANDREL

MAP
Minimum advertised price, or the lowest price a product can
be sold for either in store or online (set by the manufacturer).

scuplture, used to visualize forms before producing at fullscale. Clay maquettes are common in the SFX industry.

MASS FINISHING
Uses an abrasive media similar to small gravel particles,
which will vibrate with parts pieces and can deburr, descale,

The process of producing goods in large quantities. The
Industrial Revolution was the harbinger of mass production.
A device used to weave fabric cloth and tapestry.

A process by which a duplicate metal sculpture is cast from
an original sculpture. Commonly used in jewelry making.

MACHINE FARM
This is a collection of duplicate machines in a facility (i.e.

which the quality of all following reproductions are to follow.

MASTER MOLD
The mold from which all other duplicates are benchmarked.

MATERIAL HONESTY
machines that can produce up to one million parts per year.

Used to describe an honest use of materials, meaning they
have not been adultered or coated to look like something they

MAKER
Due to new and pioneering technologies, the maker is in
effect his or her own independent manufacturer. This term
does not represent one singular discipline or practice, but
instead spreads across the full range of design, engineering,
architecture, model making, fabrication and construction.

MATERIAL SCIENCE
The R&D behind the exploration and invention of advanced
new materials to be used in industry. Large chemical
suppliers such as Corning, Dow Chemical, Dupont, and 3M
are dedicated almost solely to materials science R&D. Space
discoveries found in outer space can be used back on Earth.

This is the term given to the rise of the maker, made possible
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MCMASTER-CARR®
One of the top suppliers of mechanical hardware and parts
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in the USA, with an extensive catalog including drill taps,
endmills, screws, bits, etc.

MIXING RATIO
In a 2-part thermosetting applications, such as RTV molding
and casting, or in epoxy glue, the mixing ratio is the proportion
in which two material formulas are mixed together to activate
the proper catalyzation — measured by weight, or by volume.

changing sheen when viewed from under different angles of
light. Pearlescent paints shine even more brightly and deeply
model, which is used primarily to quickly test out an idea.

METRIC SYSTEM

MODERN DESIGN

Millimeters, centimeters, and yards. The metric system is
much more precise than the Western imperial system of units
(inches, feet), and standard for working with technical drawings
and factory spec requirements. Millimeters, centimeters,
meters, kilometers. The metric system is far superior because

A design style that is characterized by clean, geometric lines
and slick surfaces. Popular in furniture and architecture.

it ideal for scale design or engineering work. Professional
engineers & designers across the world will almost always
work in metric (millimeters and centimeters), when needing to
built parts or products to stringent requirements.

(injection), or where the part is poured in from (resin cast).

One millionth of a meter, or one thousandth of a millimeter.
3D printed layer thickness, as well as spray or powder coated
layer thickness is commonly measured in microns.

The least expensive and most commonly used of all steel.

MOLD GATE
The gate is the entry hole or opening in the steel tool or rubber

Male and female indentations in the surface of a mold, to help
line up precisely during resin casting or injection molding.

MOLD SUPPORTS
Crafted into a mold to prop up or to hold an oblong shaped part
into place during 3D printing, injection molding, or molding

MOLD TEXTURE
A specially-selected texture applied to the interior surface of

MILD-TO-WILD
Used to explain the design practice of exploring the most
conservative to the most extreme range of ideas. When

injected part. Applied to the steel tooling mold surface by an
acid etching process. Hundreds of patterns are available for
selection, or custom patterns can also be created.

MOQ
Minimum order quantity, or the minimum quantity a factory
or supplier requires to produce a certain part or or material.

MINIMALISM
came to epitomize sophistication in architecture and design.

MORTISE AND TENON
Similar to tongue and groove construction, except pieces are
held together by notches instead of slotted grooves.

An MVP is an early-stage product released with bare minimum
An outer mold box or skeleton, which holds the shape of a
.

MIRROR MODEL
Sometimes called a half model, a mirror model is a sculptural
model (usually clay or foam) which is attached to a mirror. This
gives the illusion of a complete design with both halves, and
saves enormous amounts of time — since perfectly balancing

An angle cut typically used for creating a joint, where a jig is
used to hold the cutting blade into place.

as a mother mold in body cast applications to hold the shape
of thinly brushed-on silicone after the impression is taken —
since the thin mold by itself would be too soft and shapeless.

MSDS
Material safety data sheet. These will come standard with
chemical-based materials such as RTV silicones and
urethane resin materials, and will have useful info that runs
the full gamut of material safety and handling, to working
times, curing times, mixing ratios, proper storage and
disposal, active ingredients, side effects, and more.
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MSRP

ONSHORE
Manufacturing or assembly that is done on home soil.

NIOSH
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

Work performed at headquarters, as opposed to remote work.

OPEN CELL FOAM
Foam with pores that are open or aerated. Foam mattresses,
green pottery foam, and kitchen sponges are all open cell.

NON-SUPERFLUOUS DESIGN

ORANGE PEEL

An unnessecary element that adds no utility to a design. The

A hammered texture surface resulting from when a spray
painted color coat / clear coat is either sprayed unevenly, or
is applied too thickly, causing a wavy surface resemblance to
the outer skin or peel of an orange.

/ substrate for synthetic materials. Also known as spun-bond.
A planar view drawn without perspective, or facing straight-on

NYLON
A type of thermoplastic. This term is also an umbrella term
used to describe most injection molded plastic parts.

for short. Most technical specs include some form of orthos.

OVERLAY
Original equipment or original design manufacturer. Also

A part or panel which sits over another part and / or panel.

meaning off-the-shelf-parts such as electronics or generic
components are purchased to be used in another product,
instead of a company producing their own unique designs.

A type of stich that is usually used to join two elastic stretch
fabrics together, as in underwear or compression garments.

OFF-GASSING

OVERSPRAY

Chemical reactions created by some materials (i.e. EVA or PU

OXIDATION

Manufacturing or assembly is done on foreign soil, usually

A chemical reaction that occurs when a certain type of
material is exposed to oxygen in the air, which will cause it to
rust or to develop a patina.

PAIN POINT
A problem or certain point of pain or frustration for the
consumer while using a product.
divisions that are completely separate from HQ. Also includes
long-distance work that is done remotely by a contractor or
freelancer, often over email and conference calls.

A mold with an open face on one side, where the material is
poured. The simplest type of mold arrangement and is usually
only suitable for low quantity part volume & production.

Refers to a design or part that is made in extremely limited
quanties, often as a single or just a few iterations. For example,
the Batmobile is perhaps one of the most famous one-off
designs — since only a few stunt vehicles are made per each
thousands, or even millions are made of a single model.
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PANTONE® COLOR SYSTEM
unique colors not found in the Pantone® spectrum, and are
often supported by a proprietary & internal color system.

what soft goods products are constructed from. A complicated
object such as an outdoor backpack or wetsuit may have
many different patterns for each individual panel of the item.
Each revision to the shape or size of a panel on a product will
require a revision to its unique paper pattern.

Where two or more mold halves come together creates a
visible line in the part (commonly in RTV molding and casting

APPENDIX II
tight parting line is a sign of quality tooling construction.

POCKET
In machining, sunken areas of a tooling is known as a pocket.

PATENT
Legally protects a unique invention, technology, or feature —
as provisional, functional, or a design (ornamental) patent.
A patent must follow a stringent approval process which
legally enforceable. A USA patent typically lasts for 14 years,
and will need to be renewed in order to remain enforceable.

PATINA

POLYMER
A chemical compound or mixture of compounds formed by
polymerization. Often used as a synonym for plastic or resin.

Purchase order. Used when placing orders from a factory and
/ or supplier, often accompanying a purchase agreement.

After metal is exposed to oxygen and oxodizes, it produces a

PC
Polycarbonate, which is perhaps the strongest of all
the thermoplastic polymers, and is commonly used in

A consumer-facing display meant to draw attention to a
product. With thousands of products lining the shelves of a
retail store, the goal of a P.O.P. is to make a product stand
out against the sea of competition by offering with a unique
experience. Often made from die cut corrugated cardboard
and printed with photographic artwork, branding and graphics.

PCB BOARD

PP

Printed circuit board. The backbone of electrical engineering,
PCB boards support and connect electronic components by
conductive tracks, pads and other features etched into sheets
of copper and laminated between sheets of a non-conductive
substrate (i.e. computer motherboards and RAM sticks).

Polypropylene, a thermoplastic polymer that is similar to
polyethylene, but is slightly harder and more heat resistant.
Hard case travel luggage is commonly thermoformed PP.

PE

prepared just before mass manufacturing, typically in a limited
quantity. Commonly known as salesman samples.

Polyethylene, a thermoplastic polymer that is the most
commonly used plastic today. Kitchen cutting boards are PE.

PRACTICAL EFFECTS
Means physical form (models, props) rather than CG
(computer generated). Stan Winston FX and Weta Workshop
means cutting holes into its surface. Beyond pure function,

gives more realism than effects that are purely digital alone.
Drawn in one-point, two-point, or three-point perspective
(vanishing points) — which is how our eyes naturally percieve
objects in physical space. Used in sketches or renderings.

PINHOLE

the four-minute mile is a great example of a new precedent.

PLA
Pre-fabrication. Often refers to architecture and / or homes
built from pre-existing structures, such as shipping containers.
Architectural landscape views (exterior or interior) are known
as plan view drawings. Often used in early design blueprints.

PLASTI-DIP®
A brand of dippable or sprayable rubberized vinyl coating.

PLASTISOL
graphic t-shirts), which consists of a dyed liquid plasticizer
with polymer particles. When heated, the plastic particles

Reinforced carbon composites which have been pre-soaked
with a thermosetting laminate, such as epoxy to save time
stored in large refrigerators to prevent early curing of the

PRESSURE CAST
When a 2-part liquid resin is mixed together (i.e. urethane
casting), air bubbles are whipped into the mixture and will
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to force these air bubbles out of the mixture before it has a
chance to fully catalyze or cure into a solid part — which imp-

functionality, useability, or validity of a new design idea. This

parts where air bubbles will be visible. The casted part that
results from this process is known as a pressure cast.
commonly in concept form, and do not have any real function
When two pieces interlock with one another at such high
tolerances that the frictional pressure itself creates a strong
mechanical bond between them.

PRICE POINT

molding and casting has been typically used to make small
batches of extras — although 3D printing is increasingly
becoming more common.

The price range or scale that a product is set at. For instance,
a range of products within a vertical category may have
different price points depending on quality and / or complexity.

PROPRIETARY

Post-processing is done after the primary raw material / part
processing. Many parts require additional processing such
as assembly, coating, or printing for completion. Many postprocesses are performed for aesthetic purposes, including

PUCKERING

silk screening, pad printing, laser engraving, deburring, bead
blasting, anodizing, powder coating, and decorating.

PRODUCT CATEGORY

Any process, system, design or technology that is uniquely
developed and exclusively owned by a particular individual or

Bunching / wrinkling in a 2D fabric material, usually occurring
at a seam. Commonly due to the fabric being sewn too tightly.

PVC

Quality control or quality assurance. Maintaining individual

The roundness of an inner or outer edge of a part and/or mold.

PRODUCT MARKET FIT
A term popularized by tech investor Marc Andreeson. A
product or market may be good in its own right, but there

Using rapid technologies such as CNC, additive manufacturing,
or 3D printing, as opposed to mass production techniques
which require costly tooling and long lead times to setup.

PRODUCTION SHARING

Similar to etching, but is produced by the heat from a laser.

A modern manufacturing practice where raw materials come
from one region of the world, are processed in another part
of the world, and are assembled in another part of the world.

RAW EDGE
such as an edge binding or a hem. Some materials, such as
leathers, work well while others like textiles will tend to fray.

PROJECT BRIEF
A project brief will usually include a list of line items or
deliverables, and explain the background as well as the
desired outcomes for a project.

PROVISIONAL PATENT

RAW MATERIAL
the Earth. Must be processed into a consumable product.

RE-CYCLING
Re-using an old product or device, or melting down the raw
materials to make a new copy of the same product or device.

application. Much less expensive and time consuming of a
used often while a full patent application is being registered.

Drawing revision lines, comments, or notations over the top
of a design, spec, or blueprint document (usually red in color).

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
A prototype, model or mock-up built to prove out a particular
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In RTV mold making, registration keys help to properly line up
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RELEASE AGENT
or brushed onto the inner surfaces of a mold to facilitate
the release of casted parts, or to prolong the life of a mold.
Sprayable release agents are typically derived from silicone,
but will vary depending both on the material of the mold and
of the casting material used.

RENDERING

A term used to describe a chemical vulcanization process of
a rubber material that sets at room temperature.

RUNNERS

A scrap piece of material placed under another when cutting.

A rendering is a polished form of a sketch, typically used

SAMPLE

presentation purposes. Can either be 2D or 3D, and range in

evaluation. Often synonymous with prototype.

SAMPLE ROOM
A copy of an original. Often known as a copycat or a fake

factory, where samples are made. Typically staffed with
sample developers and pattern makers, rolls of various
different fabrics, a material library, and other basic hand tools

The process for discovering & impementing new technologies.
Investment into R&D is essential for breakthrough innovation.

RESIN
A liquid or semi-solid chemical substance that converts
into a solid polymer through a chemical reaction known as
thermosetting, or through UV light reaction (SLA 3D printing).

Revising, re-working or creating new and improved tooling.

Dissecting a product or material specimen to learn about its
mechanical, chemical, or electronic makeup or construction.

Request for proposal or request for qoutation, sent at the
onset of a new project.

Sand can withstand extremely high heat, and is used as a
mold to pour-cast molten steel or aluminum. This process is
commonly how engine blocks are made.

Using an abrasive bead or grit which is blown at high pressure
to roughen or apply texture to a slick surface. Bead blast
can be specced as light, medium or heavy (heavy being the
roughest). Frosted glass is an example of bead blasting.

A document provided at the onset of a project, that gives a
and the billable costs for each. Often is included in a contract.

SCOPE CREEP

RIVET
A permanent mechanical fastener consisting of a metal bolt
with a round head, hammered into a punched or drilled hole.
a live hinge, which can then be snapped off for a clean break.

SEALANT
A coating that seals and protects the surface underneath.
Varnish, shellac, and laquer are all examples of sealants.

ROLLED GOODS
Refers to rolled sheets of material (i.e. fabrics, foams, rubber).

A rotational mold, also known as a slip cast, is the process
of spinning a mold in 360º direction, causing the liquid resin
to evenly coat to the sidewalls by gravitational pull (similar to
those old carnival rides that suck you against the walls). An
effective way of creating large part casts with thin side walls.

A small but powerful rotary or linear actuator, which is one of
the backbones of robotics engineering and industrial systems
design. Found in remote controlled cars, drones, and in-line
manufacturing to control precise linear position, angle, veloc339
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ity and acceleration. Two major types are brushed or brushless
(costlier & longer lasting), available in AC or DC.

types of SFX are practical effects (physical props) and digital

Thinning of the edge of a piece of leather using a sharp tool.
Also known as a split cut.

SKU
and color of a product will have its own SKU, or part number.

SKUNK WORKS
SHELLAC
diluted with alcohol and acts as a sealant, primer, and varnish.

A fully autonomous division within a larger parent organization,
often operating under high secrecy and with the goal of
developing radical R&D innovation. The sole purpose of
such unit is for exploring technological / material / product
breakthroughs not restricted by a set budget. The term also is

SHOP I.Q.
origin of the name comes from the aerial defense contractor
expertly and safely operate a wide variety of different tools,
machinery and equipment in a given workshop or lab space.

tasked for developing some of the most advanced aircraft
Blackbird, and U2 spy plane.

A thin wall of a part, typically in injection molding design.
Shelling out a design keeps it lightweight, and gives room to
place internal components such as electronics.

SLAG

A very old technology and still the most common way to apply

SMALL BATCH PRODUCTION

screens and ink. A new screen must be set up for each color.

Refers to the number of rows of stitching, where the number
of rows is determined by the number of needles loaded into
the sewing machine. A single needle stitch is most common
for most applications. Double needle or triple needle stitching
is used where high strength and reinforcement are needed.

SINK
In injection molding, where thick bosses, ribs, or features can
cause surface warping (sinking) on the other side of the part.

SINTERING
During sintering, parts are heated at a temperature below the
melting point range of the base metal, but high enough to
metallurgically bond the individual particles together. Sintering
are heated in a sintering furnace, which metallurgically bonds
the individual particles.

Steel waste material which is often thrown off by the machining

Making only a few units of an item at a time, in small or asneeded quantities. Small batch size allows for less waste and
for rapid pivots to be made during the middle of production.
Derives its name from small-barrel craft bourbon production.

Usually a limited edition and / or limited quanity of a product
featuring a custom graphic, branding or corporate identity
treatment is known as a special make up. A custom racing kit,
embroidered apparel, or custom gear set specially made for a
sponsored athlete would be considered an SMU.

Also known as accelerating and decelerating curvature. This
is a detail exploited by transportation designers, to create
the surface of a speed form or directional shape. A slack
or drooping line is the antithesis of a taught line, which will
result in an uncontrolled and therefore undesireable visual
aesthetic — drawing similar parallels to a powerful, athletic
physique vs. one which is weak and out of shape.

Soft products made from 2D patterns that are sewn together.
Die or laser cutting slits — known as sipes — into a material,
In product launch lingo, a soft launch is a gradual product
rollout, whereas a hard launch is a full and complete rollout.
Refers to the process of grading — or scaling up or down
proportionally — the 2D patterns or 3D geometry of an object
or design. A correct size grade is essential for maintaining
both the correct form and correct function of a product, across
a range of different product sizes (i.e. S, M, L, XL).
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SOURCING
Where will your raw materials come from? Where will all
the component parts be assembled? This is very important
aspect of product development, and is known as sourcing.
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SPEC PROJECT

STITCHING CHANNEL
to allow it to be stitched on top of a soft fabric material.

SPEED FORM
An abstract, directional sculpture created in the early stages
of a new car design, usually for the purpose of establishing a
fresh new form language or design DNA — which will set the
precedent for the actual car design going forward. Typically
appears in advanced concept cars that are still decades out.

The thickness of a stitch, usually selected or specced by a

dictating every visual logo, font type, and color usage detail
for maintaining proper consistency (aka brand standards).
A unit of measurement that refers to stitching concentration,
where the number of stitches per inch determines the strength
of a seam. Too few stitches will create a weak seam, too many
can lead to a perforation effect that can weaken the materials
being sewn together. 9 to 11 SPI is common, with 5 SPI used
for softer rubber channels.

SUBTRACTIVE MANUFACTURING
Material is taken away, but cannot added. Think of the marble
sculptures made by the ancient Greeks or Romans. By
comparison, clay is both an additive and subtractive medium.

SUBSTRATE
SPLINE
tightly between two posts — this is snap. Automotive and
goods are purchased or supplied from. These can be highly

SPRUE
Excess molten or cast material left over inside of a mold gate.
The web of all suppliers, vendors, and production partners
within a given manufacturing and distribution network.
Being square means having right angles with 90º corners,
which is essential for creating furniture, boxes, etc.

STAGE GATE

SURFACE BLOOMING
A bad chemical reaction arising to the surface in a material,
typically in rubbers. This can also happen when a paint

SURFACE CROWN
A crown is typically the highest point in a curved surface.
usually consisting of a vast investor / mentor support network
that is meant to serve as launching-off point for startups.

SWATCH
A reference sample taken from a larger piece of material,
sheet or fabric, often cut into small squares.

A mass production mold set up for injection molding or
chromium steel — a high durability metal that can withstand
repeated high pressure of injection plastic. Molds for injected
rubber or metal are built from different types of metal, but
using the same techniques. The machining of the mold tooling

Swatches assembled into a book or one-page card for

used interchangeably with one another.

A collection of swatch books and material samples from
different suppliers that are assembled into a reference library.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Math, which are

TAP SCREW

(i.e. dyed colors of material, different grades of leather).

A self-tapping (or self-threading) screw that can tap its own
hole as it is driven into the material.

TAPE DRAWING
Stepper motors are the motors that drive CNC machines, and

A legacy tactile method that is still widely used in automotive
and transportation design, involving the use of black vinyl
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often done on a large sheet of thick vellum. Tape drawing
uses the natural tactile tension of the tape to give the lines a

research into advanced tehnologies. The Manhattan Project
is a famous example of a government sponsored think tank.

at 1:4 scale, but sometimes at 1:1 at some car design studios.

THREE-PART MOLD
Materials that must be imported may be subject to fees, taxes
or import duties, which will vary depending on the material
composition or by the product type.

from a standard one or two-part mold, and will therefore
require a three or more separate mold parts.

The early adopters driving the latest trends in fashion, design,

bed will limit the part size that can be printed. Tiling allows for
very large parts to be printed in sections and then assembled
together, either with epoxy glue or by mechanical joinery.

TECHNICAL DESIGN
Gore-Tex® fabrics, rip-stop nylons, taped seams, etc.

as a design spec) is your primary mode of communicating
all design requirements to a factory — including every color,
material, and detail of a design — down to the last millimeter.
Each separate page is built to scale, and formatted to a

industry standard in soft goods development, but also used
in hard goods development. Each page will have the name of
the individual designers or developers involved, and are sent
electronically through email (although once upon a time they

Matching the same color, or +/- a few shades lighter or darker.
A dark gray logo on a black t-shirt would be considered tonal.

Used to desribe the tactile nature of a material, product or
process, as opposed to purely digital processes such as CAD.

into the assembly or construction of two or more parts. Low
tolerance = slack / more play. High tolerance = tight / less play
(i.e. machined to +/- 0.05mm tolerance or less).

TONGUE AND GROOVE
A construction technique using a slotted groove system instead
of glue, nails or screws to hold pieces together. Common in
traditional Japanese architecture and woodworking.

The process of taking a sheet of plastic material, heating until
malleable, then forming it with the aid of a vacuum into a 3D
shape. Thermoforming, vacuum forming, and vacuum casting
are all terms used to describe the same process.

TOOLPATH
In CNC machining, the path along which the cutting endmill

THERMOPLASTIC
A plastic that sets through a combination of thermal heat
and pressure — creating a physical, non-molecular change.
Thermoplastics are most commonly used as injection
molded plastics and rubbers. Once melted down, they can
be remelted and remolded again, making them recyclable.
Physical change (no molecular change) = non-permanent.

Follows the color base coat, also known as the clear coat.

A plastic that sets through a chemical reaction, usually when
combined together as a 2-part mixture — where one part is
the base material, and the other is the catalyst. Once the

TRADE SECRET

without destroying the part, and is therefore non-recyclable.
Chemical change (molecular change) = permanent.

Short for Thermoplastic rubber, which is injected into a tiny
mold with a syringe (typically PVC or PU rubber is used).

Proprietary

knowledge,

processes,

technologies

or

are not patentable, but are still often jealously guarded and
protected, such as secret recipes or formulas. The secret

THINK TANK
Used to describe an group or committee of independent
scientists, researchers and bright minds from all different
342

An industry expo where new brands debut new products and
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product line announcements. Some trade shows are closed to
the general public or are invite only, where access is granted
to destributors or retailers looking to carry the new products.

quality material as a outside aesthetic covering. Plywood plys
are thin sheets of veneer that are glued and stacked on top of
one another, forming a sandwhich construction.

VERTICAL INTEGRATION
Refers to when all manufacturing processes in a given supply
are considered as a form of intellectual property or IP.

TRANSITION

VINYL WRAP

A transitional area connecting two or more separeate surfaces

designed transitions can heighten the appeal of an otherwise
bland or static design. Also known as a surface blend.

differientiating modalities between the model maker and that
of the engineer, where the former only needs to make a model

TWO-PART MOLD
A mold consisting of male and female mold halves, which
come together to complete a whole mold cavity or enclosure.

Stretch fabric that stretches in only two directions (planes),
or in four directions (planes). Also known as lycra spandex.

UNDERCUT

destroying either the part or the mold (or both).

UNDERLAY

A hands-on, practical job trade and / or skillset.

VOLUMETRIC
A 3D volume derived from independent 2D sections.

WET SANDING
Adding water to sandpaper to improve the sanding quality by
helping to remove any excess sanding dust. Usually follows
dry sanding, and is primarily used to polish rather than to
roughen a surface — as in the pre-paint preparation stage.

A part or panel which sits under another part and / or panel.

A technique model makers to do make their props look grungy,
used, and interesting (i.e. District 9, Iron Man, Blade Runner).

UNOBTANIUM

WATERTIGHT

obscenely expensive if not physically impossible to produce.

Watertight CAD models are needed for 3D printing or proper
machining and / or manufacturablilty — meaning that there
are no holes in the part surface, and that all structures and

UP-CYCLING
Re-purposing a used / old product or device as a new product
use (i.e. neoprene coozies cut from old wetsuit sleeves).

USE CASE

WAX
Wax has multiple uses, but one of the most popular is as a

Describes the unique setting or scenario where a product may
be used. One product may have several various use cases.

VACUUM BAGGING
The process of using a vacuum and large bags (similar
to freeze drying) to suck out any excess epoxy laminate
material impregnated into a cloth or mat, in composites layup
manufacturing. This produces a stronger bond, and results in
a much lighter part with an increased strength-to-weight ratio.

VAPORWARE

In injection molding, areas left over by the ejector pins or
parting line of the two or more separate mold halves. Typically
these are hidden on the underside of a part and out of view.

WONKY
An industry term used to describe a funky or distorted detail.

X-FACTORY

A product which is heavily hyped but never actually produced.

VENEER

ZIG-ZAG STITCH

A thin facing layer glued onto core panels, such as wood or
MDF. Often veneers can be decorative in nature, using higher
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SANDING
3M Wetordry
Motor Guard
Dura-Block

AUTO BODY FILLER
www.3m.com
www.motorguard.com
www.dura-block.com

Bondo (3M)
Evercoat (glazing putty)

www.3m.com
www.evercoat.com

HAND TOOLS & HARDWARE
SPRAY PAINTING
Rust-Oleum
Tamiya
Dupli-Color
Montana Can
Klean Strip
Seymour

www.rustoleum.com
www.tamiyausa.com
www.duplicolor.com
www.montana-cans.com
www.kleanstrip.com
www.seymourpaint.com
www.semproducts.com

Evercoat
House of Kolor
PCL Poly Primer
Iwata
DevilBliss
Sata
Dupont Nason
Annex

www.evercoat.com
www.houseofkolor.com
www.pclautomotive.com
www.anestiwata.com
www.devilbliss.com
www.sata.com
www.dupont.com
www.annex.com

3D PRINTING
Form Labs
Stratasys
Maker Bot
Ultimaker
Shapeways
3D Platform
Carbon 3D
Markforged (metal)
Prusa Research

www.formlabs.com
www.stratasys.com
www.makerbot.com
www.ultimaker.com
www.shapeways.com
www.3dplatform.com
www.carbon3d.com
www.markforged.com
www.prusa3D.com

RTV MOLDING &
CASTING
Alumilite
Smooth On
Silpak
BJB enterprises

www.alumilite.com
www.smoothon.com
www.silpak.com
www.bjbenterprises.com

LIFE CASTING
Monster Makers
Silpak

www.monstermakers.com
www.silpak.com
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www.harborfreight.com
www.homedepot.com
www.lowes.com
www.osh.com
www.acehardware.com
www.xacto.com
www.olfaproducts.com
www.mcmastercarr.com

LASER CUTTING
Trotec Laser Cutter
Epilog Laser Cutter
Universal Laser Systems
Rowmark (swatch books)

www.trotec.com
www.epiloglaser.com
www.ulsinc.com
www.rowmark.com

INDUSTRIAL MODELING
CLAYS
Chavant
Eberhard Faber (Staedler)
Kochi Clay

www.chavant.com
www.garieinternational.com
www.kochico.com

HEAVY MACHINERY
Delta
LeBlond
Laguna
Powermatic
Allen Bradley
Kent-USA (lathes)
Tennsmith (foot shear)
Roper Whitney (foot shear)
Bolton Tools
Miller
Craigslist (used machines)

www.deltamachinery.com
www.leblondusa.com
www.lagunatools.com
www.powermatic.com
ab.rockwellautomation.com
www.kentusa.com
www.tennsmith.com
www.roperwhitney.com
www.boltontool.com
www.millerwelds.com
www.craigslist.org

CNC ROUTERS
HAAS
Laguna
Fadal
Cincinatti Machine

www.haascnc.com
www.lagunatools.com
www.fadal.com
www.cinmac.com

VACUUM FORMERS

GLUES & ADHESIVES
Super 77 (3M)
Tacky Glue
System Three Epoxy
Loctite

Harbor Freight
Home Depot
Lowes
Orchard Supply Hardware
Ace Hardware
X-Acto
Olfa Knife
McMaster-Carr

www.zapglue.com
www.3m.com
www.aleenes.com
www.systemthree.com
www.loctite.com

Sibe
Atlas

www.sibeautomation.com
www.atlasvac.com

SAFETY
3M AO Safety Respirator

www.3m.com

INDUSTRIAL SEWING
Suzuki
Juki
Singer
Janome

SERVICE BUREAUS
www.suzuki-ss.co.jp
www.juki.co.jp
www.singer.com
www.janome.com

MODELING & TOOLING
FOAMS
Freeman Supply (RenShape) www.freemansupply.com
www.mccausy.com
Mccausy (Modulan)
www.generalplastics.com
General Plastics

CARBON & FIBERGLASS
COMPOSITES
Fibre Glast

www.fibreglast.com

www.monstermakers.com

INJECTION MOLDING
Robot Digg
Premier Plastic Resins

www.protolabs.com
www.forecast3d.com
www.purpleplatypus.com
www.3dhubs.com
www.mfg.com

CROWDFUNDING
YOUR IDEA
Kickstarter
Indiegogo

www.kickstarter.com
www.indiegogo.com

FURTHER READING
Free to Make: How the Maker Movement is Changing Our
Schools, Our Jobs, and Our Minds - Dale Dougherty
Makers: The New Industrial Revolution - Chris Anderson

FOAM LATEX
Monster Makers

Protolabs
Forecast 3D
Purple Platypus
3D Hubs
MFG

www.robotdigg.com
premierplasticresins.com

The Fourth Industrial Revolution - Klaus Schwab
Making It: Manufacturing Techniques for Product Design /
Materials for Inspirational Design - Chris Lefteri
Manufacturing Processes Reference Guide - Robert Todd, et al.

MAKER SPACES &
RESOURCES
Worldwide Makerspace
Directory (Make:)
Nation of Makers

https://makerspaces.make.co

The 3D Printing Handbook: Technologies, Design and
Applications - Ben Redwood, Filemon Schöffer, et al.

https://nationofmakers.us

The Complete Manual of Woodworking - Albert Jackson, et al.

Urban Workshop

www.urbanworkshop.net

Make: Electronics: Learning Through Discovery / Encyclopedia
of Electronic Components Volumes 1, 2 & 3 - Charles Platt

Pumping Station One

www.pumpingstationone.org

RISD Co-Works

coworks.risd.edu

NYC Resistor

www.nycresistor.com

ATX Hackerspace

www.atxhs.org

DIY RESOURCES
Website & Blog
Core77
Society of Manufacturing
Engineers

H-Point: The Fundamentals of Car Design & Packaging - Stuart
Macey, Geoff Wardle
Mini Design: Past, Present and Future - Othmar Wickenheiser
The Disneyland Story - Sam Gennaway, James Cronin, et al.

www.core77.com
www.youtube.com/tfossum11
www.sme.org

SELLING YOUR
CREATIONS
Etsy
Ebay
Shapeways

Skunk Works: A Personal Memoir of My Years at Lockheed Ben Rich

The Winston Effect: The Art and History of the Stan Winston
Studio - Jody Duncan
The Art of District 9: Weta Workshop

Savage
www.etsy.com
www.ebay.com
www.shapeways.com

The Lean Startup - Eric Ries
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